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THE MOST NOBLE 

THE MARQUIS OF DALHOUSIE, K.T., 

GOVERNOR - GENERAL OF INDIA; 

My LORD, 

In availing myself of yoll1' Lordship's 
permission to inscribe to you these unpretending 
pages, I feel that I best serve the interests of that 
Army, with a vi~w to whose welfare they were 
written. 

" Fully convinced as I am of the great merits of 
the native soldiery,.I have not hesitated to point 
out those merits, at the same time that I have 
honestly stated their defects. 

To your Lordship, as descended from a :race. of 
soldiers, and as the Ruler of a great empire, your 
administration of which has been signalised by 
the addition of a new kingdom to the British 
territories, I am confident that the well-being- of 
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a large portion of those troops. whose gallantry 
and devotion have been mainly instrumental in 
effecting that principle. must ever be a subject of 
the deepest interest; and if anything which a 
long personal intercourse with the native troops, 
and a close observation of them. has enabled me 
to suggest in the fonowing pages. should happily 
prove of use in effecting the amelioration of the 
moral and physical condition of the Sepahee. my 
object ill having written on this important sub. 
ject will have been fully answered. 

I have the honour to subscribe myself, 

My Lord. 

Your Lordship's most obedient 

and humble Servant, 

J. S. HODGSON. BRIGADIER, 

COJUUlfDIlfa TBlI PtnI1All hUGn.&Jl FOBcE. 

Lahor~, December, 1850. 
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£trliDll ige tirsi. 
DBSnTOJlY JI.DJ.lIIC'rIOlrll AlJD OJIS][JITAnOlJB Oll TA1lI01:8 

R"lUECTS llJ CO~Oll 1tTrH ~ KOJl..U.ll OY 'nUl 

lrAnnl A1lllY OY llJDu.: CALLED YOllTH, n ~ PDtr

SAL OY A LlI'I'I'Kll, LADLY llICKIYlID nOK A TJIJIY OLD 

AlJD )(][)IJ1'OJlIOl."ll lrArlY1l OFPICltJl-AlJ OFPICJ!ll D~ 

JU.D!D '1ITl1I ALL ~ 1I0lJO ..... Y IlJ8IGlJA OY ~ BIB

TIClI, AID 'WlI0 llJ IIIB CAJl][D HAD ~ K1:CJI l101:GII 

1I"0Jl)[ IlJ 'nUl nJILD, AlJD 18 lrOW JlIPOBllJG Oll 1118 W1!LI. 

JI.UllrJlD LA."t"1IlUBo AFrlIll A 1:"IlDUL AID 1I0li01JJlA1lLB 

8JlJlTIClI OY IIIIYY YX.UIS... 

AllOXG the many interesting and graphic anec
dotes related by this gallant pattern of old fidelity. 
one occnrs to me as happily illustrative of a 

portion of the subject. proposed to be discussed. 
Says the Subadar: - cc During the C8IDJWc01l 

• The ~ pages, wrilten in the ......... __ usuaIIy 
.dopted in tlIIIlbibating to • uewspaper him! gradoaIJ:y iDI7eased 
totbe preseui sUe.. ~ dutiI!s ...-m the author from 
rerising what be Juos Irma time to time lIeD' to the preas. But in 
the hope that )l1llriedly 88 they haYe ~ .......... ;n..a to paper some 

01 these remarks tmd suggestions. the resuJl of ~ ~ and 
bartfelt int.enBt in the II8&i'fe ...., ..,. be 1ISeCul to the ...m..e. be 
pubJisbes them d """" wit.h aD. their imperi'eet.imw ntber tbom im
pair tIDJ' inteft:ot they..,. poase!!B by ddayiDg till be c:oald CDJIIJIIIIDd 
J.isare to...-d them. 



6 LICK SAHIB BAHADOOR. 

against the Mahrattas, in the year 1804, we made 
a tremendous 'forced march of fifty-four miles in 
thirty hours, and surprised Holkar, and his ca
valry at Furruckabad, and routed them with 
great slaughter. We had marched 250 miles in 
thirteen days. The troops had been upon very 
short commons for some time, and you, Sir, know 
what a tyrant a hungry belly is. The Sepahees 
began to be very l?ud in their grumblings, and 
expressed their discontent pretty freely. This was 
reported. A short time afterwards, IJick Sahib 
Bahadoor (Lord Lake) was observed riding past 
the column eating dry pulse. This fact spread 
rapidly through the ranks, and from that moment 
not the whisper of a murmur was heard. I be
lieve, Sir, had a man grumbled after that, he 
would ~ave run the risk of being put to death by 
his comrades; such was the love and veneration 
the Sepahees had for Lick Sahib Bahadoor. 
K4odawund, Lick Sahib Bahadoor,poora Sepahee 
tha !" (Lick the Hero was a thorough soldier, 

Sir). 
,Though the noble Ancient often repeated this 

anecdote during a camradeship of twenty-four 
years, yet he never varied or embroidered it in 
the slightest particular. It might have been tact 
on the part of that truly great soldier, Lord 
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Lake, and no doubt it was; but it was the tact 
that never could have occurred to a little mind, 
which, in all likelihood, might have resorted to 
some harsh martinet measures to stifle this ex
pression of human suffering, and thereby increased 
the discontent, if not have roused feelings still 
more dangerous. 

Surely it must be apparent to the most superfi
cial observer, that the present system of the native 
army requires some reformation to suit the altered 
state of things, and their daily changing aspect. 

The wisdom of experience has determined, 
that every state should possess within itself a 
power of periodi~al reformation, with a capacity 
of checking, and eradicating, from time to time, 
all abuses, and introducing such wholesome 
changes as may be required to give additional 
vigour and vitality to the political system. 
These sound principles are in every respect appli
cable to a great standing army, but more especi
ally to the native army of India, organised out of 
such. peculiar and conflicting elements. The 
Government of India· has done much to ame
liorate the condition of the European soldier, and 
it might with an equally wise and beneficent 
foresight bestow some similar consideration on 
the Sephaee. Never was there an army so well 
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paid, so well treated, or so generously cared for in 
most respects, and yet whose moral and physical 
improvement has been more neglected, than that 
ofthe native army ofIndia. Little or no attention, 
it would seem, has hitherto been attracted to this 
most important subject. The Sepahee's physical 
and moral culture solely consists at present in 
being drilled, clothed, and accoutred in the British 
uniform. This alone does not make a soldier. 
A soldier m~st be proud of his profession, simple 
and hardy in his habits, inured to labour, imbued 
with a generou!' and martial spirit, and ever 
actuated by ali unalterable and devoted feeling 
of loyalty to the Government lJe serves. There 
is good stuff in the Sepahee, which admits of 
higher cultivation, but the stimulus must be given 
by the ruling powers themselves. 

If, unwisely, the Sepahee is invariably to be 
considered and treated as the mere vulgar and 
sordid mercenary, then nothing should be ne~ 
glected which may conduce to the one all absorb
ing conviction forcing itself on his mind, that his 
worldly interests are so interwoven with the 
stability of British rule in India, as to have 
become inseparably identified with its safety and 
duration. Motives of self-advantage, as a national 
trait, appear to be the very strongest incentives 



SEPAHEE CHARACTER. '.:~ ";:>.; O~~ 
to action, on- the part of the Asiatic; -l~;Vli:Oi& 
language gratitude has absolutely no place. 

This is not mentioned in a cynical spirit, but 
simply to state a fact, and one which in s.ome 
degree elucidates the peculiar character of oriental 
attachment. 

co Ji8 1m Deg, 008 ka Teg". 

is one of their most popular, and admired Sepahee 
aphorisms, and would appear to contain the very 
essence of their estimation of mercenary virtue. 

But surely these arli not the feelings to which a 
great and wise Government is to address itself, 
when legislating for a highly disciplined army of 
near 300,000 men, aliens in blood,prejudices, 
and religion? . 

Most unquestionably it ought not to be so. 
The Sepahees of this army have given abundant 
proofs that iIi them the highest feelings of human 
nature are susceptible of being worked upon with 
the most brilliant results. The military classes 
possess a high sense of honour, with a strong 
desire for distinction and applause. There are 
no men more easily excited by praise or flattery, 
or more capa~le of great exertion under such in
fluences. 

• "He who can keep the pot boiling, 
Will never want for trenchant blades." 
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Under those truly illustrious commanders who 
so thoroughly understood and appreciated them, 
what distinguished services have they not ren
dered to the British nation r 

The magnificent superstructure of glory and 
dominion which British enterprise has so trium
phantly erected in the East, mainly rests on the 
wise, ever just, and liberal recognition of those 
n()ble and all important services.. • 

The day we undervalue the Sepahees, or weakly 
betray symptoms of a want of confidence in their 
fidelity and loyalty, will be a fatal one for the 
honour and the stability .of this empire. 

Anyone act on our part, significant of the 
existen<;e of such a cruel suspicion, would most 
effectually and· irretrievably destroy that implicit 
confidence which the men, at the present moment, . 
so unreservedly repose in the justice and integrity 
of the British Government, and, confidence, like 
honour, once lost, is lost for ever I 

They would necessarily be under the ever con
stant apprehension. knowing that such distrust 
existed, of experiencing some fearful and signal 
mark of the anger of the British Government. 
The army would from that day cease to be a 
popular service with our native subjects. And 
even the unfortunate wight whom the pressure 
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of a.hard necessity might force into our military 
employ, would· exclaim: .. My poverty but hot 
my will consents!" Are we to reply" we pay 
thy poverty, and not thy will 1" 

H so, what becomes of the attachment and 
fidelity of the native army ? 

There will riot be wanting some who will observe 
" So long as our pay is regular, so long will there 
b~ no difficulty in recruiting the ranks of "the 
native army." Granted. . 

But are the feelings and motives of those 
taking military service with us, of no present 
importance, and of still less serious consideration 
as affects the future? This mutual confidence 
once shaken, the gold and temptations of any 
other power, able and willing to purchase trea
son, would prove too strong for the loyalty of 
any army, based on such insecure foundation. 
Such allegiance, if it be not a mockery to call it 
for an instant by that honest ~ame, would pal
pably admit of easy imd unblushing transfer. 

But such a fatal error as questioning, on light 
grounds, the temper and fidelity of the native 
army, is one most assuredly not likely to be 
committed, so long as honour and justice are 
dear to Englishmen, and the characteristics of 
British rule. 
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'l'he faithful and devoted services of a hundred 
years, and the inviolate good . faith which has 
ever existed between the British Government 
and het noble Indian a:t;my, are the best secu
rities for the lasling preservation of this happy 
and honourable state of feeling. 

A calm, wise, and dispassionate legislation is 
all that is now required to consolidate the tri
urrrphs of genius and enterprise. There is no 
country under the face of the sun more likely to 
be dangerously convulsed than India by any 
erratic flights of rulers, meanly ambitious· of 
obtaining for their individual selves a spurious 
and inflated pre-eminence. 

On looking back upon the history of our 
acquisition of this mighty empire, one cannot fail 
to be sensibly struck with the combination of 
fortuitous causes which has so remarkably at
tended our progress to power and dominion. 

It is very clear that the great secret of our. 
success has been a· most judicious and careful 
avoidance· of every act that could justly alarm 
the religious and conventional prejudices of the 
natives of India, or call in question our national 
good faith. Indeed, the arts and superior handi
crafts of civilization are the only safe schoolmasters 
and missionaries of a backward state of society. 
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T4ere have not been more horrors or frightful 
atrocities committed in the name of Liberty,. thim 
in that of Religion. The wonderful sagacity of 
Columbus gained for Spain a new world, but. 
that priest-ridden country was unequal to ·the 
task of founding a great empire. What should 
have been- a glory, became her just punishment 
a,nd humiliation. She attempted to force upon 
a new people a religion unknown to .them and 
their forefathers; and, in that frantic and abortive 
attempt, she perpetrated unheard-of cruelties,. 
and nearly extirpated the interesting· population' 
of the N ew World; instead of showering the 
blessings of peace and civilization around, sh~ 
stained her path with blood and devastation. 

Spain was unworthy· of the splendid destiny 
that fortune had offered her. We have provi
dentially escaped these fearful errors. And 
honour be to those to whom honour is d~e; 
Clive' Warren Hastings' Cornwallis " Welles
ley' Hastings' What glorious images of energy 
and transcendent abilities these time-honoured 
names awaken' How truly happy was the Bri
tish nation in such an extraordinary succession of 
able rulers, who appeared at momentous junc
tures, and before whose master minds and states
manlike views, difficulties became but stepping-
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stones to greatness. The edifice they have raised, 
the wonder of the world, will yet appear still more 
wonderful to far more civilized generations to 

. come. 
The chief prop and bulwark of this stately 

structure is a disciplined native army of nearly 
300,000 men; held together, 8olely, by an Ulili
mited confidence in the just appreciation of its 
British rulers. 

What serious reflections does this most un
doubted truth excite! How cautiously, then, 
should every act be abstained from that could 
possibly admit of so dangerous a construction, as 
an implied fear or doubt of the continued attach
ment and fidelity of our Sepahees. 

No political cause for general distrust and 
apprehension has hitherto appeared. On the 
contrary, their valour, devotion, and good conduct 
have been conspicuously great. 



OCCASIONAL DISAJ!'FECTION OF THE NATIVE TROOPS. THE 

MUTINY AT VELLORB. THB MUTINY AT BARRACKP6RE IN 

1824. INJUDICIOUS LARGBSSBS TO THE 8EPAHEBS. 

TEMPORARY aberrations from duty have occa
sionally occurred "in the native army, but never 
of an alarming or organised description. Such 
manifestations were confined to the immediate 
locality of their unfortunate display, and had 
their rise not unfrequently in some real cause of 
grievance, totally unconnected with any political 
or general feeling of disaffection .towards the 
British Government. There has too often been 
some misconception _ of orders or intentions; 
which, when the ferment of passion subsided, has 
been generally satisfactorily explained, without 
the state having to make any weak or humiliating 
concessions, simply, because there was no act 
repugnant to its good faith. 

Errors and acts of precipitation have occurred, 
both on the part of the authorities and of the 
native soldiers. The writer will proceed briefly 
to enumerate the occasions on which the Sepahees 
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of 'this army have been guilty of serious derelic
tions of duty. He will likewise offer his opinion 
where he thinks sufficient temper and discretion 
have not been exercised by authority; It will be 
but just, also, to recapitulate those remarkable 
instances of a rare fidelity and confidence shown 
by oill' Sepahees under appalling distresses; and 
during the pressure of which, every mode of 
bribery, intimidation, and intrigue was unsuc
cessfully reso~ted to by an artful enemy, to with
draw them from their allegiance. Their implicit 
confidence in their British officers, neither the 
brutal threats of cruel enemies :flushed with 
transient success, nor the more fearful horrors of 
the snows of Caubul, could for an instant weaken 

'or disturb .• 
Armies, like empires, are raised on everlasting 

foundations, when based on mutual confid~nce 
and attachment. Every act, therefore, which 
tends to de&troy this mutual and most confiding 
trustfulness, is clearly and directly' inimical to 
the best interests of a state. The most imagin
ative mind would fail to discover any method 
more calculated to create alarm and invite disaf
fection, than precipitate suspicions of the loyalty 
of its troops. . 

The British subject must have very inatten-
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tively read the m;tory and observed the progress 
of our dominion in the East, who imagines that 
any measure is trivial and unimportant, _ which 
conveysfeelingsQf doubt and uneasiness on the 
part of rulers, as to the affection and disposition 
of the native army. 

He must b,e ignorant of the very elements of 
which this empire and this native army are 
composed. 

- Up to -this moment, among the 150 millions of 
our native subjects, there are none in whose hearts 
so pre-eminent a feeling of loyalty and attach~ent 
towards the. British Government exists, as in 
those of our Sepahees. They stand aloof, ina 
measure, from the population of India. 1.'hey I 

are mor~ impregnated with British ideas of right 
and wrong than any other class of our native 
s:ubjects. In their own p~rsons, they see and 
feel the physical and moral strength of our 
system. qf all natives in India, they are the 
most unlikely to place themselves in opposition, 
t6 authority. 

Men are not encouraged to conspiracy by 
observing in the fate of others- the danger and 
calamity of such enterprises. 

Discontent, turbulence, sedition, mutiny, at
tempts to organise insurrection, with an obvious 
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or avowed intention of Qverturning the existing 
order of things, or of subverting the Government 
itself, have all their different complexions of guilt, 
and distinct phases of character. The latter ex
hibition of feeling, assuredly, the most daring 
calumniator would not assert as ever having 
. manifested itself on the part of the Sepahees of 
this army. Discontent, and occasionally mutiny, 
have undoubtedly shown themselves. In what 
army have not such unfortunate aberrations 
occUlTed? 

In that most truly noble and illustrious service, 
the Royal Navy of Great Britain, fearful and 
diabolical mutinies have occurred, and are now 
chronicled in history. 

Though nothing can justify, or even extenuate 
the infamous conduct of men who use the wea
pons entrusted to them for the preservation of 
pational honour and safety against the very state 
herself, yet. the -British mwy of those days had 
manifold and enormous grievances to complain of. 

In the last century, towards its conclusion, 
there are several recorded instances of individual 
native regiments having displayed a discon
tented and mutinous spirit; but on all such 
occasions, legitimate or imaginary grounds of 
complaint were the sole causes of the outbreak. 
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Never had those misguided malcontents the 
temerity to oppose themselves, in arms, to the 
just and retributive indignation of outraged dis
cipline. In every one of those instances, after a 
careful perusal of all the circumstances attend¥tg 
their occurrence, the writer is enabled to assert 
that the insubordination was entirely confined to 

. those battalions in which it first betrayed itself; 
and in whose bad conduct and subsequent punish
ment the rest of the army neither participated nor 
sympathised. Those unsoldier-like manifestations 
:were promptly quelled, and some terrible examples 
made of the ringleaders. . 

Nor does it appear that the men on these 
occasions either ill-treated their British officers or 
perpetrated any acts of violence. Their conduct 
was mutinous and bad, but it was a passive and 
. never an armed resistance, such as usually charac
.terises native revolt against immediate authority. 

Far different was the mutiny, however, of 
Vellore, in the Madras army, in 1806. 

Though there are horrible features in this 
lamentable occurrence, inasmuch as the native 
troops (chiefly the Mahommedans) were guilty of 
the most murderous treachery, in attacking and 
putting to death a great portion of the European 
garrison, together with thirteen British officers, 
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yet, the additional fact is equally well authenti
cated, that such open revolt and massacre were 
.entirely confined to the garrison of that place. 

It is not disputed that the highest authorities 
were cognizant of the existence of dangerous 
symptoms, and had been so for some time before; 
yet lulled into an apathetic and fatal s~nse of 
security, they adopted no precautionary mea
sures to allay the ferment in, the first instance, 
nor were they prepared for its vigorous sup
pression when it assumed a more dangerous and 
fearful aspect. 

Thus they became the victims of~eir own 
want of'energy and foresight, and were so judged 
by the home 'authorities and the impartial his
torian of those times. The Governor of Madras . 
and the Commander-in-Chief of that Presidency 
were recalled, and the Adjutant General and his 
.deputy were also directed to return to Europe. 
These orders are strongly expressive of severe 
censure upon their measures in this deplorable 
wUfair. 

On the mere.surface it would appear to the 
cursory observer, that the proposed introduction' 
of a peculiar and distasteful uniform head dress 
into the Coast Army was the proximate and 
ostensible cause of all this frightful mischief; but 
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such an idea would be very much at variance 
with the real facts of the case. 

The seeds' of this outbreak had been sown by 
the sons of the late Sultan of Mysore, long 
before any innovations in the head dress were 
contemplated by the British authorities. 

The mutiny was entirely the result . of 
Maho~medan fanaticism; confined altogether to, 
men of that persuasion, and fostered and insti
gated by Moslem bigotry. The emissaries were 
priests and religious mendicants of that. faith. 
and the final tragedy was 'consumrnat.ed by Ma
hommedan villany and blood-thirstiness. 

Numberless concurrent testimonies sufficiently 
prove that this dreaaful event (more a religious 
emeute than, in .correct military parlance, a 
mutiny) originated in the machinations of the. 
§ons of Tippoo, who had been so imprudently 
permitted to reside in almost- regal splendour at 
Vellore, the scene of their former independent 
glory, and subsequent humiliating change of 
fortune. , 
'. The pensions of these princes were. also on a 
most profuse. and unwise scale, and no conces,. 
sion· could have been more faulty than the tacit 
recognition of their affectation of kingly state 
and dignity on the very spot of their dethroned' 
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greatness, -and amidst a population once their 
subjects. 

The infatuation of such procedure was made 
manifest in the blood spilt at Vellore. 

The mutineers, almost all Mahommedans, were 
of the same religion as the princes, and a greater 
portion of them old soldiers and former recipi
ents of the bounty of the dethroned family. 

The members of this fallen dynasty imme
diatelyon this occurrence were removed to Cal
cutta, where indeed common prudence and policy 
should have fixed their residence some seven years 
previously, or immediately after the fall of Sering-
apatam in 1799. . 

This fanatical rising was effectually subdued 
by the sla~ghter of about 400 of the wretched 
miscreants, who rose in their support. 

Honourable mention is made of a regiment of 
MadraS Native Cavalry which co-operated with 
the 19th Dragoons in quelling this wild outbreak. 

In an -article of the Edinburgk Review, vol. 18, 
page 392, referring to the gallant conduct of the 
native troops at the battle of A;:,sye, the following 
remarks occur in connection with the particularly 
firm and resolute behaviour displayed by' the 
above regiment on this very trying occasion: 
.. A more arduous task awaited the latter when 
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the battalions of native infanty which formed the 
garrison of Vellore were led by the infatuation 
of the moment to rise upon and murder the 
Europeans of that garrison. The fidelity of the 
native cavalry did not shrink from this severe 
trial, and after the gates of the fortress were 
blown" open, their sabres were as deeply stained 
as those of the European dragoons, with the 
blood of their misguided and guilty countrymen." 

The results of the nu~erol1sinvestigations fol
lowing upon this melancholy catastrophe, proved 
with a lamentable accuracy that scarcely any 
friendly personal intercourse subsisted between 
the European officers and their native comrades. 
A fatal and unwise estrangement divided them. 
To this may justly be attributed the secrecy 
with which the plot was arranged and con
summated. 

It is so clearly the duty and interest of the 
British officer to cultivate an urbane and conci
liating deportment with the native officers and 
soldiers, that one would conceive it must be 
strikingly. obvious to the most callous and un
thinking mind. 

Had this happy state of mutual good feeling 
reigned in the unfortunate garrison of Ve11ore, it 
is not too much to affirm that either this hellish 
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plot would never have ripened into maturity, or . 
must have been crushed in the bud. Viewing 
the subject in this light, how sacred appears the 
obligation on the part of. the British officer to 
acquire the confidence and attachnlent of the 
native soldier. . 

In November, 1824, a frightful event oc-
curred at Barrackpore near Calcutta. - A re
giment of native infantry was ordered to the 
Burmese frontier. Government neglected to 
provide the requisite means of transport for the 
families and baggage of the men, who reasonably 
urged the utter impracticability of moving under 
such circumstances. The service was of no 
pressing exigency; a few days delay to have en
abled the necessary carriage to be collected could 
have been of no possible detriment. 

The regiment was sternly and peremptorily 
ordered to march. In consequence of the above 
difficulty they refused to obey. Unfortunately 
a transfer of officers had just occurred, conse· 
quent to the new arrangements whereby the hat· 
talions had been formed into separate and distinct 
regiments. The European officers posted to.this 
. doomed corps were therefore necessarily perfect 
strangers to the men and without their confi
dence. Salutary moral control can only be ex-
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'ercised by those possessed_ of personal influence. 
With soldiers it is the talisman of -command. 
On this melancholy occasion the British officers 
from unavoidable causes inost unquestionably 
. possessed it not. If they had, what a scene 
would .have been avoided, what carnage w01lld 
have beeil spared. , 

The {enerafofficer commanding thepresi
dency division' of the army, an amiable but 
weak man, supremely ignorant of the character 
and language of the Sepahees, was deputed to 
harangue them in English; from the perfect 
ignorance of each others' speech nothing satis~ 

factory followed. What other result could have 
been reasonably anticipated from such mockery ? 

A head-strong 'man was the chief military 
authority in those days. Unreflectingpassion 
was mistaken forfirtnness, weakness for energy. 
The -safety of the British, Indian empire was 
perilled that day by the insane violence of a little 
mind, unconscious that here it would be wise to 
triumph without bloodshed. 

A battery which had been brought up . from 
Dum', Dum was placed in masked position, so 
that these misguided men had no intiniidating 
~onception of the power and determination to 

, 2 
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enforce submissi(;m. 'l.lle guns, loaded with 
grape, opened with terrific effect at point blank 
range. 

The regiment was broken, and an indiserimi
mite massacre ensued; by-standers, innogent 
and peaceful subjects, allured to the spot by a 
fatal curiosity, and e!en some domestic servants 
of Government House, were involve~ in one 
wild slaughter. All the muskets of this ill-fated 
regiment, when picked ,up, were found unloaded. 

Thus, by a hasty and impolitic act, carried 
into execution with a fierce and inconsiderate 
rapidity, was a regiment swept from the face 
of the' earth, which by the exercise of a small 
share of .wisdom might have been reclaimed to 
a proper ,sense of duty, and preserved for the 
future honour and benefit of the British nation. 

On all 'occasions of mutiny and insubordina
tion, that calm inquiry which precedes convic
tion, .and the inevitable punishment solemnly 
following in the persons of the ringleaaers and 
most gUilty, inspire wholesome lessons of awe 
and aread. Whereas, indiscriminate and whole
sale severity, whilst it completely destroys the 
efficacy of example,' confol,lnds every recognised 
principle of justice. 
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The whole affair was strongly condemned and 
censured in both houses of Parliament, and stig ... 
matised by all the journals of the day as rash 
and impolitic. There was but one voice of con
demnation throughout the British empire. 

That calm discretion which weighs and ex
amines into circUmstances,' which decides only 
upon the ~ost absolute pro~( or irresistible pre~ 
8umpnon,and does not punish except on deli .. 
berate conviction, which inspires veneration for 
the majesty of justice by the glorious spectacle 
of supreme authority armed with the thunderbolt 
of conscious power, and yet exercising a wise 
and God-like forbearance, was at this cruel j~c. 
ture entirely wanting .. 

For here there was no momentous crisis para
mount to all deliberation, where the characters 
of treason· and revolt were so conspicuously 
manifest ,as. imperatively to demand immediate 
aCtion, not investigation.-:-where the .urgency of 
prompt recourse to force was so positive and 
unerringly apparent that to hesitate was to court 
destruction. 

The danger which was so needlessly appre
hended, there were sufficient means. at hand to 
have averted; a pause 4ere would have been the 
strength of mercy. Discipline was not morally 
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avenged, but morally weakened by the general 
and dangerous sympathy expressed for those 
who· 'had 'suffered a fate so grievousiy heavier 
than the nature of their offence merited or justi
fied. Such fearful acts are most injurious to the 
interests of the State; they involve the innocent 
with the guilty, and include 'ill one sweeping 
implication of guilt·a numerous body of men, 
on the gro~d of general suspicion. Justice 
cannot tolerate such deeds, and every principle 
of a wise Government'must condemn tliem 
The fidelity of no army, however pure and ~taunch, 
could ·stand many exhibitions of such marked 
mistrust~ 

The moral fortitude required of a man in a 
high station of command is a calm, dispassionate, 
and reflecting fortitude. It is not a passion-it 
is not a sentiment-it is not precipitation. 

Guided and controlled by an enlarged know
ledge of the human heart, a just perce~tion of 
the times and . the circumstances, an'd their 
obvious and only just requirements, it ever acts 
with fi,rmness and dignity,. and never assumes 
the awful responsibility of adopting a decided 

, course, of which it has not estimated the ten
dencies and calculated the. effects. 

: Beyond a general allnsion to them, it .would 
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be invidious to speak of the insubordinate mani-
festations of later years. . 

One feature presents itself in all-tf. them, 
grievance on the score of extra allowances with. 
drawn; and in most cases, the orders and inten
tions of Government negligently and imperfectly 
explained to thll Sepaqees.-in some instances 
altogether uncommunicated: •. . 

In these unhappy displays, disgraceful as they 
were, it does not appear that the men ever 
advanced to the commission bf overt acts of 
violence, or presumed to offer more than a passive 
opposition. Nor were the ramifications of any 
general organised conspiracy against authority 
detected .. This"bad feeling was invariably limited 
to the scene of its primary ebullition, and was 
always one of mere selfish cupidity, untainted 
by any other causes of disaffection. It is grati
fying to .. observe, that on all these occasions 
. native troops. like good and faithful subjects and 
soldiers: 'unhesitatingly' aided in the suppression 
of such symptoms. and never for an instant 
faltered between duty and affection. (To reserve 
the suppression of such outbreaks for European 
troops alone would be a fatal error) .. 

Recent general orders abundantly confirm the 
above ass~ion~. as likewise the. startling fact 
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that commanding officers of "native regiments 
have in too many instances shrunk froin the duty 
enjoined' them, of preparing the minds of their 
men for the equitable and indispensable suspen-

- sion o! the extra allowances that they were then 
enJoymg. 

The most perversely obstinate 'and stolid mind 
is more or less human, and amenable to reason 
and conviction. The Sepahee is neither brutishly 
obstinate 'nor stolid, but, like all .other beings, 
more easily led tlIan driven. The bayonet and 
balled cartridge are better arguments for enemies 

. in the field than for our own troops labouring 
under temporary infatuation, aQd who do not ' 
presume to offer an armed resistance: but when
-(lver the infatuation proceeds to that extent, or 
they refuse to ground their arms when directed, 
then unquestionably there is no other alternative 
than to treat them as declared enemies of the 
state. The following rational views, if they had 
been calmly explained, must have carried influ
ence and conviction~ and would- have preserved 
the honourable character of the native army from 
being tarnished by many recent exhibitions of· 8 

grovelling cupidity: - that the causes which 
originated and justified the bestowal of extra 
allowances,· no longer existed to sanction' their 
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Continuance, that such a scale of laVish expendi
ture . could not be persiSted in without v~st injury 

. to the public finances-without manifest injustice. 
-to the people of India, who _ were as much en
titled as its army to . the paternal consideration 
_ of the British Government; and~ perchance, 
even to the ruin of those noble institutions which 
provide support for old and meritorious veterans, 
for all suffering by the casualties of the service, 
and the advantages of. which are available to the 
impartial participation of every. good and de
serving soldier. 

But, -that the display of an ungrateful, base, 
and reluctant disposition tQ yield to imperative 
circumstances with cheerful and insta..ntaneous 
obedience, was ill-calcuI8.ted to . excite future 
similar .apontaneOU8 liberality -on the part of a 
government, both considerate ~nd diacerninIJ. 
UnquestiQnably it is a difficult office to explain 
to unedpcated men measures of state" policy, 
especially when they affect pay and allowances; 
and a still" mere delicate, task to convince them 
of their. absolute n~cessity; as- also, that the 
same justice which h~d so generously and thought~ 
fully bestowed extra allowances under a peculiar 
condition of things equally ordained their 'cessa
tion, whenever a wise and beneficent government 
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recognised their duration as incompatible with 
the public good, and opposed to the very princi
pies ot that justice which had dictated their 
grant in the first_ tnstance as a temporary indul
gence. 

The simple fact alone of a duty being difficult 
and delicate shoul~ stimulate every exertion of 
tact, energy, and firmness to accomplish it. To 
abandon the attempt on the plea of its difficulty 
is a poor subterfuge to evade the confession of 
iJ:resolution and weakness. Of late years it has 
been the fashion to over~pay.J over-caress, and 
over-laud the Sepahee-it is an error, and the 
fruits are beginning to appear. Unless the 
system· is altered, from being the best he may 

-eventually. become the very worst of mercen~ries; 
The idea of our inability to do without him is so 
perseveringly and significantly presented. to his 
mind, that the perception of his-equal, if not. 
greater want of us is obscured if not altogether 
obliterated. -

His I< modest stillness and humility" under . 
thisstor:ql of inflated eulogium and extra f:tllow. 
ances are most astonishing, and honourable to 
his moral sobriety. 

The heartburnings and political embarrass
ments, moral and financial, which have attended 
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.these hasty bestowals of largesse on the native 
troops are ~o secret. .. 

The inevitable sequel of such profusion was 
clearly foreseen and foretold at' the tittle by many 
officers of practical knowledge and experience of 
the Sepahee character. . 

But there appeared to be a competition be~ , 
tween some 'of our rulers for prtetorian popularitt. 

, It is but just, that th.ose whQ originate such dan. 
gerous and'extraordinary boons should be obliged 
to remain on the scene of their triumph and 
effect their resumption; as the imposition of 
such an invidious duty on a successor is repug
nant to every' idea of equity and fair play. To 
what, other m~tive can the Sepahees attribute 
these. most unlooked-for and gratuitous acts of 
generosity than to a secret apprehension of them
selves? 'l'his conviction is palpably forced upon 
their reasoning faculties when observing an osten
tatious liberality . displayed towards themselves 
,during an expensive war, and with an eJ:~pty 

exchequer. They did not require. it, and would 
have performed their military duti~s. to tne State 
as well, if not better, without it. 

'. To bribe soldiers to do their duty is literally to 
purchase their honesty and throw it to .the winds! 

, 2 * 
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Unmued cupidity and pride of mind cannot exist 
togethe~. the stronger passion subdues the weaker, 
and yet pride of mind is the very essence' of all 
military virtue. 

If cupidity be the only feeling worth appealing 
to when addressing Sepahees, then the riches of 
the world would be insufficient to satisfy their 
®sires. There is no limit to the insane cravings 
of avarice. 

An improper interference with the long estab
lished pay and allowances of the Sepahee would 
not be a. whit more dangerous and impolitic 
than an unwise increase of them. The pressure 
of extraordinary circuinstances has always been 
most liberally responded- to by Government. a. 
fact ackiH>wledged and appreciated by the native 
soldier himself. As a. general principle:· a. more 
docile and well behaved man than the Sepahee of 
the Indian army does not exist in the world, but 
. he must be kept to his work, and on his present 
scale of wa!Jes, for he will not stand being pam
pered without serious deterioration, more than .. 
any other human being. 

The British Sepahee bears an excellent and 
respectable reputation in the estimation of the •. 
whole population of India, and among them, 
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his inviolable fidelity and attachment to the 
Government, form a constant theme ()~ remark 
and unalloyed commendation . 

. The moral effect produced by this general and 
salutary conviction of the unswerving devotion 
of the native army is discerned in the happy and 
continued tranquillity which re~s t~oughout 
India. 

It is almost unnecessary to observe that the 
effect will. not outlive the cause. 



FIDELITY OF THE NATIVE ARlICY EXEMPLIFIED IN THE MYSORE 

CAMPAiGNS. OPINION OF WARREN HASTINGS. EXPLOITS 

OF GOIiDARD'S COLlJMN. MONSON'S RETREAT. THE AfGHAN 

DISASTERS. .LORD MORNINGTON ON THE NATIVE ARlICY. 

NECESSITY FOR A GRADUAL REFORM. 

IN January, 1757, the first regiment of Regular 
Native Infantry' was raised, since which perio!I. 
until the present time, embracing a 'lengthened 
space of near one hundred rears, the character of 
the native army has remained unchanged in its 
honourable traits of loyalty and devotion, together 
with gallantry and good conduct in the field. 

It is not intended to give a summary of the 
distinguished war exploits of the native army, 
during a whole century, but simply and briefly to 
refer to those conspicuous occasions, on which the 
most enduring fortitude and fldelif!J were evinced -
under circumstances of 'extraordinary hardship, 
privation, and temptation. 

In the wars with Hyder Ali of Mysore. and his 
son Tippo.o Sultaun. commencing in 1767, and. 
with occasional inte~ruptions, only finishing with 
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the fall of Seringapatam, in 1799, the Sepahees 
of the native .army afford~d -numerous· noble 
proofs of their fidelity and devotion, especially ill 
the memorable and heroic fight. made by Baillie's 
detachment ill 1780, against the whole army of 
Hyd~r Ali. This small force was liteJ;ally cut to 
pieces, disdaining all overtures of the enemy to 
save their lives by. the desertion of their colours . , 

and British officers. The same may be said of 
:Braithwaite's small force of 2,000 men (only 100 
being Europeans), which contended with I10ble 
firmness for two days against 30,000 men, led by 
Tippoo in person, aided by M. Lally with 400 
disciplined French Infantry. During these wars 
it is remarkable that the enemy possessed most 
accurate ;md immediate intelligence of every in.~ 
tended movement of the British, whereas' the 
latter were grievously deficient in this particular 
and'suffered as grievously in consequence. 
- - The crowding in of ,the camp followers, and its 
paralysing dfect upon the movements of the 
troops, are commented upon by all the historians 
of those wars. 

DirOll, in hiS account of the operations of Lord 
C(jmwalli~' army, in 1791-92, speak~ of these 
~vils, and describes the' scene as conveying the 
idea of a nation migrating, escorted by its troops. 
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In both of these respects things do not appear 
much improved even at the present day. Our 
intelligence department is always most lamentably 
and notoriously defective, and the followers are 
usually quadruple the number of the fighting men. 

The two following extracts are from Warren 
Hasti.p.gs' Narrative of the Insurrection, which 
occurred in the province of Benares in 1781 !
t. Op. my arrival at Chunar, I found myself in 
great and immediate distress for want of money. 
The 'troops were some four and others five months 
in arrears; and, as the Rajah, Cheyt Singh, had 
the country on all sides at his devotion, I had 
not the smallest prospect of obtaining supplies, 
until the motions of our troops from different 
quarters should open a communication! I have, 
however, great pleasure in testifying that, dis. 
tressed as the sepoys were for the want of money, 
they never manifested the least symptom of dis. 
content. I frequently visited the camp, and 
passed the line each time in review! Olice, and 
. only once, I heard one or two voices of complaint, 
but neither clamorous or disrespectful." 

.. The same spirit animated every officer of 
every corps, and infused itself into the men under 

. their command, with an effect so far exceeding 
the common occurrences of human affairs, that in 
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the short ~pace of one month, this great and 
villuable province, wh!ch had been suddenly arid 
wholly lost, was in substance 'wholly recovered 
to the British Empire." 

At this critical_emergency, every attempt was 
made by the Rajah 'an4 his emissaries to corrupt 
the fidelity of the Hindoo portion of the native 
troops, by solemn app~als to . their sense of reli~ 
gion, and regard for the character and' position of 
the Rajah himself, as chief of . the holy city of 
Benares ; but to no purpose, nor was their severely 
tried fidelity for one instant shaken. 

The Sepahees shewed' great fortitude through
out the campaign in Guzeerat, and against the 
Maharattas, fio~ 1778 to 1784. The successful 
and brilliant career, of Goddard's detachment, 
consisting of 4,500 men,w-hich marched from 
the banks of the Ganges to the western coast of 
Indi/i through hostile and then unknown regions 
(clo!J!Jerl, and embarras8ed by a 8elect committee oj 

Jield deputie~ and which performed most astonish .. 
ing feats of arms,-the taking of the Fort ,of 
Gwalior'by escalade being one ofthem,-is tlie 
most splendid episode in the Military History' of 

. India. 
During Monson's retreat in the rainy season of 

1804, the fidelity and fortitude of the Sepahees 
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were severely and cruelly tested and heroically -
proved. In this gloomy and calamitous affair 
never did the character of the Sepahee shine 
out with greater lustre. With any other leader 
it would have been an advance, and not a retreat. 
Their greatest misfortune was their commander. 

The chivalrous devotion of the handful of 
troops, which in ] 817 added lustre to the British 
name by the successful defence of the N agpore 
Residency against an army, has crowned itself 
with an immortal wreath of glory. 

In that. painful and most unmitigated of all 
British military reverses, the flight from Caubul 
in the winter of 1842, the unfortunate Sepahee 
did not forsake his colours or his British officer, 
but nature forsook him. 

In a foreign and inhospitable land he perished 
miserably but without dishonour. 

The Sikh campaigns have still further estab
lished the fidelity of the Sepahees. It is ques
tionable whether the returns of any army would 
exhibit such few desertion~ as occurred in the 
afmies of. the Sutlej and Punjaub, during two 
campaigns, and throughout both of which every 
specious description of bribery and cajolery' was 
ineffectually played off against the stubborn 
honesty of the Sepahee. 
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It may not probably be very generally known, 
that the Sepahees of the native army had the 
honour of contributing voluntary' subscriptions 
towards the expenses of the war between England 
,and France j. the following general order issued 
by direction of Lord Mornington (afterwards Mar
quis of Wellesley) then Governor General of India, 
confirms this most honourable and interesting 
fact: 

.. &BNlIllAL OBDBB~ BY THlI COIlILUfDBB IN PBlEP. 

e, Ftrrl William, ~3rd Nm1em1Jer, 1798 • 

.. The Commander-in-Chief, having received the 
orders of the Right Honourable the Governor
General in Council, to express to the officers, 
non-commissioned officers, and private soldiers of 
the several European and native corps serving 
under this Presidency, his cordial approbation on 
the occasion of their voluntary and patriotic con
tributions towards the support of His Majesty's 
Government, can in no way so well fulfil the gra
tifying duty assigned to him, as by publishing 
the sentiments of Hi,s Lordship in Cou,ncil, in 
General Orders, to the end that the distinguished 
testimony which is borne to the zeal and publiQ 
spirit of the European officers and soldiers, "Bnd 
to the fidelity and attachment of the native troops 
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to the service of the Company and the British 
Government, may be as public as it is merited 
and honourable. 

cc He desires that particular pains may be 
taken to explain to the native troops.. the senti
ments of approbati<?n entertained by the Right 
Honourable the Governor General, at the for. 
wardness manifested by them t<;> join their officers 
in so laudable a cause. 

" The Right Honourable the Governor General 
in Council requests that the Commander-in-Chief 
will be pleased to express to· the officers, and 
~on-commissioned officers, and privates of the 
~everal European and native corps,· his cordial 
approbation ~f the zeal and public spirit which 
they have manifested- in voluntarily contributing 
a portion of their respective incomes towards the 
support of his Majesty's Government; and that 
it will afford to his lordship the greatest satisfac. 
tion to communicate to the Honourable Court of 

. , 

Directors so honourable a testim9ny of the loyalty 
and liberal disposition of the European officers 
and soldiers, and of th~ fidelity and attachment 
of the native troops to the service of the com
pany and to the British Government." 

This pleasing fact alone obliterates a multi. 
tude of petflJ indiscretions, and should for ever 
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enshrine the native.army in th~ generous afi'ec:
tions of the British nation. This, was a very 
wise and politic appeal to the sympathy of the 
native army; for nothing can be better, calculated 
to consolidate our power in India than persuad
ing the natives to identifythernselves with all 
the splendid p4ilanthropic improvements of the 
British ~overnment" having for their object the 
moral and social regeneration of Hindustan~ 

We must sirik the conqueror in the benefactor. 
Supported by the aid of the moral and mental 
sympathies of the people of India, the Britiah 
empire in the East is invulnerable to the hostile 
agencies of combined Europe. 
O~, danger will never be fro. without; but 

from within. Though nationality cannot be said 
in its proper signification ever to have existed in 
In~a, yet this' country has been fertile in revo
lutions and formidable confederacies. The pas
si.ons of religious bigotry work strange marvels. 

The native army, at present, is distinctly a 
mercenary. and by no construction can it be 
viewed as a'national one; .in fact, it is palpably' 

. arrayed against such a spirit. When all the 
manifestations, on the part of the whole popula-

. tion of India, incontestably evince a most ardent 
desire for the prosperity and permanency of· 
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British rule, evidenced by a cordial identification 
with all its measures of policy and amelioration, 
then this moral deficiency of nationality will be 
supplied by a feeling akin to patriotism. 

Our present greatest safety is our native army, 
arid yet it might become our greatest peril.. 

The triumph of -changing this mercenary army 
into a patriotic one is yet reserve-d fgr the wisdom 
of our legislators. 

To quit this digression and r~suine the first 
subject of discussion; it is hoped, that the in
subordinate displays 9f the native army, since its 
formation to the present time, have been fairly 
though cursorily treated; its deeds of fortitude 
and fidelity se'- down in an impartial spirit; and 
that the result establishes a vast predominance of 
good. Panegyric of the native army is neither 
required, D:.0r is it the object of the writer. 

He believes that the -native army is much'in 
need ofreform, and.is susceptible of it ; and that 
it will have to contend with far sterner elements 
thim those it has hitherto ~pposed and van
quished;, and that to meet them with every 
prospect of success, its moral and physical or
ganization must be more· highly educated and 
. impro-ped. 

There are times when reforms. are safe, expe~ 
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dient and practicable; others, when their intro
duction would be attended with danger, and 
such as nothing bllt rashness itself would pre
scribe. 

It is conceived -by the writer that the favour
able period has arrived of effecting a gradual and 
generar improvement of the native army: As_ 
the Government of this country is most esse~
tially military, every effort should be exerted to 
improve the discipline, tone and character of the 
Sepahees. It is the involuntary conviction of oUr 
military strength to crush summarily all insurrec
tion, that now maintains peace throughout the 
continent of India; consequently, as the mbral 
8:nd. physical character of the. native army pro
gresses, so in .an equar ratio Will its reputation 
become further exalted in the general estimation 
of the whole- wo;rld: The circle of this conviction 
expands, and it is an expansion of salutary aWe 
and dread. 

Weakness, not strength, provokes hostility, and 
-invites the invader. 
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8ICAL I.lO'l!BIORITY. .A. IIll!BClUfABY ABlIlY 8HOULD BB 

ALWAY8 B)(PLOYED. PEACEFUL' LABOlTB8 OP BU1l0PBAB 

ABlIIBS. CASTB PllB.JUDICB8 POSTBRED BY THE THOUGHT

LB88.trB88 OP THB BRITI8H OPPICBBS. CAKPB OP JlXBllCISB. 

THE Hindoo soldier possesses abundantly that 
calm passive temperament, termed sang /roid; 
but, by culture he may be made to acquire the 
more valuable quality of aggressive valour, and 
.this is the quality which will be required to con
tena with European foes, and for. which contin
gency, ~ moral and physical organism mll8t be 
raised. In these attributes the . Mohammedan 
is· far superior to the Hindoo Sepahee. The 
former eats and spends his pay, the latter starves 
and saves it. 

A careful medical inspection of native regi
me'"nts would fully corroborate 'this assertion. 
The institution of monthly health inspections of 
corps would be instrumental in vastly improv
'ing the physique of the Sepahees, by forcibly 
inculcating the importance attached to the 
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healthy condition, and muscular developement of 
a soldier. It would give a turn for the practice 
of those exercises which are best calculated to 
form a soldier for the duties of his profession, 
and thereby improve his moral and physical 
powers of endurance. The acquisition of these 
powers would necessarily impart the hones~ pride 
and feelings of a .soldier. He would properly 
respect and indiviriuolise himself, instead of at . 
~present merely looking upon himself as one of 
the mass which receives eight· rupees a month. 
The Sepahee of the present day possesses in a 
deteriorated degree that military ardour and 
spirit which distinguished the native soldier of 
former times. His cupidity has been inordi· 
nately excited,. to the decrease of his military 
virtue ana physical efficiency. These medical 
inspections would operate very beneficially. The 
state pays most liberally to possess soldiers stout 
in heart and limb, and not for uniformed ana
tomies. 

It must have struck the most unobservant, t.he . 
physical. lethargy with which the Sepahee handles 
his musket, and goes through the motions of 
the manual and platoon ex.ercises. This defi. 
ciency does not arise $0 much from his being 
overweighted with a piece, which is allowed to 
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be unnecessarily heavy, but from other causes;' 
among them may be mentioned the ext~nt to 
which hidden disease exists in the ranks of the 
native army, and to a spirit of increasing apathy. 

The greater prollortion of the Hindoo soldiers 
of the native army _ do not 'Spend above one rupee 
eight annas monthly in food. How is it possible 
that the animal stamina can be preserved on such 
an impoverished diet ? We cannot force him to 
eat, nor would it be politic to interfere with his 
individual right of doing with his pay as h~ 
pleased; but a few' examples of men discharged 
by the medical inspector, as physically unfit, from 
being, in a state bordering on atrophy, would 
very soon alte! the complexion of things. What 
a provident and wise care is invariably bestowed 
on the preservation of the health of the European 
soldier! And yet this important subject as ·it 
regards the Sepahee, has scarcely awakened a, 
thought, tnoug4 . he is. weighted with the' same 
arms and accoutrements, and even severer duties 
e)Qlcted of him. It cannot be that because the 
Sepahee is a na~ive of the country, he does not 

_require this supervision, for we observe as a 
principle the same- care and proper precautions. 
adopted towards the European .soldier in the 
mother country, as here. 
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In fact, it is part of a wholesome and benefi.: 
cent system that has not yet -been extended to 
the native soldier. 

The military tone, and individual physical force 
-ef the native soldier, sllsceptibleof melioration, 
must be attended to and improved, if we indulge 
the hope that he is to be brought into the field 
at some future day, to contend with a reasonable 
prospect of victory, against hardier and far more 
formidable foes than those he has hitherto been 
accustomed to combat. 

There are no public institutions in existence 
supported and encouraged by .Government . for 
the proper instruction of the native· soldiers in 
athletic exercises, whereby the animal body may 
be brought to the highest state of physical perfec
tion it is capable of, and the mind strengthened 
and exalted by the conscious possession of a 
healthy and superior bodily organism. Such 
consciousness would unquestionably impart ~ddi
tional ~ourage and confidence of success when in 
actual conflict with an ellemy. 

It is imagined that there can be no questio~ 
but that the state of feeling and ejJicieno/J of the 
native army should obtain a paramount share of 
:l.ttention, and at all times excite· a serious and 
wise anxiety: for, upon its agency, attachment, 

S 
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and good conduct must depend the happiness oj 
millions, the safety of our Eastern empif~, and 
indeed, the continuance of that proud eminencE 
which Great Britain now holds among the nations 
of Europe. This empire has been acquired bJ 
the sword, and it is not, and cannot be preserved 
by the mere efficacy of civil rule, be it ever so 
wisely or energetically administered. This selJ 
evident fact it is presumed no one disputes j and 
yet, apparently! the army obtains but a secondary 
and disproportionate consideration. The polio 
tical importance of the native army is manifest 
and great, and .can never be undervalued witb 
safety. Every thing betokens that the Britisb 
nation has a still higher destiny to fulfil in thE 
East; and yet it is surprising what very littlE 
interest is evinced by the mother country in thE 
affairs of this wondrous empire. There is a pith, 
adage, that" -we never know the value of a thing 
till we "have lost it." 

The writer sincerely believes that the period 
has arrived 'when this enormous standing arm, 
of. mercenaries should excite the most serious 
re1;lections: and he proposes, without the preten
sion "of arrangeme~t, to unfold his own views on 
the subject. He is not so presumptuous as to 
imagine that they will be received without oppo· 
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sition, nor so sanguine as to anticipate for them 
much attention. His object is to effect good; 
but should no good accrue from the perusal .of 
his opinions, he still believes that no evil can 
arise from their widest diffusion. 

The campaigns of the Sutlej and of the Pun
jaub have furnished lessons sufficiently eflJpre8-
aive, and which eXp'erience admonisheth us not to 
despise. Much can, and therefore 8hould be done 
to improve the morale of the native army. Are 
quadrupeds the only animals which require care
ful training to qualify them for tasks of pluck 
and endurance? 

A soldier must be in training all his life, and un
like the- professed pugilist, never be caught out of 
condition either morally or physically. ~he estab
lishment of Government schools of gymnasia; 
- . 
the speedy hearing and adjustment of a Sepahee's 
civil suits; and the formation of a distinct police 
force, whereby the employment of Sepahees on 
anomalous, unmilitary, and, at times, degrading 
duties would cease, are subjects worthy of a wise 
consideration. 

The organization of such a force would admit 
of regiments of the line being kept on an effec
tive and military footing, which is far from 
being the case at present. It would facilitate 
instruction in military exercises and duties; 
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secure a more close and wholesome European su
pervision; and elicit and strengthen that amicable 
community of feeling and interests which it is so 
desirable should invariably subsist between the 
Sepahee and his British officer. For in the ab
sence of this bond of union, personal attach
ment to his officer, with unflinc¥ng fidelity to 
the State, cannot reasonably be expected of the 
native soldier. The formation of this police 
force must necessarily keep regiments full and 
effectivt: ; and as it is a well known fact 
that nothing is more ruinous to discipline, or 
destructive of the character and energies of man 
than habits of idleness, the time of the soldier 
could be kept fully employed. Military exer
cises, especially individual perfection in ball firing, 
gymnastics, and employment !>n works of public 
utility, such as military roads and fortifications, 
should form the substratum of a soldier's physical 
education. 

These public works and military roads, accom
plished by the soldiers of the State, would be 
monuments of glory, entitling them to as strong 
a claim upon the just consideration of their rulers 
as the greatest triumphs achieved in the field of 
battle; and would command the respect and 
admiration of posterity. 

It would be a grand political victory to induce 
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the Sepahees to identify themselves, morally, with 
these noble undertakings of a paternal govern
ment. The development of this feeling would 
be the first and most important step ~owards the 
conversion of a mercenary into a patriotic army. 

Such occupations engender a healthy and ro
bust state of body, and infuse an honourable 
. emulation and elevation of mind. History is 
filled with examples of the patriotio works of 
public utility achieved by. the hands of those 
conquering bands whose exploits in war and 
industrious labours in peace have immortalised 
their renown. Was not the famed Appian Way, 
850 miles long, a work of the most stupendous 
difficulties-the road so broad that several wag
gons could pass abreast-made by the hands of 
soldiers? In May, 1800, the ;French Republican 
army .crossed the Alps. The main body, con
sisting of 80,000 men, artillery, cavalry, and 
infantry, with all its materiel, defiled over the 
rugged and precipitous Mont St. Bernard. These 
brave soldiers, by dint of physical labour, trans
ported their artillery, arms, ammunition, and 
provisions. 

Such resolute fortitude was rewarded with 
the conquest of Italy. Some two thousand 
years' before. Hannibal. under immeasurably 
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greater difficulties. and opposed by the mountain 
tribes. had performed this feat. justly reckoned as 
the most extraordinary of antiquity. His troops 
are represented to have cut their paths through 
the solid rocks. and to have conquered. in the 
teeth of nature. the most incredible obstacles. 
with a perseverance truly heroic and sublime. 

And this was an army composed of the most 
heterogeneous elements: Carthaginians. Spa
niards. and Africans! 

In his time. soldiers were iron-limbed. labo
rious. and simple; they were their own artisans 
and pioneers; entrenching tools. the mattock. 
and the spade were as familiar to their hard. and 
horny hands. as the sword and the javelin. 

Macdonald and Suwarrow have likewise glo
rified themselves by the passage of the Alps with 
armies. 

On all these occasions the troops suffered 
fearful hardships. but rose superior to them. Sol
diers in aU ages have been inured to labour. 
The wisdom of experience ordains that such 
should always be the rule. and one without an 
exception. 

There is nothing degrading iIi performing 
one's duty; the order from legitimate and re
sponsible authority directing its execution. should 
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be amply sufficient to every well-regulated mind. 
and invest it. with an honourable imp~rtance. 

The soldiers of the armies of modem Europe 
are thus employed; and the natives of India 
are unquestionably inferior to them in all those 
moral attributes which give dignity to man. 

If, therefore, soldiers in this indisputably far 
higher scale of civilised humanity, discover no-, 
thing humiliating in the performance of such 
professional labours. it is an odious insult to their 
honest arid obedient industry, not to· exact similar 
military, duties from the Sepahees of the Indian 
army., 

Soldiers must indubitably in all things assist 
the government which supports them, or every 
principle of mutual obligation would soon be
come confused and eventually destroyed. Sol
diers, exempted in 'time of peace from such 
labours, and confined to the ease and indolence 
of large stations, cannot he expected to prove as 
efficient as they should be in the field, in time of 
war. They must be very apt to contract habits 
of a dangerous character, and to imagine griev
ances, the usual forerunners of disaffection and 
conspll'acy. 

The remedy proposed to avert such contingen-
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cies, is the gradual introduction of an organised 
system ·of military labour. A vast standing mer
cenary army, !tired by contract to peiform the 
milita1'!J service qf a foreign conqueror, and exist
ing in a state of comparative idleness, might not 
be dilaio1'!J in acquiring a conception qf its phy
sical supremacy. This would be nothing new in 
tlte !tistory of empires. Legiona1'!J violence once 
in the ascendant, that which has been raised by 
thesu7'jJassing toil of a century, might be thrown 
down in one (Jay. At present, the fidelity of the 
native army is, beyond dispute. fum and nnimi. 
peachable. 

But to ensure the continuance of this state of 
feeling, the writer believes that the gradual in
troduction of a new system is' now required,. 
whereby the moral tone of the Sepahees shall be 
improved, by giving it a patriotic bias. 

He sees nothing nnreasonable in his sugges
tions, and therefore hopes that they may receive 
some attention, be that attention ever so small. 

Where prejudices are strong, the soundest argu
mentsfail to convince; experienceitselfwould plead 
in vain. No doubt, by many these suggestions 
will be viewed as the chimerical flights of a theo
rist, rather than. the induction of accurate obser
vations drawn from the present state of the native 
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army. The plan will not be, popular, for its ope
ration must necessarily entail additional personal 
trouble in the acquisition of an apparently remote 
benefit-;;...and it requires soine expansion of mind 
to value the worth of a remote benefit. As little 
minds abound, ·it will be imperative to compel 
these to discipline themselves to measures of such 
incalculable. national advantage, however· much 
their attainment by a systematic progression. may 
appear irksome and revolting. There is no abso
lute hindrance to the realization of these objects. 
Obstructions which strike the weak and irresolute 
mind as insurmountable, quickly vanish under 
the grasp of energy. A very erroneous idea 

. obtains currency, that the H~ndooSepahee could 
object, with a show of justice, 'that it would be 
derogatory and contrary.to his religion to obey 
such a requisition. Never was there a greater 
fallacy, or one better known to the Sepa
hee himself. Does he not, in contempt of 
religious bigotry, wear the regimental cross 
shoulder belts of bullock-hide, which, when satu
rated with rain or perspiration, impregnate his 
body with the very essence of bullock-hide? 
More than this, does he not know, when he dons 
the British uniform, and in the process of load
ing, bites off the end of his cartridge, that that 

l\* 
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very cartridge (the paper of which is manufac
tured from the vilest rags) is made in the maga:
zines of the state, by the hands of the lowest 
castes in the scale of Hindoo creation, and whose 
very proximity iq pollution 1 He does know it j 
and yet, like a sensible man, he still continues 
to perform this little feat of dental dexterity, and 
to appear at his poston pay day, with'a very 
commendable and rigid punctuality. .. It is the 
badg~ of service." Does he not follow the corpse 
of his European offioer to its last resting-place, 
and even on some occasions, when the departed 
was respected and beloved, volunteer to carry it P 

Though to attend any funeral rites, con
stitutes an obligatory act . of three days' fastings 
and purifications,· by the Dhurrum Shastar, or 
Hindoo moral and social formul&ry! He is 
perfectly well acquainted with all this: and yet 
he returns from the ceremony, doffs his uniform, 
and, in a cheerful and unmortified mood, pro
ceeds to cook and eat the dinner which the liberal 
pay of the British Government has enabled him 
to provide for his creature comforts. 

But why multiply similar examples, to prove 
that by no construction can any forfeiture of caste 
follow the performance of worldly duties or pro
fessional obligations. It may appear ungracious 
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and startling to say so j but I have long been of 
opinion that it is the European officer himself who 

. has mainly contributed to foster this false pride 
of caste frequently affected by some Sepahees. 
Instead of endeavouring to elevate the mind and 
character of the native soldier to Ii British stand
ard of manliness. the officer too often yields to his 
ridicultus vagaries and unjustifiable scruples. 
erroneously conceiving that they are the pecu
liarities and privileges of race. Whereas. that 
which some officers are apt to view as Ii decided 
evidence of high caste. is merely the palpable 
betrayal of a lazy. ungrateful. and ignoble dispo
sition j indeed the lower the caste. the greater 
the fastidiousness simulated Qll such occasions. 

It is maintained that wherever the European 
officer has evinced Ii zealous and proper profes
sional spiiit. the Sepahee has never been found 
wanting. Good example on the part of the 
officer is the very soul of military efficiency. 
There is good authority for asserting that during 
the .arduous siege operations before Moolttin. the 
Sepahees invariably'worked in the trenches with 
a becoming cheerfulness and soldierlike alacrity. 
Indeed. there is not one authenticated instance 
on record of Sepahees having ever demurred to 
perform such duties when required of them. It 
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is . satisfactory to know. that their meritorious 
behaviour in the late campaigns, when performing, 
like good soldiers, incessant fatigue duties of a 
very harassing character, has met with· the ap
proving appreciation of those best authorised 
and qualified to form and pronounce judgment 
on the subject. A jealoU8 and narrow mind is 
ever prone to institute false and invidioZll com
parisons, with a recleless disregard of all correct 
data. The morbid prejudices of these individuals 
lead them to insinuate rloutts of the zeal and good 
conduct .of others; happily for the general weal, 
this contracted spirit is limited to a Jew. These 
unhappy/ew, however, appear 'ignorant that it i8 
far easier to inflame bad passions than to create a 
noble emulation; those who attempt the former are 
very unlileely persons to be either instrumental or 
successful in excitiilg the latter. 

There can be no question as to but one general 
feeling of esprit de corps existing in the armies 
of the three presidencies, and when the require
ments of the service may combine the troops, 
that the same impulse of ardour and devotion will 

. proudly animate the whole. _ 
The Government of India supports a most 

enormous army on a scale of munificent remune-
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ration elsewhere unknown. It gives in a boun¥ 
tiful spirit, and has the right to exact commen
surately. 

The army is in arrears of civil labours . to the. 
Government. By civil labours, is meant those 
important duties in time of peace, which every 
Government has a: just right. to exact of its: 
s6Idie~. 

Butchering t~e enemy in the field is not so. 
glorious an occupation ~ assisting in the con
struction of those great works of public utility, 
which are to ameliorate the condition of our 
fellow subjects, and give happiness to countless 
generations to come. 

II the peace of the European world. remains 
undisturbed, except by those brief and occasional 
interruptions of concord which must, from the 
inherent faultiness of human nature, be antici
pated, (and the . bitter maxims of dear-bought 
experience, . together with the progressive wisdom, 
virtue, and philosophic temper of the age permit 
this belief and hope), could or would -the state 
maintain so vast a military array for mere purposes 
of evolution and fruitless display'! It is a favourite. 
figure of speech. "We have not troops sufficient 
-the lower provinces are denuded of troops." 
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Why,what is the worth of those provinces if they 
can only be kept in a peaceful,loyal,and productive 
state by the continued presence of a large mili
tary force, the maintenance of which alone ab
sorbs the greater portion of the revenue of those 
very provinces,leaving but little for the improve
ment of their social and political condition P If 
the presence of this large body of military is by 
the nature of circumstances so imperatively de
manded, then the obyious reflection presents 
itself, as to what advantage has been British 
legislation in these un warlike provinces for nearly 
a century P 

The armies of Madras and Bombay have been 
virtually reduced by detachments from them 
occupying various posts Rnd stations out of their 
respective presidencies. This system will admit 
of still further beneficial extension. 

The principle which determines the wisdom of 
such a measure as respects the withdrawal of 
troops from Madras and Bombay, one would 
presume is equRlly applicable to provinces which 
have been so long under British influence 8S Ben~ 
gal, Benares, and Allahabad. It is true that the 
anomalous and ill-governed state of Oudh would 
seem to admit of no cure but the absorption of 
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that country into the British empire, and until this 
occurs, its misrule and anarchy will continue to 
exist, but can excite no just cause of apprehen
sion, nor in any degree affect the sound policy 
of withdrawing troops from a comparatively 
peaceful locality, and concentrating them else
where, according to the nature and obvious 
exigencies of circumstances. 

Nipal is morally, 'if not physically subdued by 
the knowledge of our power, and her utter in
ability to cope with it. 

A campaign of sixty days would effectually seal 
her fate whenever she was so unwise as to pro
voke 8nd dare the majesty of the British arms. 
The alarm of denuding the lower provinces of 
troops would appear altogether visionary. 

It is not an immense force which is essential 
for the preservation of British India, but one, 
compact, efficient, and elevated by a higher moral 
impulse than at present influences the Sepahees 
of the native army. The great captive of St. 
Helena, in the far-seeing spirit of a master intel. 
lect, conceived and forewarned the British natiol] 
that the most serious danger they had to appre· 
hend in their eastern empire was the defection oj 
their Sepahee army. It is not unwise to refiec1 
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on this prediction, and by every precaution of a 
grave and prudent foresight to prevent its fulfil
ment. 

May this vast empire, reared with such invin
cible and gigantic industry, be at least preserved 
to the great British nation until she has achieved 
the solemn victory of having rendered it worthy 
to take its place among the independent nations 
of the earth ! . 

This would, indeed, be a godlike triumph over. 
the pride of dominion-a sacrifice of moral 
heroism on a scale of grandeur unexampled in 
the world's great history! 

It may be deemed an officious boldness to 
touch upon important subjects without strong 
reasons of necessity; the writer therefore states 
his honest conviction, that the time has arrived 
when the morale of the native army may be 
greatly improved, with every facility, safety, and 
advantage. 

A preparation against contingencies is not 
only a duty, but a necessity; its very neglect 
may accelerate their approach, though now from 
their apparent remoteness despised, or, ~till more 
arrogantly imagined, not within the verge of 
possibility. 
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The adage of "let well alone" is altogether 
inapplicable to the fluctuations and shifti~g scenes 
of the human drama, and is an Utopian enigma, 
if equivalent to anything, equivalent to the calm 
advocacy of ignoranc~ and imbecility. 

In this' progressive state, things station~ry be
come immediately retrogressive, and to let" well" 
alone is simply to. smile ,with a fatuous compla
cency tit making rapid ebb away. 

T40ugh the horizon glistens. ever .. so bright and 
distinct, the wary mariner is neither lulled into a 
fatal sense of security nor found unprepaxed 
when the gale springs up. 

The prudence of similax forethought is shown 
, in all mundane affairs. . 

Whatever precaution gave just assurance of 
safety against 'a danger however' problematical, 
even the most insensate mind would 'nofdende 
its adoption. 

The introduction of all new' systems undoubt
edly requires reflection and caution in' their p~o~ 
gression. But, if the plan of military Iabotn' in 
time of peace, as now proposed. meets with the 
approval of the legislative.authorities, its gradual 
and general working may be safely effected with 
the best moral and practical benefit. The 
apathy which too generally chaxacterises theBri-
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tish subject in India, were it the national trait, 
would speedily bring Great. Britain, now the 
foremost nation of all the world, into the same 
category with Spain and Portugal. 

The endurance of military toil in all its forms 
is comprehended in a soldier's duties; he should 
be accustomed to do all those things which apper
tain to military service in tropical as well as in 
temperate climates, his physical capacities are 
not unequal to their performance. This is a fact 
experience has well authenticated. 

The plan of military labour is intended to 
apply equally to the European soldier, as it would 
be invidious and unjust in the extreme to exempt 
him from, those military toils exacte~ of the 
native soldier. 

The time of the European soldier in India is 
not sufficiently employed. The numberless courts 
martial substantiate this fact. The crimes are 
those attendant upon his over feeding, and almost 
listless state of existence. Both his mind and 
his body are left comparatively without exercise. 
The common drudgeries of the service are all 
performed by Sepahees. The European soldier 
is kept in such luxurious indolence, that it merely 
requires the addition of a palanqueen to each 
soldier's stock of necessaries, to render the· pic-
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ture graphic and complete. In the West Indies 
far more work is-· exacted of him, .to the vast 
improvement of his health and character. Bri
tish seamen work with equal moral and physical 
energy in tropical harbours as in those of more 

temperate latitudes. The value of such labour 
and exercise is perceptible in their preservation 
of health and cheerful spirits, with a propor. 
tionate absence of crime. The exhaustion in 
India is more a mental than a physical prostra
tion; and both are quite susceptible of vigorous 
preservation by a judicious use of· those' facul
ties nature has bestowed on man. 

Many of the early campaigns of the· Indian 
Army were made ill the rains, and hot months • 

• and yet the troops. both European and Native. 
kept their health in a remarkable degree. Sick-' 
ness was almost unknown; the soldiers had not 
time to be sick. Jhe battle of Plassey was fought 
in June: the campaign in Guzerat, extending 
over a period of six years, was carried on during 
all seasons of the year: the same may be said of 
the Mysore campaign fro;m 1790 to 1793. 

Seringapatam was carried by assault in the 
month of May. The campaign of 1803 against 

- the Mahrattas opened in the rainy season. and 
continued throughout, with the most brilliant re-
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sults. 'The campaign in Java (1811) was carried 
on with success during the most unhealthy season 
of the year. These facts, together with a variety 
of others all equally w.ell authenticated, are con
clusive that so long as the mind and body are 
kept actively employed, there exists every reason
able hope of the general health of soldiers con
'tinuing good and undisturbed, though exposed 
to all the dangers of a tropical climate during 
the most inclement seasons of the year. It is 
more than probable that the troops which served 
in the abpveenumerated campaigns wouid have 
experienced a far greater mortality had they been 
subjected to the slothful effects of a cantonment, 
or· barrack life, than they did from actual conflict 
with the enemy in the field. Greater objection 
is anticipated by the author to his plan, from the 
European than from the Native. The realization of 
such objects must unquestionablJ entail personal 
trouble, and personal trouble is abhorrent· to ali 
extent in this country which would, if more 
generally known, excite the derision of our fellow
subjects in Europe. 

There is but a very small portion of energy 
exerted in resisting the enfeebling effects of 
example, the writer will not say climate; for 
he believes that a trifling amount of mental 
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vigour, only properly brought to bear, is always 
sufficient to modify, if not ward off, its stealthy 
approach. 

Common sense cannot acquiesce in the assump
tion of an impracticability where no· attempt is 
made to ascertain its feasibility. The excla
mation of "what a bore," appears to be .the 
general anathema whenever duty is· required; 
Perhaps there is no army' in which less duty 
is exacted from its officers, than from those of 
the native regiments of the Indian army. 

This system of military labour in time of 
peace can only be put into energetic and effective 
train by the cordial' zeal and patriotism of the 
European officers. Its adoption will give Ii. 

noble impulse to the native soldier; -tend by 
the diffusion of a patriotic motive to strengthen 
and secure the British Empire in the Eas~; 
and redound t<? the imperishablehQnour of the 
native army of India. SUrely these are momen
tous '(tational considerations not unworthy the 
ambition of Eritia'" officers. 

In carrYing out a system of military labour, 
distinct camps of exercise might be formed and 
separate portions of work allotted to the dif
ferent divisions; to be effected under the scien
tific supervision of the proper officers; by this 
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arrangement, a spirit of ardour and emulation 
would obviously be excited and fostered. 

These camps of exercise would furnish brillian.t 
opportunities of man<lluvring the troops on a 
more extended scale of movement than the cir
. cumscribed brigade ground now affords, and over 
rough and intersected country best adapted to 
improve all ranks in the practical duties of the 
field; besides accustoming the troops to scenes 
and movements more in unison with the reali
ties of war. It w~)Uld greatly facilitate the ac
quisition of that confidence and knowledge, the 
possession of which is so absolutely requisite 
to enable the superior officers to move large 
bodies with ease and precision; in its general
ising influence, aU arms of the service would 
be greatly benefitted. The operation of this 
system would necessarily embrace the whole 
range of military science. The expenses of moving 

• troop!! might be kept within an economical 
compass by establishing a system of hiring 
carriage by contract, to meet the necessary and 
unavoidable changes of ground, whereby its 
retention on an expensive and permanent foot. 
ing would be obviated. 

There is so much waste land throughout India, 
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that it is pres~med every proper precaution 
against damage to crops, or loss of any kind 
to the proprietors of the soil, can al~ays ~~ 
ensured wherever the troops may be tempor
arilyencamped. 

The additional marching battawould be. 
more than covered by the civil labours of the 
troops, whose military perfection also cotild not 
be viewed as an ':lni~portant consideration. 
From October to March, both months inclu
sive, these camps of exercise might continue 
their labours and military exercises. 

The grand opportunity would now present 
itself of effecting those wholesome changes which 
the imperious urgency. of reform demands. 
Camps circumscribed, followers reduced. baggage 
curtailed, and all things brought within that 
simply efficient compass which ·best beseems 
the stern hardihood of a British army. 



SUPERFLUOUS BAGGAGE OF AN INDIJ.N ARIlY. HORDES oJ' 

CAMP FOLLOWERS. SUGGESTIONS -FOB A CAllI' POLICE. 

PLUNDERING HABITS OF THE SOLDIERY ON THE IlARCH. 

EVERY' officer who has served in the field must. 
have been· struck by the great disadvantages 
under which an Anglo Indian Army suffers, by 
being hampered by ~o much superfluous bag
gage, and such shoals of camp Jollowe~s. The 
existence of these evils unquestionably injures 
the morale of the native army, and is admirably 
calculated to enervate the minds of soldiers. 

Should the Indian army, as, at present en
cumbered with carts, baggage, and infested by 

• its immemorial hosts of private followers, sutlers 
and packs of human jackals hunting for prey 
under the mighty shadow of the British banner, 
ever take the field in Asia, opposed to an enemy 
aided by a co-operating European force, it would 
require a second army to protect its baggage,
stores, and this very scum, against the insults 
and alerts of such an enemy. 
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We have not hitherto. encoulltereda truly 
nterprising foe in In'dia, if perhaps we except. 
Iyder Ali of Mysore, wh_o 'm 1781 brought 
~e Presidency of Madras to the very brink 'of 
_estruction. Indeed, such -an antagonist would" 
,ounteol!-sly supply himself from the inadequately 
,rotected, and criminal redundancy of a modern 
lllgio-Indian army. 

This mob of followers, and frightful train of 
,heeled._ carriages are the c.urse of fi~ld move
(lents m India. 

A determined energy of resolve would very 
oon efl'ecta ~ure. This ~xample of ;oldier-Ilke 
implicity must be presented· by the European 
Ifficer himself, for wholesome regulations ,should 
laVe no respect <?t person. An Indian camp is 
• sight. ridiculous, preposterous and unmilitary. 
~very man in ,it has double what henec~ssarily 
'equires •. and yet he expects that his, superfluity . 
s to be . protected hy harassing the soldiers 
mder his command. Half the baggage right 
}e abandoned without entailing the slightest real 
)ersonal discomfort. The specific orders of Go
rerIiment, defining the .limitation of a soldier's 
}aggage, receive little or no attention. 'l'his is 
:learly the fault of the European officer, who 
!hould beheld strictly responsible that the 

4 
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Sepahee on no account be permitted to load more _ 
than the regulated weighi. At present he moves 
encumbered with the most unnecessary utensils, 
and as these necessarily follow in the' rear, he 
looks 6aclcwartla and notforwartla. "For where 
a man's treasure is, there will his heart be al~o/' 
His mind is in a constant state of feverish anxiety 
respecting t~eir safety. This is not the feeling 
which should be uppermost in a soldier's heart 
when on service. It is here that the supervision 
of the European Company's officer is so much 
required. For, in respect of overloading, and the 
transport of useless lumber, the native officers are 
equally as bad as the Sepahees. They seem quite 
oblivious to the fact that they render themselves 
equally amenable to ~rial for this offence, as for 
any other subversive of good order and discipline. 
When orders are reiterated without any satisfac
tory result, they become so much idle breath, and 
bring authority into merited contempt. This ex
tensive evil can only be eradicated by a strong 
and inflexible determination. It is a vicious habit 
which peremptorily calls for e:ctirpation. The 
subject does not obtain one quarter of the atten
tion its importance deserves. Nothing worth 

. accomplishing can he effected without system 
and perseverance. No detail,' though ever so 



;malI, should quit the regimental ~ers 
rithoat its ~oe being most minutely scmti
I1ised. and all surplus uticles IDOI&t unc:eremo

IliousIy ejected. This wiil beget the habit of 
mrclUng ~oht on all occasions. and as habit is -
IeroIld nature the most desirable results must 
~ It -.iIl affed beneficially individual cba
ractft' in more ways than OIM; and improve the 
~. tone of the army. A Sepahee by the 
regulations is only allowed hrenty pounds printe 
~oe. .-bereas. nOt unfrequently he loads 
~ohty. and c:ertainly rarely less than forty pounds! 
&nd the native commissioned and non~ 
>iooed gndes in the same proportion of excess 

net' regulation .. ~<>'hL What is the ineritable 
::onsequence ! 

The cattle are OYmaden. to the ruinous loss of • 
the oWners. and to the detriment of the public &er

rire-inasmoch as rear guards are most unfairly 
barassOO by this pertinacious disobedience of 
~ too frequently, baggage thus una

roidably delayed in the rear, is. cu.t off by the 
enemy, 01' parties of marauding peasanby. These 
~ by this SDOrJeSS" emboldened to annoy the 
eamp at night. .-hereby the troops are- deprived 
of their Datural repose. and suffer in health ac
cordingly. Camels,. 1i-hich should not tarry above 
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3 cwt., are generally loaded with 5t to 6 cwt., 
and in the same ratio'with every description of 
carriage. This easily accounts for cattle knocking 
up, and their unfortunate drivers deserting. 
When on detached duti~s, the Sepahee will never 
pay for the .carriage of his baggage, if he can by 
any possi1>ility evade doing ~o. Hence the con
stant an~ just complaints from the magistrates bf 
the districts through which these details pass, of 
their' .violent acts,. forcing· porters or cattle to 
transport their :loads, for which they never think. 
of offering payment. On such rep'resentations,-the 
guilty party and the o~cer commanding the de
tail, ought to be . arraigned . for oppression and 
disobedience of orders. Nothing should be left 
undone to root out this fatal system, and force 
the soldier to march on all occasions as light as 
possible; his own comfort and real military 
efficiency are ensured by his so doing. , 

.It often happens that the most serious misfor
tune~ and humiliating reverses arise from appa
rently very trifling causes. 

In that most uJ.lnecessal'J, disastrous, and ab
jectjl~ht Jrom Caubul, in the winter of 1841-
for at no time, not even on the first day, could if 
be dignified by the -appellation of retreat-the 
noble efforts of the heroic few, who undauntedly 
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~trove to uphold their own and country's honour, 
were literally paralysed by the heaps of baggage 
~nd the crowding in upon them of the panic
;tricken rabble of camp-followers, numbering .as 
~hree to one of that ill-fated band. 

But for this legion of locusts, and other lamen
~able causes, too melancholy to dwell' upon, the 
rorce, consisting; of 5,000 men, might with ease 
have' retained .possession of Caubul; or, in spite 
ofadvel'se circumstances, have effected an ~o
nourable retreat to Jellalab.ad, instead of suffering 
annihilation at the ha,nds of a cowardly and brutal 
foe, within the ahort apace of aeven daya. 

What a 'glorious 'opp'ortunity was there lost, of. 
displaying to .the countless hordes of Asia, and to 
the admiring eyes of Euxope, with what unflinch
ing fortitude and successful valour a British de
tachment could contend against 

k· .. The Bling and arrows of outrageous fortune." 

The formation of an efficient camp police, horse 
and foot, throughout the service, would prove of in
estimable benefit. Whilst in thefield,adet{l.il should 
be attached to every regimen~ and detachment, and 
placed under the orders of an European office);; 
the whole system regulated by a superintendent 
in chief, and a small capitation tax levied' on 
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followers, to defray the expenses of the establish
ment .. 

Every camp-follower shonld be duly registered 
and forbid, under the severest penalties, ever to 
appear without his pass, which should specify 

. name, caste, personal appearance, occnpation, and 
by whom employed. Without some such stringent 
regulations, together with ·an enforced limitation 
of camp followers, baggage, and carriage, the 
evils will cQntinue to luxuriate, and not impro
baQly, at some Juture day, entail signal 'misfor
tune on the Anglo-Indian army. Detachments 
and divisions have already seriously suffered from 
such. causes. 

The safety, honour,Rnd movements of a field 
force should be protected against .the unbridled 
license of this rabble, who prowl the line of march 
in all directions, and commit with comparative 
impunity, manifold excess! whereby the reputation 
of the 'British name is undeservedly wounded and 

. outraged . 
. The operation of this police supervision would 

very effectually subdue that organised system of 
robbery and plunder which tracks the route of 
British troops through the countries they pass, 
whether as friends or foes. 

One of the secret causes of our imperfect intel-:-
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igence maybe attributed, to the, per~nal enmity 
,f the people of the country, engendered by these 
larauding practices; ,The march of trqops in' 
ndia is frequently'followed by th!},ex~ations of 
be peasantry. The most bold and reckless are 
:oaded into revengeful reprisals. When this 
ccurs, the troops are the chief sufferers in' the 
nd. 
It is, on the occasions of field service that the 

ontractors, by the aid of British prestige and 
,ssistance, are so successful in collecting enor-
110US supplies of every description, the greater 
lortion of which is less for the actual provision of 
he force, than for the exercise. of their speculative 
;enius. They realise immense profits. 

Indeed, this is the season in which these 
larpies gather in their harvests, and revel in 
xtortion and villany., Their successful frauds 
In the' Government are of proverbial notoriety. 

The efficiency of the regimental bazaars might 
Ie greatly increased, if every judicious effort were 
nade to encourage. and eata61is'" a system of cash 
mrchases ; and strongly to inculcate on the 
ninds of the Sepahees the obvious advantage to 
,hemselves of avoiding the opening of' credit 
lCCOQ.Ilts with the dealers. 

The camps of exercise would bring all these 
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evils under the salutary mfluence -and control of 
a· reformed system. 

Though these suggesti9Ds are offered in a 
desultory form, yet they are not the less on that 
account entitled to the grave consideration of the 
higher authorities. 

Or,- are the .evils of such growth, that courage 
and fortitude are wanting to grapple with them P 



THB NAT~VES OJ!'INDIA XBPT TOO DISTINCTLY .il'ART FROM 

THB CONQUERING l!ACE. GREATER COMMUNICATIV~NESS 

ON THB PART OF GOVERNMBNT DESllUBLE. PUBLIC 

WORKS TO BE CONSTRUCTED BY MILITARY LABOUR. ELE

VATION OJ!' THB' SBPAHBB. 

No salutary reformation; on a grand ~eale, can 
succeed, unless those who sh~uld he mainly 
instrQ.mental in its progress, co-operate with 
u~affected zeal and devotion. 

As all improvements, and changes of any sort, -
are invariably viewed i~ Ipdia with excessIve 
jealousy and dislike, their sucQessful introduction 
can only be effected 9Y a judicious circumspection, 
in uniso~ with the peculiar habits, ideas, and 
prejudices of the people for whose actual henefit 
they are intended. It has often forcibly struck the 
writer, that the native mind -might be. most 
advantageously appealed to" and enlightened,ou 
the subject of 'those grand philanthropic under
takings in progress, and in contemplation, for 
the amelioration of their own country. . 
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The conquerors and the conquered still appear 
in distinct political relievo. The people of India 
are unquestionably more l'uled than governed. 
So long as cupidity and fear continue to be the 
only Pfl8si01l8 addressed, so long must the higher 
motives of human action remain inert and undeve
loped. The splendid public works and institutions 
founded by opulent natives, substantiate that, 
under the influence of the promptings of the 
heart, they are capable of great deeds .. · 

Whether originating in bigotry, religion, or a 
desire for. the applause of their fellow-creatures, 
the merit of such useful· actions is great, and 
deserving of commendation. .', .. 
. A generous confidence ~d 'p~litical amenity, 
displayed· towards· them by the Jiovernment, may 
gradually iIiduce these tenden~Ies to flow into 
other channels, and eventually be the happy means 
of calling forth a patriotic feeling among the 

, population of India. Until such. a spirit is, 
awakened, this empire, gained b,y the sword, 
must be ruled by the sword. 

'''nat possible interest can they feel in great 
social undertakings and improvements, witit which 
their personal identity is neither courted nor anti. 
cipated? The identity here referred to is a moral 
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and not, a mercenary identity. The identity of 
the heart. 

This feel~ng might be elicited by the, Govern~' 
ment communicating to the people of India, 
through the- medium of vernacular notifications, 
the public objects of all extensive plans of, iIri· 
proveD\enf for the presen~ and future ameliora· 
tion of Hindustan. Such political courtesy would' 
be attended with many adv~ntages~it would 
greatly conciliate and raise the nativesi~ their -
own moral estimation--strengthen theirallegi
ance and attachment-and induce them' to con· 
template the beneficent intentions of the British 
Government towards themselves in its true' and 
proper light-and finally induce them to 8880'
ciate themselves in their worldly feelings, and' 
interests with the British nation. 

The creation of 8ltch a spirit woUld manifestly 
tend to facilitate all measures of public :utility, 
the institution of which is 'now viewed with undis· 
guised apprehension, as ,an insidious attack on 
caste, custom, and religion. 

'Those who have ,been d~possessed ot power 
and influence by the inevitable results following 
on the consolidation of a new empir~~ and by the 
operation of a system which is opposed to the 
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admission of natives into offices of political im
portance, are one and all the most implacable 
enemies of the British Government. 

Native priestcraft (Hindu and Muhammedan) 
is ever at work.to invest with a jaundiced com
plexion every act of the legislature, cOl!lmunicate~ 
to the people the vindictive spirit with w}lich it 
i~ inflamed, and makes use of their· ignorance 
and superstition to excite a most obstinate resist
ance to all measures of a benevolent reform. 

This pernicious domination would be ~ffec
tually undermined by the natives being correctly 
informed and educated as to the real objects of 
their'rulers. Truth will ultimately prevail over 
falsehood, however artfully disguised by the 
machinations of an unscrupulous and furious 
priesthood, and in the end expose the impure 
and interested motives of such hostility. 
. As occasion required, a pamphlet. might be 

. drawn up by those· best qualified fQr the task, 
embodying all the information ,either- necessary 

,-Or prudent to afford, submitted for the judgment 
of the' highest authorities, ~nd on their' final 
approval, printed in' the vernacular. 

Copies might then be distributed as school 
books to the different Government institutions 
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for native instruction, and numerous others dis~ 

seminated throughout the Peninsula .of India. 
The extensive promulgation· of such _ disinte

rested intentions on the part of the ruling powers 
towards its native subjects would be adrriirably 
calculated to excite their veneration and attach
ment, and .operate in crushing the secret work
ings of hatred and opposition. 

The writer believes, and states his Qimviction, 
that the circulation of these vernacular political 
pamphlets would te!ld much to improve the 
bearts and -minds of the natives of India. 

These unreserved communications on the part 
of a great Government to its native subjects 
could not but animate them to prJ)ve that they 
were worthy of such marks of confidence and 
esteem. 

This is a powerful engine for good that has not 
hitherto been worked in India. 

There is no race in the world more imbued 
with self esteem than the. Asiatic, or whose en
thusiasm by tact can be more easily excited and. 
elevated. . • 

. " Briefly to resume the subject of military labour. 
It appears to the writer that the newly acquired 
territory of the Punjaub offers a suitable field for 
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the honourabl~ exertions of the troops. All the 
military roads of that province ought to be acoom
plish~~ by them. . They. should scorn to traverse 
those not made by themselves. Such labours 
would remain lasting memorials of the gratitude 

,and devotion of an army, and be a suitable return· 
for the great benefits they and their forefathers' 
have experie!lced at the hands of a generoUs and 
most liberal Government 

.lAs some years may elapse ere it would be either 
safe or even practicable greatly to reduce the 
numerical strength 9f the Indian army, inter- , 
mediately it might be employed in . laying down 
these grand lines of communication from one end 
of the empire to the other, excawting canals, and 
assisting in the construction of all those splelldid 
works of public utility so worthy of the philoso· 
phical and exalted genius of a powerful civilised 
government to originate and accomplish. 

Among other undertakings now in operation, 
may be particularly ~entioned the G~nges canal, 

• still worked by sordid contract, and menial hands, 
!toilin,g its _weary length along, -which would 
! rapidly' advance towards completion under the 

. disciplined' physical force and energy of 10,000 
- soldiers, encouraged and animated by the pre- -
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. sence and exhortati~ns I of tl}eir British, officers~ 
inspired by a zealous' and patriotic spirit. 

On the final completion of these great public 
works, lofty obelisks might be raised" (which 
would also answer for telegraphic and other lise
ful purposes,) to commemo,rate the names of the 
different regiments employed, 'and when iIi the 
lapse of centuries these obelisks should be no 
more, the blessings of posterity would ascend to 
the throne of the eternal, and on' earth history 

.plead against oblivion for the memory of their 
deeds ! 

It is clearly impossible for the Indian Govern;. 
ment to;Piaintain such an immense inilitary 
establishment in til.Q,e of peace without deriving 
s<»ne commensurate return. Its finances would 
sink under the pressur~. 

It would· be a ruthless and impolitic' expendi
ture of the resources of the empire. They are 
ordained for far higher purposes-the ameliora;
tion of a vast country, ~ntrusted by the Almighty 
to the care and protection of the British natioIi,' • 
and 'for which hitherto with, the v~ry best inten:: 
tions so little has been achieved-for the honour 
and preservation of the British name in the dis- . 
passionate estimation of succeeding generations- .. 
and lastly. a~d gravest con~iderat~oD of all, for 
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the approving judglll~nt of the Great Creator of 
. ~. .~ 

the universe. Who, lD his all-searching and most 
just spirit will, though requiring 'a full account 
of our stewardship, not fail to J;:eward the righteous 
deeds, and glorious aspirations of a wi,se and 
beneficent rule. And may not the hope be reve
rentially Indulged, that these generous and phi
lanthropi~ labours of a great people for the rege
neration of 8 vast portion of the human race, will 
in His divine mercy be permitted to weigh in 
the final redemption of the whole family of man P 

ThIS is a solemn reflection not undeserving of 
the most serious thoughts of 8 mighty Christian 
n~~n! . 

With every just and sacred regard for the 
rigid fulfilment of all stipulations of s!lrvice, 8.Ild 
ail unvarying conciliatory respect for t4e religious 
feelings, customs" !lea, even prejudices. of the 
Sepahee of our army, we should commence, 
nevertheless, the introduction of a. reformed sys
tem~whereby he may be. morally and physically 

"improved. His mind should be disciplined as 
well as his body. He must now be educated to 
meet an European foe in the field, and to experi
ence as much military humiliation in turning, his, 
back "Upon a wh:ite man, as upon a black one. 

IC he is unwisely.made to repose so implicitly 
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_on the superior energy of ilis European fellow
soldiers, lie' will n<?t g{ve his· own fortitude and 
courage sufficient ~copeand estimati~n. His 
military pride has been too frequently wounded 
by injudiciously isolating European troops. on 
distinct points of attacks, whereby the Sepahee 
could not fail to perceive that he was viewed in. 
a very secondary light. The display of such 
marked want of confidence in the prowess 
of the native soldier, undoubtedly tends to 
quench hiS zeal and spirit. . He ceases to feel 
as a soldier. Under the electrifying influence of 
an heroic chief possessed of !lenius, (that most 
inscrutable ·of all gifts,) and professio~alability, 
the ardour and enthusiasm of the Sepahee can 
be elevated to the' highest tension of military 
exertion. He then feels proudly conscious that 
he is something more i~ the. estimation of, his 
Commander than an animated target, or sense. 
less autom.aton merely hired to pull a trigger .. 
Great leaders have ev~r s~cceeded in animatm'g 
the native soldier with their own spirit, and 00-" 
complished deeds that any army might be proud ' 
of. Where this spirit cannot be. infused there 
must be something morally deficient in the com· 
mander, for the Sepahee' has proved in abun
dant instances that the deficiency does. not exist 
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with· him. To l~wer- "the Sepahee of our army 
in his own opinion, by~the betrayal of the slightest 
distrust' either in his attachKtent or courage, is 
destructive to every feeling of pride and emula~ 
tion, and calculated to plunge him into. a fatal 
and hopeless apathy. lie ceases to look ui>~:m 
the army as a noble profession~ b11t !!limply' as 

. the channel through which a few sordid rupees 
may be amassed. His tone and military effi.., 
ciency is only to be preserved by. his British 
officers taking a sincere and generous interest in 
his welfare and improvement. 

If he has been overlauded by nauseous .and 
indiscriminate panegyric, he has not the less been 
vilified by an equal share of. undeserved dispa
ragement on the part of others, whose ignorance 
is no excuse for their' slimder. It is' only'those 
who know him best that can fully appreciate his 
manY,!:lxcellent ana soldier-~~ qualities .. It has 
ahylU:s been observed that" the severest com
ment~tors upon men and measures are those the 
'-l~t qualified to pronounce a candid and, impar
~tial judg~ent. 



HEROIC BXPLOITS 01/ BB,PAHBB CORPS AT CUDDALORB, AND 

AT BHU!lTPORB. THBIR DBGBNBRACY, THROUGH CUPIDITY. 

No' man can rise from a perusal of th~. military 
history of India without a very high and favour
able opinion .of the prowess and devotion .of the 
Sepahees. The writer will cite a few examples, 
among the many which cDuld be produced, for 
'the especial attention .of theYDunger European 
.officers .of the native army. ,:!,hough, the miter 
is sensible .of the manifest advantages .of combin
ing' both EurDpean and native troops in all mili
tary .operations in India, yet there are not wanting 
numerDUS instances 'where a force conipoted 
entirely .of Sepahees have achieved brilliant, 

.~ 

results. . . , 
But then 'they were fDrtunately commanded by . 

leaders of genius and professional skill, who tho-
- roughly understood and appreciated them, and 

had succeeded in acquiring their unbounded' 
confidence and attachment. Goddard!s detach-
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'ment, * in.a most arduous campaign from 1778 
to 1784, fought anq gained' several pitched bat
tles, besides taking by sto;m many forts and 
entrenched, cities. In this campaign" in the 
month of August, 1780, Captain-the late Lieut.
,General-Popham, with about 2,000 Sepahees, 
carried the fort of Gwaliorby ,escalade'; and such 
was the nicety of the enterprise that all the. Se
pahees employed on the occasion were provided 
with shoes made of strong cloth quilted with 
cotton. In the following year Lieut.-Colonel 
Camac, with five battalioJ).s· of native infantry, a 
small proportio'n of artillery, and some native 
cavalry, surprised by a· forced march, the camp 

• SiX battalions of Sepahees, viz •• 
1st, 2nd, 4th, 5th,' 6th and 7th. 900 raDk and file each 5,400 
One regiment Native Cavalry 600 

• One company's N ativ8 Artillery 100 
Candaharhorse 500 , 

Total fighting men -. 6,600 
With 103 European OffiCers. 

- This force WlIB accompanied by followers, servants, and bazar people 
, amoUnting to 31,000! !'! 

It commenoed its march from Cawnpore in the worst, season of the 
year, during the rains of 1778, and did not arrive at the scene of 
operation, on the western coast of India, till March of next year • 

.A considerable time after military operations had commenced this 
detachment received the addition of a few European comp~ies from 
Madras; but the pressing exigencies of that presidency required their 
subsequent recal, as likewise even. additional BUCCOur from. Bengal. 
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of the Maharattas; and totally defeated the enemy, 
taking all their materiel. 

During the wars with M:ysore, the Sepahees, 
on several ~asions encountered the French in 
the field. One remarkable instance mentioned 
in Orme's History of India, is also briefly: nar
rated in the ;Encyclopredia Britannica, vol. 5, 
p. 6QO. " ~n 1783, ~uddalor{l, then in the posses
sion of the French and garrisoned by them, was 
invested by the British .Arr!ly commanded by 
General Stewart. It was during this siege that 
the enemy formed the design of not only forcing 
the British to abandon the attempt, but o( anni
hilating them. For this purpose 4,000 men 
were landed from the squadron commanded by. 
M. ~uffrein, . and the conduct of the enterprise 
committed to· the Chevalier de Damas, an expe
rienced and valiant officer. On the 25th June 
1783, he sallied out at the head of the regiment 
of Aquitaine, supposed to be one of the best in -
the. French service, and of which he was Colonel, 
with other troops selected from the bravest of the 
gairison. The attack w:as made- by daybreak, 
but though the British were at first put into 

_ some disorder, they quickly recovered themselves, 
and not only repulsed the ene':llY' but pursned 
them ~o .warmly that the Chevalier de Damas 
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himseIfwas killed, with about 200 of his country
men, and as m~ny taken prisoners. This engage
ment was attended with one of the most remark
able' circumstances that happened during the 
whole war; viz., a corps of sepoy grenadiers 
encountering the French troops opposed to them 

-with fixed bayonets, and overcoming " them. This 
~xtraordinary bravery was not only- I.!.~ticed ,with 
due appla~se, but procured for that corps a 
provision for themselves and families from the 
presidencies to which they belonged." 
. In the foreign expeditions against Java and the 
Isle of France in 1811, the Sepahees again crossed 
bayonets victoriously with the· French troops of 
the line, whose amour..propre was -sorely wounded 
by being pitted against; and, vanquished in fair 
fight by the '~black fellows of India." It is re
lated in all the accounts of those -expeditions, 
that the Sepahees met the French with the bayo
net in the most cool and determined manner. 
One man most particularly signalised himself at 
the taking of Java, and his prowess is mentione,d 
in several works. Williatru/s, Native Infantry 
likewise chronicles the exploit. "A sepoy volun
tl:;1et from the 1st battalion, 27th regiment of_ 
Bengal Native Infantry, named Bahadur Khan, 
who was detached with the flankers, distinguished 
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himself .on the day of the action; he certainly 
bayoneted siX of the Frenchmen, and did not fire . 
a shot: some of the Europeans of His Majesty's 
69th and 78th say lie killed nine. He was pro
moted to Naick or corporal the next day." 

At the first ,siege of 'Bhurtpore in IS05-the 
native troops employed gave astonishing proofs 
of phivalr,?)lS gallantry. The colours of the 2nd 
battalion, 12th regiment Native Infantry (the 
present Ist regiment N. I.), were three several 
times planted on the crest of the breach. . Alison 
in his History, vol. xi',1l- 126, records the cir
cumstance, giving official authority for his state
ments ;: "The scaling ladders of the party des
tined to attack the gate were found too short, 

. or were destroyed by the terrible discharges of 
grape which issued from itli defences; apd, de
spite all tneir efforts, the brave 75th and' 76th 
were farced down with dreadful slaughter from 
the breach.!'hey were ordered out again to 
the assault, but the troops were so staggered 
by the frightful scene that they. refused to leave 
their trenches; and the heroic 12thregiinent 
marched past them with loud cheers to the 
breach.' Such was the vigour of their onset, 
that the brave Indian soldiers reached the summit 
in spite of every obstacle, and the British colours 
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. were seen for a few minu~es waving· on the 
bastion; while the 76th, stung with shame, again 
advanced to the ~saul~. The bastion proved 
to be separated by a deep' ditch from the body 
of the place, and the guns from the neighbour
ing ramparts enfiladed the outwork so completely, 
that the valiant band, after losing half their num
bers, were' in the end driven down .the 'br~ach, 
weeping with generous indignation at seeing 
the prize of their heroic valour thus torn from 
them." This was the effort of the left attacking 
column under Colonel Don, composed·of H.M:. 
75th and 76th regiments, 1st and 2nd b~ttalions 
of the 12th regiment, N. I., and 1st Battalion 
15th regiment N. I.i When the Europeans 
refused to move out of the tlenches, ~ the 
two battalions of the 12th regiment, N.1. were 
ord~red 'out, and led on galla~tll'by Colonel 
Don, and their officers moved out B-om the 
right of the new breaching battery, and pushed 
on to the ditch, accompanied by two 6-pounderli. 
under' Lieutenant Swiney, !o' fire grape at the 
defences. * All the accounts prove that had the 
European troops supported these gallant native 
battalions the place might have, b.een won. 

The siege operations before this fortress lament. 

• British Indian Repository, No.5.. "Siege of Bhurtpore.· 
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ably illustrate the fact, that it is too much the 
chll:racteristic of Indian warfare t.o make valour on 
all occasions supply the place of science, and the 
result has been, and ever must be, so long as 
this fearful contempt of all fundamental military 
principles continues to increase unnecessarily the 
wasteful sacrifice of life. 

The enemy is generally allowed to take up his 
oWl!- position, and sufficient time is afforded him 
to strengthen and fortify it. A flank movement 
is- seldom attempted,' whereby it may b\3 turned, 
or his attention distracted, but we go at it with 
bull-dog. ferocity, attacking the strongest part, 
which is 11sually defended bl artillery. It is at last 
carried by the gallant survivors literally wading 
to 'Victory in . .the blood of their slain comrades. 
'fhe professional blunders of the commander are 
quenched in 'the life streams of the troops. 

The .following interesting extract from the 
'General Orders issued by Lord Lake, after one 
o( the failures to carry that fortress by assault, 
w~ declare the conspicuous heroism shown on 
that occasion :-" Notwithstanding the distin
guished and persevering gallantry displayed by 
the troops in the assault of yesterday, and that· 
the colours of the 2nd battalion, 12th Regiment, 
were three times planted on the top of the bas-

o 
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tion, the obstacles were such as not to be sur
mounted." 

At this siege, several of the native regiments 
lost more than half their numbers in killed and 
wounded. In the "British Indian Military Re
pository," vol. v., under the article" Siege of 
Bhurtpore," the following exploit is giv~n :-

.. January 22nd, 1805.-This day, the 1st 
Regiment Native Cavalry, and lstBattalion 15th 
Regiment Native Infantry, were dispatched, 
under the command of Captain W els~, of the 
former corps, for the protection of a convoy of 
provisions, on its way from Deig to camp. ' 

"January 23rd.-The convoy, under Captain 
Welsh, which marched from camp yesterday, joined 
the Deig and Muttra convoy last ni~ht, which con
sisted of 12,000 bullock-~oads of grain; it was 
encamped last night about 22 mile~ from camp, 
and moved towards the army early this morning. 
Holkar having received intelligence of its ap-' 
proach, and of the nature of the force employe~ 
for its security, had detached Meer Khan agains~ 
it, with his whole army of horse and foot, and 
four guns. With this force, amounting to 8,000 
men, Meer Khan lay in wait near to Combhere 
(Komeer), and at break of day fell in with the 
,detachment, about six miles from camp. The 
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cavalry of the de~achment being only 400 strong, 
could not protect 12,000 bullocks when march
ing; and, under these circumstances, the detach
ment took post in a large village of lofty site, 
where, beset on all sides, they defended their 
charge, beating off the assailants repeatedly, till 
two of. ttJ,eir guns were totally disabled. The 
enemy's horse and foot then making a desperate 
push, possessed themselves of half the village. 
Such was the state of things at· half-past eight 
this morning; and, although the firing had been 
heard early, it was not till near eight o'clock that 
Lieut.-Colonel Need, with half of the 2nd Brigade 
of cavalry, hurried by the Commander-in-Chief 
out. of Camp, and hastened in that direction. 
General .Lake; with Colonels Wood, Vandeleur, 
and Brown, arid the rest of the cavalry and 
horse artillery, following immediately to sup
port. The Sepoys of the detachment perceiving 

. the clouds of dust that marked the advance of 
Lieut.-qolonel Need's column, raised loud shouts. 
of exultation at the approach (as they fancied), of 
General Lake, and, under this impression, were 
so animated as to sally forth upon the enemy's 
guns, which they carried at the point of the 
bayonet, just as the cavalry arrived, who, dashing 
in, covered the ground with killed and wounded. 
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before the rest of the troops with .the Commander
in.chief came up. Six hundred of the enemy 
were slain, the rest fled, leaving behind near 
forty stands- of colours, with four guns and their 
tumbrils." The detachment was complimented 
and thanked in General Orders for its noble and 
heroic conduct under these perilous circumstances. 

In Monson's retreat, the preceding year (1804), 
numberless acts of the most devoted valour were 
performed by the native troops, who implored 
the commander to stand and give battle; but, 
lamentable to say, Colonel Monson weakly ac
knowledged that he had no confidence in such 
nien-soldiers who, when a few months after
wards employed at the siege of Bhurtpore, 
gave such astonishing proofs of heroism and 
devotion! 

In this miserable running away, persisted in 
by an incapable chief. and which military ~ur: 
tesy has termed a retreat. the following trait of 
gallant devotion_unto death is related ~." Wil
liams's Bengal Native Infantry," Appendix. pa~ 
371 ;-" At the passage of the Banass river. on 
the 24th August (1804). when the troops com
posing the rear guard, consisting of the 2nd Bat
talion 2nd Regiment. and the piquets of the line. 
under the gallant Major Sinclair, were nearly 
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annihilated by the overwhelming force which the 
enemy brought against them after the rest of the 
detachment had crossed the river. and could 
render the rear guard no support. large bodies of 
the enemy's horse having also crossed the river to 
keep them in check. a remarkable instance of 
h~roism and devotion was displayed by a Subadar 
or J emadar of the 2nd. who was seen from the 
opposite ·sjde of the river, retiring with a stand of 
Colours in one hand, and defending himself with 
the other. until he reached the bank: of the river, 
into which he plunged, but sunk with the colours 
io rise no more." In the Sikh camp~ans, their 
gallantry and fidelity have been as signally tried. 
Some of the native regiments lost, in killed and 
wounded, more than half their numbers, and were 
m?wed down in their ranks in as regular order as 
if drawn up on parade. Whenever European 
sofdiers and Sepahees have been long associated, 
and severely tried together, our gallant country
men have never failed to value, and justly yalu.e, 
the dUsky warriors of Hindustan. 

• The writer trusts that he has succeeded in 
proving to the young officers of the Indian army, 
that the Sepahee is not only entitled to consider
ation. but to respect. It is the Juty of the British 
officer. and should be his pride and pleasure, to 
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take a deep interest in the honour and welfare of 
his native fellow soldier. 

Though the writer has unquestionably a high 
opinion of the Sepahee, founded on an intimate 
acquaintance of twenty-eight years, yet he is not 
t>repared to coincide with the fulsome. laudation 
of injudicious panegyrists. 

The writer truly believes that the Sepahee has 
deteriorated both morally and physically, and that 
the decay is attributable to the prevalence of a 
vicious system. The idol of avarice has- b~en 
raised by those who should have known better, 
and the Sepahee has worshipped at the debasing 
shrine until he 'Teco!lnises no other worship. 

Gold has become his god, under . th~ guise of 
cc extra allowances." His cupidity has been most 
dangerously excited-it is the first l~sson in the 
formation of a J anisary ! The chink of rupees 
has become more delightful music to his ears than 
the martial strains of the H Grenadiers' March." 

The stimulus connected with an idea of mili
tary glory, or ·of great achievement in war, ~s 

never presented to his imagination; in the shape 
of donatives he obtains the ignoble recompense 
of a gladiator • 

. Though the spoils of the vanquished have ever, 
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sub8tantial pecuniary advantages. Soldiers are not 
formed. to reason, but to feel, and to act under 
the ascendancy of feeling~ Reduce the emolu
ments of a mercenary, and his zeal and attach
ment are diminished in an equal ratio. 

Hire is here the reward of service, and if the 
stipulator in the minutest particular vitiates the 
contract, it is not probable that the eng~aing 
party will prove very scrupulous in its fulfilment. 
There can be no moral permanency of llction 
under the operation of such causes, and yet the~e 
are the motives which influence a~ the .present 
time almost every act of the native soldier. Con
sequently, every effort should be strained ~ 
incUlcate a higher tone, and this can only be 
effected by his European officer zealously co-ope
rating in promoting an object of svch manifest 
importance to the service at large, and from the 
realization of which the British Goyernment of 
India must ultimately derive increased· strength 
and. stability. Those ties which should 'connect 
the Sepahee with his British officer must be 
drawn closer, that thereby the true interests of 
the service and of the state may be more ~ffec

tually and firmly secured. This is a subject from 
which, of late years, almost all consideration has 
been withdrawn. 
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The action of the mind is naturally connected 
with the physical condition of the body; and in . 
the profession of arms especially, all great and 
enduring efforts depend on the healthy union of 
both. With the Sepahee scarcely any attention 
has been paid to these ,essential points,and con
sequently his moral fortitude, and physical powers 

. suscepti~le of considerable improvement, remain 
imperfectly developed. It is the fashion to con
sider" him as a child ; but a spoiled child, in 
course of time, becomes a very disagreeable and 
mischievous a.nimal. If he has not inherited these 
intrinsic qualities' from nature, the defiCIency. 
must be supplied by an improved professional 
culture. . 

This second nature, or habit, cannot be formed 
without tim-e; and the most· zealous assiduity on 
the part of the European officers, but once en
grafted and. firmly rooted, the Sepahee can be 
depend~d?upon under all the various phases and 
vicissitudes of war. 

Some of the finest specimens of the animal 
man, the writer has observed in the persons of 
the . Bengal Sepahee. Though from' natural 
causes he may not possess that ardent constitu
tional courage, the birthright of the Briton, and 

5* 
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which Cresar ages since thus characterised-
4' Valour is indigenous to the British soil ; " yet 
on numberless stricken fields he has proved him
self not unworthy to contend in the same ranks 
with British soldiers. 

With proper care and attention the Writer 
honestly believes that the Sepahee would not 
flinch from battle with any of the iroops' of Euro-. 
pean nations. He has shown that he will not 
recoil from the mercurial intrepidity of the French. 
The stolid phlegm. of the Austrian, Saxon,and 
Bavarian troops is not calculated to dismay him. 
The Spaniards or Portuguese would still less dis

-turb his military equanimity. 
In mechanical discipline and precision 6f 

movement the Sepahee. battalions :will bear a 
comparison with any army . The 'writer speaks 
from personal observation in making, not hazard
ing, this assertion. 

Notwithstanding all this,a sentiment of mili
tary pride and self importance should be kept 
constantly before his eyes, he must be instructed 
by his Britz's'" ojJlcers that battles are not gained 
over a daring and resolute European foe by pres
tige, but by the combination of those military 
virtues,distinctive of the true soldier. And 
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that when before ,such an enemy, the cry of 
Ie Sirkar ka Ikbal," * though shouted with all 
the stentorian strength of a whole line of 
Infantry, is not worth one determined push of 
the bayonet. 

• l'restige of the State. 



'THE SIKHS. 1I0REWARNED, 1I0RlIARMED. ENLISTMENT 011 

SEl'AHlIE8 FOR GENERAL SERVICB. 

IN the "late campaigns against the Sikhs, the 
Sepahees were surprised at the frenzied gallantry 
with which that truly military race fought for 
victory; nor were the European portion of the· 
force much less astonished at their stubborn and 
strenuous resistance. 

Never had the Sepahees been so severely tried 
or called upon to face such astounding batte?es 
"'-batteries admirably and heroically served, with 
the additional advantage of being placed in en
trenched position, whe~eby every hope was in
spired of ultimate success. 

Such conflicts have rarely been witnessed even 
on the battle-fields of Europe, where valour and 
strategetic science more equaUy matched, contend 
with proportionate pride and obstinacy for the 
mastery. 

It WaS literally the storming of a succession 
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inhabitants of Hindustan proper. The Sikh ar· 
tillery was usually manned by these foreign drafts. 
When the hostile armies were drawn up opposite 
each other for a considerable period preceding 
the action of Sobraon, the soldiers from both 
were in the constant habit of clandestinely visit
ing each other. In these campaigns fathers 
fought against sons, and brothers. ag~st bro. 
thers. 

It might be urged that the merit of military 
fidelity was consequently equally divided; not so, 
for the Sikh authorities offered bribes and pro
mises .of .superior rank and consideration to om 
men to desert, and even priced the headS of the 
different grades of British officers. In fact, every 
industrious baseness was practised by the -enemy 
to allure the Sepahees from their standards. 

AB the Sikh army recruited without regard to 
any regulated height, all those men of our pro. 
vinces desirous of our military employ,. and 
against whom this objection militated in the 
British army, experienced no difficulty whatever 
in entering that of the enemy. 

All these circumstances the more honourably 
enhance the fidelity of the British Sepahees. 

Still the writer reiterates that they must be 
professionally trained tQ fight and vanquish far 
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more formidable foes, better organised. and held 
together by immeasurably superior influences 
than the wild fanaticism of the Sikhs, if they 
are ever to be brought into stern collision with 
s disciplined European antagonist . 
• It is highly probable -that the land of Egypt 

may witness s seve:r:e struggle, calculated toaff~t 
-considerably t~e question of the supremacy.of 
British 'eastern dominion, either by decisively 
exhibiting oUr strength, or by rendering it neces
sary to renew the contest on other fields. 

. Coalitions have been formed against the colo
nial possessions of great Britain, and may be 
again. . <Her enormous power and prosperous 
fortune are undoubtedly viewed with the most 
intense. and malevolent jealousy by the whQle 
continent of Europe-a feeling in wbichRussia 
largelyparfakes. Would America lament to see 
her great parent humbled P 

That-species of equity which expatriated" the 
most just" of antiquity, is but a type of ,the 
political ostracism of modem times. 

It would, indeed, be a suicidal and un-BritiB", 
act to await supinely the completion of an enemy's 
plans. Consequently, the first note ,of warlike 
preparation on the part of any European power, 
with -s' palpable demonstration towards Egypt, 
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should be the signal for our prompt military 
occupation of that country, which is the very 
key of our eastern position, and retaining its 
possession till all danger had pas;ed. There is 
historical. precedent and sanction for the act. 
Illustrated, it simply amounts to this-an enemy 
rushes forward to dispossess a feeble third party 
.of a sword, wherewith to assail yo.u---:your greater 
activity meets and defeats the movement. 

The common instinct of self-preservation de
manded and morally justified the precaution. 

Previous to' the bombardment of Copenhagen 
and capture of the Danish Fleet, in 1807, all 
pacific overtures had been bravely though haugh
tily rejected, and the result was one of vital 
necessity. Being succe88jul, it was a peif;,dioU8 
aggression ! 

James, in his cc Naval History,'; vol. iv., p. 
161, thus fairly treats the subject :_cc With re
spect to the expedition to Copenhagen, morally 
and politically considered, the British public was 
for a long time divided in opinion. At length, 
as affairs in the northern part of the continent 
began to develope themselves, the necessity of 
the measure became generally admitted, and both 
Houses of Parliament voted their approbation of 
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the conduct of Ministers on the occasion. * It 
is not a little singular, too, that the very man 
whose design it was the object of that measure 
to defeat, has since declared, that the expedition 
showed great energy on the part of the British 
<i?vernment." By this. energetic sti'oke, the 
p~ans and intention's of Napoleon were entirely 
frustrated. t 

It is not unreasonable to believe that had the 
ministry of those times not adopted these mea
sures of a wise precaution, their conduct would 
have subjected them to subsequent impeachment, 
the condemnation of their country, and the de
served censure of history. 

As the occupation of Egypt necessarily infers 
the existence ·of war in Europe, and the presen
tation of many vulnerable points of the colonial 
empire of Great Britain to the attacks of the 
enemy and all of which would require to be de
fended by European troops of the line, it follows as 
a matter of necessity that a large native force must 
be organised for this expedition. From the nature 
'of the duties involving protection of. baggage, 
stores, and efficient preservation of communica-

• House of Lords, March S. Content. 125, non· Contents 67. 
House of Commons, March 21, Ayes 216, Noes 61. 

t Vide TO!. xi. 7th Edition, chap. Ii of .. Alison's History Of 
Europe. 
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tions with the sea coast, probably this armament 
would amount to not less than twenty thousand 
men. 

There is no foreseeing how suddenly such a 
contingency might arise, or how secretly a hostile 
expeditionary force may be again equipped in 
Europe with the acquisition of Egypt in View. It 
behoves us therefore to be found prepared at any 
time to act with aecisive celerity. It. would not 
be difficult to arrange beforehana that, an effective 
force should be always available in. India to meet 
with military promptitude an!! critical necessity. 

This subject is deserving of the serious atten
tion of the highest authority, as likewise how far 
desirable it would be to ascertain the number of 
Sepahees per regiment throughout the native 
army willing to register themselves at once as 
general service men. 
, H the number be sufficiently great, general 

service corps should be immediately orgltonised. 
The contingency of foreign service across the 

seas being at this moment apparently remote, less 
repugnance would be experienced to enter for 
such corps than when the actual exigency arrived. 

These views admit of much further discussion. 
When a very large force is required for foreign 

service, a call for volunteers is highly impolitic, it 
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might not be met to the extent which the re
quirements of the occasion imperiously demanded, 
thereby placing the Government in an embarrass- -
ing predicament. 

The call for volunteers is at any time a tacit 
recognition of the soldier's right . to exercise Q 

discretionary judgment, as to whether it suited 
lti8individual views to meet the urgency of the 
state or not. An unmilitary, and even alarming 
concession. 

Though the call for volunteers, were unre
sponded to m: a proper spirit, yet to meet any 
such momentous crisis, the GQvernment must 
ultimatelJl be forced peremptorily to direct the 
embarkation of the required force. Why then 
6e8eeclt, when it is to be hoped that the IItate can 
command without apprehension of defeat. 

This view is not applicable of course to a call 
for volunteers to lead a forlorn hope, (so infelici
touslyllesignated by . the French as En/aM 
PerrIua) or, to a. noble band emulous of the glo
rious risk of self-immolation for the honour and 
safety of an army. 

It is on occasions of foreign service that the 
moral force of character of. the European officer, 

. and his personal influence with the Sepa~ee, '/lot 
lite powtA of a day' 8 lcindly deportment tow4rd8 
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the native soldier, stand the Government in such 
stead. It is now that the great advantages of a 
long continued system of a firm, just, and friendly 
professional intercourse with theSepahee on the 
paI1; of his British officer manifest themselves. 
But this is an important subject reserved for 
future discussion when the writer comes to speak 
of the European officers of the native army. 

Henceforth, not a man should be entertained 
but with the perfect understanding that he ·is 
enlisted for general service; and to fight for his 
salt and the Government which pays, clothes, imd 
protects him whereveJ.:.the scene of that service 
may be cast. 

Otherwise, this army can be considered in no 
other light than as a standing militia; and to 
such :Mr. Pitt's bitter sarcasm to a Colonel of 
Yeomanry would apply with great force and 
truth. .This gentleman, bowing to some com
pliment paid him by the great ministe.r on the 
..appearance of his corps, observed: "I have one 
request, however, to make on the part of the 
corps and myself, which is, that we may not be 
called upon to serve abroad." "Sir," replied 
.Mr. Pitt, "pray make your mind easy on that 
score; you will not be called upon to quit the 
country--except, in case of an invasion." 



TXB BIlAlIHIN IroISAlfCB. BBSTBICTED BECBUlTlNG. UBI

CAlf BBGDlENTB 1I'OB SEBVICB IN INDIA.. HILITAlIY COLo.: 

NIBS. COBPORAL P"I1NISHHBNT. 

THE greatest reluctance to serve across the seas 
is invariably felt, though not openly avowed by 
the Brahmi;" 'Sepahees, it is by their secret and 
jesnitical institutions that the other Hindu 
classes are encouraged to express repugnance and 
unwillingness to meet these juat clai1ll8 of the 
service. 

For the military ·profession, no such religious 
interdiction exists, forasmuch, as a Hindu soldier 
slain in battle, wherever that locality may be, 
is considered to have passed at once into Swurg, 
or eternal beatitude. 

The Brahmin class continues to abound in far 
greater numbers throughout the ranks of the na~ 
tive army than is generally credited, notwithstand
ing the positive prohibitions limiting their employ. 
They now enter as Cltutreealta or Rajpoo18, but in
variably in the lines of their respective regiments 
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assume, preserve, and exact with a priestly tena
city their sacerdotal rights and privileges, to the 
injury of discipline. This influence is at all 
~imes pertinaciously inimical to the sturdy and 
honest discharge of military obligations. 

From superstitious fear and reverence, no 
native officer of inferior class dare complain ofa 
Brahmin Sepahee who has misconducted himself. 
He shields him in every way from trouble and . 
reproach, connives at his evasion of duty, even 
permitting other Hindu soldiers or. inferior caste 
to take his tour of sentry for him. 

He would be for ever tabooed, and rendered 
utterly miserable in the lines, were he to instil 
tute a pomplaint against a Brahmin Sepahee. 
Indeed, what other result can possihl y be expected: 
when by their own religion it is most strictly 
ordained that to save the life, goods and chattels, 
fair fame, nay, even feelings of a Brahmin from 
danger, annoyance, or the breath of scandal,· the 
perpetration of any crime, however enormous, 
becomes absolved-sanctified-a blessing. For 
the attainment of such objects, the grossest per
jury is viewed as a very innocent device. 

It is not to be imagined that Brahmins will 
report each other. for professional dereliction 
of duty. Every officer of experience must have 
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been stmck with the extreme reluctance invari
ably displayed by Hindu soldiers, in giving evi
dence where Brahmins are concerned or implicated, 
and that their testimony on such occasions has 
always to be wrung from them by a series of 
questions in cross examination. Whilst such 
ethic& prevail, it is obvious that this caste is not 
an eligible one for the British native army. Their 
own religion scarcely approves of military service 
as a worldly occupation. They are in every 
respect an 1lIl!J.esirable body from which recruits 
should be drawn, their early impressions, odious 
vices, petted education for Brahmins, altogether 
unfit them for the simple and robust habits of 
soldiers. A crime, the commission of which 
would brand a Rajpoot with indelible infamy in 
the estimation of his comrades, might be per
petrated by one of this priestly order with but 
slight, if any diminution of esteem. To such a 
degree can bigotry among them blind the judg
ment. This sect are generally the originators and 
fomentors· of discord and sedition. All military 
experience proves that the worst character makes 
the worst soldier, for when severely tried in difficul
ties and dangers he sinks under them, from the ab
sence of that moral energy and support, which ena
bles the good man to show himself the good soldier 
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in all the arduous and terrible scenes that the 
changeful aspect of war presents. A wise limit has 
been directed by authority to their employ, and 
it becomes a very important duty of Commanding 
Officers of Native regiments to ensure the due 
enforcement of these instructions, and to see that 
they are not artfully eluded by this priestly caste 
entering themselves in too great numbers under 
false names, and as Rajpoots. This admits of 
cure by indicting the-guilty, and punishing them 
severely on conviction. 

This would eradicate the evil, or very consi
derably modify it. Should they have enlisted 
under a false denomination, they would scarcely 
afterwards presume to assume their sacerdotal 
character, whereby their power of working eviI' 
would be very considerably curtailed. The pre
sent close borough system of recruiting in such 
great numbers from favourite provinces, as Oudh 
and Behar, is obviously most objectionable, on 
many and serious grourids. It is desirable that 
specific instructions were issued on this head, as 
likewise more full and lucid descriptive returns of 
caste and province called for; at present they are 
meagrely defective. 

A very great discretionary latitude now obtains 
in the manner of recruiting, and individual pre-
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fiilectiO'll8, not always founded on justice or expe
Hence, are various and arbitrary, and frequently 
indulged to the detriment or the best interests of 
the service. 
. When any particular caste receives superior 

and unfair consideration, or greatly predominates 
in numb~rs, it may be justly inferred that the 
regiment wherein this state of things exists is far 
iess un~er .the actual command and control of its 
British officers, than secretly ruled . by the artful 
chicanery of a native cabal. 

The genet'al average of Mahommedans in a 
native corps is probably about 150, whereas 250 
of that useful and intelligent class would approach 
nearer a just proportion, and, as a rule, tend to 
the preservation of a more politic equilibrium. 

The Mahommedan who has followed rin-al and 
agricultural pursuits, makes an excellent and 
hardy soldier, whereas the inhabitant of towns 
and cities is proverbially unfit. Of this sect, the 
Syuds, or lineal descendants of the Prophet, are 
most intolerant bigots, possess and exercise con-. 
siderable personal influence over men of their own 
faith, and,- as a class, present serious objections 
to their entertainment in any numbers; 

A considerable fusion of Sikhs, Punjaubee Ma
hommedans, and Rajpoots, into the ranks of the 

G 
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native army, would unquestionably be attended 
with inestimable benefit. As a common act of jus
tice, the ranks of the native army should be open 
to every eligible * native subject throughout the 
British eastern empire, instead of being confined, 
as at present, to particular districts and provinces. 
Nothing would tend more effectually .. rapidly, 
and safely, to break down bigotry and false pride 
of caste in the native army, than this wide~search
ing yet imperceptible reformation in the system. 
of recruiting still blindly followed. As now con
stituted, with its operating exclusiveness, the 
native army presents entirely the appearance of a 
favourite cliqued militia, chiefly composed of 
Brahmins and Rajpoots, who again are mostly 
natives of the same provinces, and all imbued 
with similar feelings, prejudices, and habits of 
thought. The villany of one artful and influen
tial malcontent, speciously cloaked under the guise 
of insulted religion, or attack upon caste, becomes 
the staple stock of general grievance. This silent 

• Men of lotD and degraded caste, who from time immemorial 
have been the pariahs of the land, would never answer as soldiers. 
Honour and shame are unknown to them. Despised tluough count. 
less ages, they have never felt the sentiment of self·respect. When 
no disgrace can humiliate, it is folly to imagine that-military glory 
would be sought at the peril of existence. The introduction of such 
men into the native army would be equivalen& to sealing ita death· 
warrant. 
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whole native army. They are a most robust and 
courageous race, and without any violent sectarian 
prejudices. Their scruples to cross the seas 
might be overcome by tact and kindness. They 
would prove a most valuable acquisition and 
counterpoi8e. Being foreigners and thus trans
planted, they would naturally identify themselves 
ip all things with tne British Government. As 
British subjects, their introduction into the native 
army would not be viewed as expressive of dis
trust. * The military amalgamation of distinct 
races, most unlikely, from their total dissimilarity 
of feelings and ideas; ever to coalesce for <:ollusive 
objects, is the basis on which a mercenary army 
should ever be constructed. 

When unfit for further active service, they 
might be located on military farms, where the 
residue of their lives would be passed in con
tented ease, and cheerful but not over laborious 
employment. t 

They might prove the nucleus of a very valu
.able agricultural class. 

• The Ghoorka regiments in the British service are composed of 
subjects of a foreig,. state; and by lats instructions from the home 
Government, their nationality is to be inviolable. There can be no 
doubt as to the sonnd wisdom of this policy. 

t The principle of military farms for the native army is deserving 
of the most serious consideration, as one, in its benevolent extsnsion, 
likely to prove of incalculable benefit to the state. 
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On this subject much might be advanced to 
prove its political and military importance both 
to the Cape colony, and to our eastern empire. 

A mercenary army Qrganised upon these prin
ciples of amalgamation would possess within itself 
a far higher impulse of pro.fessional emulation, 
and, by it~ antagonistic properties, very consider
ably ]essen those reasonable apprehensions which 
a mere mercenary force 81lOUld ever occaaion. 

The only' ~ecurity for the continued good con
duct of such a body. of men is the most religious 
observance' of all engagements on our part, and 
the rigid exaction of discipline on theirs. 

Discipline, as applied to soldiers, is a word of 
very full and comprehensive signification. 

Of late years, with increased emoluments, the 
discipline of the· native army has been relaxed, 
and, the authority of the European' officer cur
tailed. He has little power to reward merit, and 

. still less to punish delinquency. 
The theories of well meaning ~ut inexperienced 

philanthropists have been too readily permitted 
to exercise a great and pernicious influence in the 
legislation of military criminal matters. 

Though the writer is sincerely assured, that 
their views are founded on the highest and purest 
motives, the fear of God and the love of man, 
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yet with equal sincerity he is not the less firmly 
convinced. that mistallen philanthrop!J ill grievous 
8everit;; in the 8equel. 

This amiable clamour from without has ob
scured the judgment of experience. 

The total abolition of corporal punishment was 
found so hurtful in practice. that its limited resto
ration was provided for in the articles of war for 

. the native troops made in 1845. Every officer 
of humanity, however much he deplores.the neces
sity, cannot yet resist the conviction of experience. 
that its existence is indispensable for the proper 
preservation of military discipline, and must con
tinue in force, so long as uneducated. human 
nature remains unchanged. The reduction of 
penalties, 8nd almost entire abrogation of cor
poral punishment have been attended with very 
injurious results. The Sepahees failed to discern 
the principles which suppressed its infliction" 
when they observed the same crimes, f<?rmerly 
thus visited, still occurring in the ranks. 

The benevoleni theory which dictated the mea'
sure was entirely misconstrued by their untutored 
minds. 

It is not the infliction of the lash itself, but 
the criine which disgraces. The truth of this 
has been conceded, inasmuch as dismissal from 
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the service does not now follow as an inevitable 
conseque~ce of corporal punishment, nl?r is it en
forced, unless the crime committed has presented 
features of a debasing character. There have not 
been wanting instances of soldiers brought to the 
halberts both in the British service and native 

• army, whose subsequent meritorioUs conduct has 
advanced them to the commissioned grade. It 
is a pleasing and 'well established fact, that this 
mode or ~orrection was very sparingly resorted 
to· in the Bengal army, and the writer is. happy to 
add, from the general good behaviour of the men, 
seldom required, yet there can be no question, 
but that its wholesome conception much contri .. 
buted to. this salutary moral effect. Since the 
comparative withdrawal of this corrective influ
ence, crimes of a highly insubordinate complexion, 
formerly rare in the ranks of the native army, 
have pecome of frequent and painful repetition. 

Severity is not advocated, but the delegation 
of proper authority to visit military. delinquency 
in a suitable manner. Simple imprisonment is 
not a. desirable punishment for many misde
meanours t.hat soldiers commit. During the 
term of the offender~s confinement, his profes
sional services are lost, the good man in the 
interim has to perform his duties, and increased 
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duty is imposed for his safe custody; nor is the 
incarcerat.ion any great visitation to an indolent
minded native, who probably views its duration 
with apathetic, if not even pleased, indifference. 
• Whereas the infliction of corporal punishment 
for military transgression' would have far better 
upheld discipline, deterred from the commission 
of similar offence. by the spectacle of its prompt 
and sharp retribution, operated as a warning to • 
the turbulent, returned the 'culprit the sooner 
to the performance of his military duties ; and if 
he h~d submitted io his punishment with a, 
manly firmness, without any d,iminution of good 
opinion in the estimation of his co~ades: he 
had committed a breach of discipline and ex
piated it, and there the matter end~d. 

The writer has conversed with numerous native 
officers and intelligent Sepahees on this subject; 
and their opinions were decided, that corporal 
punishment could not be abolished without great 
detriment to the service. 

Indeed, its abolition is one of those humane 
crotchets abundantly shown to be palpably. inap
plicable to uneducated soldiers. The man of a 
well regulated mind will by steady prudent con
duct avoid the penalty, whilst the brutal and 
ferocious one dfjies, and deserves it. 
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If the legitimate object of all punishment be 
to discourage crime, then crime should be suit
ably visited, that this benevolent object be duly 
attained. Simple discharge from the service for 
misconduct cannot be viewed as a fit or adequ~t~ 
vindication of outraged discipline. 

A soldier may have been professionallyedu
cated, clothed, and fed at the public expense for 

, some y~ars, and yet can thus, by the intentional 
commission of an offence, compel his discharge 
with scathless ·impunity, at the very time pro
bably· that his services are most wanted! 

An ar~y to be truly efficient should be go
verned by practical professional knowledge, and 
not maurlliniserl by philanthropic theories. A 
large body of uneducated soldiers can only be 
kept· under proper moral and military subjection 
by the· hope of professional reward, and the fear 
of punishment; by fear, is to be understood the 
dread of incurring the displeasure of authority, 
with all consequent penalties. This healthy ap- , 
prehension withdrawn, one of the strongest in
centives to continued good action is lost. 

It is a recorded saying of Marshal Turenne, 
one of the most perfect and humane of com
manders history· has .made mention of, that " a 
good soldier fears his general more than the 

6* 
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enemy." Such a feeling is the very foundation 
of military excellence. 

The Sepahee must be raised in his own moral 
estimation, by implanting a sentiment of honour, 
~d discourlloaing delight ill !topes of plunder. and 
all such unworthy and debasing motives of action. 
If his military character were formed on ,\luch 
principles. his moral conduct would be uniform 
and consistent under all circumstances; cowardice 
and dastardly marauding would be alike hateful 
in his eyes. 'l'he barbarous custOIl\. though less 
frequent than before, but still occasionally prac
tised, of giving up a conquered town to plunder 
for a time, is a disgrace to human nature, odious 
and pernicious in every respect. So long as.this 
barbarism exists, the moral training of troops 
must be grievously interfered with by the act of 
the commanders themselves. 

The assertion of some writers, that it was this 
apprehension of the system of corporal punish
ment. which deterred men of high caste from en
listing iu the British service is entirely refuted by 
the well-known fact that even when the system 
was, in full force. considerable difficulty was 
always experienced in preventing Brahmins (the 
highest caste) from entering in too great numbers. 
Of late years it appears to the writer that every 
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attempt has been made to remove all salutary 
restraint, and induce the minds of the Sepahees 
to flow into a mercantile channel. 

Improve the mind and the motives of action, 
and corporal punishment becomes virtually thtt 
mere ghost of the imagination, yet nevertheless a 
Familiar that whispers occasionally friendly cau
tion to the evil disposed. This impression would 
not be a physical, but a moral one, an apprehension 
of incurring personal disgrace, and it is this feel
ing alolle which can create a generous and mili
tary spirit-a firm and uniform conduct. 

The writer is assured that the retention of 
corporal punishment is absolutely politic, requisite, 
and. merciful. Noone would more sincer~ly 

rejoice than himself to see its necessity altogether 
cease. 

But before this can occur with safety to the 
honour. and discipline of armies, the moral tone 
of the soldier must be cultivated and improved, 
and his mind educated and exalted. 



RBGI](]!NTAL SCHOOLS. NATIVE COURTS lLlRTUL. NATIVE 

COHHISSIO!JBD OFFICBRS. 

NOTHING would more fully strengthen discipline 
and improve the moral tone than an impetus 
given to mental education, for it is invariably 
remarked, that the Sepahee who can read ~d 
write is usually the best conducted,and cleanest 
in dress and appointments of any man in the 
company. He has justly risen in self-respe£t, 
and is therefore naturally anxious to retain both 
it and the acquired good opinion of his superiors. 
He has something morally to shield and maintain. 

The regimental school in a native regiment, 
though encouraged by the pecuniary support of 
Government, receives little or no attention from 
the European regimental officers. At the present 
moment, it is in every sense of the word a mere 
'IlOtninal institution, from which no real gain is 
derived. Until these schools are regulated upon 
some clear and defined system, none of the im
por~nt and enlightened objects contemplated by 
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Government can be accomplished. It is question
able whether thro,ughout the whole service five 
men per regiment attend these ·schools. It is 
even doubtful if the regular attendance of the 
teachers is insisted upon in anyone corps. They 
draw the Government allowance, and generally , 
remain idle in the lines-or if they do occasion
allr afford instruction to the few desirous of 
receiving it, it is given in their own private 
dwellings, where they exact extra fees. All this 
should be put upon a different footing. A monthly 
roll of those attending the schools ought to be 
suomitted for the information of the commanding 
officer,. distinctly specifying progress; regularity 
of, attendance~. and the extent of knowledge 
acquired by each individual in !eading, writing, 
and accounts. 

The school should be visited at least twice 
a week by interpreters of regiments, and once 
during the month by the commanding officer. 
At these visits the proficiency of the men might 
be ascertained. Without this supervision, and 
some interest being displayed, no possible advan
tage can result from its institution. 

These detailed monthly reports of the regimental 
schools might be submitted with advantage for 
the information of the higher authorities. The 
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character-book of companies ought to specify 
those Sepahees who attend the school. And the 
teachers should be called upon to furnish regular 
reports elucidatory of their ·labours and results. 
The great benefits of such a system, perseveringly 
continued, would declare themselves in a very . 
superior class of native commissioned and non
commissioned officers, springing up in the service, 
more respected by themselves, and by the men, 
and far better qualified to uphold their own posi
tion and advance the real interests of the corps 
to which they belong. 

A proper and friendly concern evinced by the 
officers of companies in the pfogress of their men, 
by occasionally looking in upon the regimental 
school, would generally assist the o~jects in view. 
and create a more general desire for rudimental 
knowledge. 

These visits would afford excellent opportuni
ties of acquiring, from personal observation, an 
acquaintance with the capabilities and disposition 
of individuals, correct information which' would 
prove of much ulterior advantage. The men 
would be pleased to observe that their characters 
were judged through this medium, and not by 
ex-parte representations. The happiest results 
could not but follow the wise and salutary insti-
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tution of such relations. 'fhe personal influence 
of the British officer would penetrate the whole 
company, and animate it with a 80cial and impor
tant spirit. 'fhe creation of such a social COIl

nexion would strengthen professional ties, and 
ensure on a solid basis, a uniformity of conduct 
under all circum8tance8. 

At present so few are able to read and write 
in the ranks of the N athie army, from tlte ab8ence 
of proper encoura!Jement, that great difficulty is 
always experienced in obtaining properly qualified 
individuals for the situation of pay-sergeant. 
Many who hold these important posts are so in-

"competent as t6 require. 8ub r08a, the assistance 
of more .intelligent soldiers to keep theu- books 
and accounts. When this occm:s, and it is not a 
singular case, the unanimity and discipline of the 
company are injuriously. affected by theinflue~ce 
thus gained by an irre8jJol1~ible individual. 

It should be a recognised and strictly enforced 
principle, never to promote a man beyond the 
rank of N aick who cannot read and write. 

There can be no question if this system of 
education is firmly and judiciously pursued, that 
in course of time the Native army will possess 
avery superior class of Native officers. Those 
of the present day, .with some rare exceptions, 
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are notoriously unfit for the commissioned grade, 
and mentally incapable of performing in an ade
quate and suitable manner the higher duties 
required of them. 

At present flo court martial composed of native 
officers is a mere aba.urdity. 

They possess none of the qualifications requisite 
for the proper. discharge of their important 
functions. 

They owe their promotion almost s.olely to 
seniority, and f!,re entirely without education. 

They remain in a state of m~smerism during 
the whole of the proceedings,. and when finally 
called upon for their opinion, -"invariably answer 
the superintending officer with, "jo, apkee 
khooshee,·" and can seldom, if "ever: be induced 
to give any other reply. . 

In truth, the superintending officer is ae facto 
both judge and jury; and the fate of the prisoner 
and the sacred cause of justice, depend entirely 
upon his individual view of the case-a view that 
may be right or wrong, according to !tis capacity 
to form a correct or incorrect judgment. Nor is 
it unreasonable to apprehend that an officer so 
situated might be very liable to decide erroneously 
from a mistaken view of the circumstances . 

• .. What your honour pleases." 
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When this happens, the superintending officer 
ought to decline exercising this serious and gra
tuitous responsibility, and report for the consi
deration of superior authority the incompetency 
of the native members of the court. " 

The constant repetition of these reports would 
force upon the attention of the authorities, that 
the present system of native courts did not 
operate beneficially, inasmuch, that the accused 
did not obtain a fair trial; but was solely tried, 
and condemned, or acquitted, as the case might 
be, by the fiat of an individual, he the super
intending ofiiC{li-"of the court, and sometimes, 
probably, the commanding officer of the prisoner's 
company. 

The writer does not by· any means advocate 
the abrogation of the long-established privilege 
ofthe native officers to sit on courts martial; for 
it might be very mischievously misinterpreted; 
and indeed would clearly admit of the invidious 
construction, that by this substitution of Euro
pean for native officers, greater severity and less 
chance of escape were contemplated. Besides, it 
is to be hoped that under . the operation of im
proving causes, the native officers may yet become 
better qualified to perform those. serious and 
essential duties; at present they are too apt to 
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fashion their tone according to the· supposed 
wishes of their superiors. 

The writer would, however, certainly propose 
that henceforth, until greater eligibility obtains, 
the option of being tried by a native or European . 
court should invariably be offered to the accused 
party. This, of course, entails additional trouble 
upon the European officers. should the party 
prefer, as it is more than probable he would, to 
be tried by British officers; but that ought to 
be no consideration whatever when so solemn a 
question as justice is under review:· 

Of late years the advantages or the native com- . 
missioned grade have been very much increased, 
both in an honorary and pecuniary degree, yet 
still without success in creating either Ii proper 
dignified conception of his position, or of its 
responsibilities. It is a very painful fact, forced 
upon attention by numerous circumstances, that 
this benevolent consideration of Government for 
the condition of the native officer has failed to 
animate him to a more zealous and C01l8cientioU8 
execution of his professional obligations to the 
state. On all occasions of discontent and insub
ordinate caballing, how very rare is it to see a 
native officer .come forward in a firm and unequi
vocal manner, to disclose what has come to his 
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knowledge, thereby evincing a becoming con~ 

sciousness of the duty he owes to his own rank: 
and to the Government which conferred it. It 
would be the height of credulity to imagine the 
'possibility of evil intention existing'in the lines 
without his most entire cognition. He, there
fore, by failing in moral energy, virtually becomes 
an accomplice. The manly performance of his 
duty 8S 8 commissioned officer imperatively re
quires a, prompt disclosure of such seditious 
designs. 

,It is lamentable to know that, with his in
creased ~ank, ne' acquires not the slightest per. 
ception. of his inGreased responsibility. He still 
remains in all his feelings and sentiments 8 com
mon 8oldier, and seldom assumes the moral tone 
of a commissioned officer. An apa~hetic indiffer
ence is characteristic of' this class. There are 
some few exceptions to the general rule, and the 
Sepahees themselves very pointedly draw the line, 
in their different modes of address. Where the 
firmer-tempered officer is respectfully approached 
with "Subadar Sahib," the weak and imbecile 
one is cavalierly addressed as "Subadar Jee;" 
the distinction being as between "Sir," and 
" Thou." 

The seniority system, so rigidly adhered to in 
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the Bengal native army, is glaringly inapplicable 
to natives, for longevity absolutely becomes the 
sole merit. The exercise of a greater discretionary 
latitude should be 8anctioned in the selection of 
men who are to fill such important situations, 
upon the energetic and hone8t discharge of which, 
depends in so considerable a degree the efficiency, 
honour, and safety of the native army.-

Otherwise, the native commissioned grade can 
only be viewed in the light of an effective super
annuated a8!Jlum, which is a solecism in common 
$ense! A few rules might be draWn up, clearly 
and forcibly defining the natUre of· the moral 
duties and responsibilities of native officers, and 
read and carefully explained o~ce a month to the 
native officers, in the presence-, of the whole re- . 
giment formed in square. They -would thus 
perfectly understand what was the exact nature 
of their tenure of office; and the' men would 
distinctly perceive the great risk that the com
missioned officer incurred by weakly shvjJ!ing, 
when every principle of honour and gratitude re
quired he should act with the most unflinching 
.energy and fidelity. This would give vigour to 
honest determination, and greatly support autho
rity, by showing the Sepahee that his native 
officer, in criminally llhie1ding the delinquencies 
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of subordinates, voluntarily courted his own 
destruction. 

Both parties would now be on the qui vive, and 
a proper professional demarcation felt-and recog
nised. There can be no doubt but· that the 
regimental schools, regulated on wise and benefi
cent principles, will produce a far superior class 
of native offiCers, and elevate the spirit of the na
tive army. The writer regrets to observe, that 
this is. a. • s~bject which has hitherto. received 
scarcely any attention. Experience has abun
dantly sb.o~ that the too liberal bestowal of 
largesses ~as awakened other feelings than those 
of increased fidelity and attachment. Education,. 
and ~he morf!.l an~ physical training of soldiers, 
caD. alone en;ru;e their continued efficiency and 
undevtating alIegian~: The danger of not re
cognising these principles, and applyin/l them to 
the native. army, may yet be discovered, wizen 
too late. 



SUPERIORITY OF THB FUSIL TO THB HUS][BT. BEGIXBNTAL 

GYloUIlABU. ADVA.lrTAGKS OF A lULITABY POLICB FOKCB. 

DIBABHING OF TB:B POPULATION. 

THE Asiatic, as a characteristic of his race-::-and 
this is accounted for by the effects of climate and 
ot~er causes ~ possesses an inferior ~volume of 
muscular development to the European j "and yet 
we overweight the Sepahee wit~ an .nnwield y and 
ponderous musket, which he i~ unable to· handle 
with proper physical efficiency. or t9 carry.with 
comfort and satisfaction to himself. It is too 
heavy for the English soldier, strong and powerful 
8S he is in his limbs, more p~ticularly in ,his 
arms. And yet, until these weapons are worn out. 
however much the truth of the above assertion 
may be recognised, it is more than probable that 
he will still continue to sweat under the burden 
of his lillwieldyand intolerable wo1l piece. 

'fhe fusil. With a somewhat long barrel. fined 
off towards the muzzle, on the principle adopted 
in the construction of fowling-pieces, and slightly 
bell-mouthed, to facilitate the introduction 
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of the cartridge, is clearly the . weap~n for 
modern warfare. It would have an equal, if 
not superior range to the common musket; 
prove far handier and more efficient; and im
measurably more agreeable to the man who has 
to nse it-no unimportant consideration of itself. 

An objection to the fusil is urged by some 
officers, that it would not be sufficiently weighty 
in the" charge," or to resist cavalry. Infantry, 
it is presumed, are not always charging, nor have 
cava}ry ~ny 'proverbial predilection for approach
ing squares .. 

It is not the i.ntrQduction of a popgun into the 
army th"at is advocated, but of a good, strong, 
and substantial ~it fit for all the purposes of 
war, very considerably lighter and handier than 
the present wall .piece in use, with the facility 
~!>talned or S':e~ter freedom of action, and in
creased advantage to the ends in view. 

The object of all military movement being 
celerity, with precision, the substitution of such 
a fusil for a ponderous musket deserves attention. 
It would enable the soldier to move with far more 
ease to himself, and after a hard day's march, or 
irksome manreuvres' in the field before the enemy, 
there can be no question but that the fire of the 
fusileer would be sharper and steadier than that 
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of the unhappy possessor of the wall piece. The 
greatest quantity of fire is but sound; it is only 
when the ball strikes its mark that reality is pro
duced. That infantry which delivers the quickest 
and steadiest volume of fire, is the one always 
most likely to win the stakes. 

Under every view, the introduction of this 
lighter weapon presents superior claims to consi
deration. It would also be more economical 
in many respects. Smaller description of pou~h 
-less weight of balled ammunition-in lieu of 

'heavy cross belts, substitution of, the single 
shoulder belt,. with sliding frog for bayonet
lighter bayonet and ramrod-cross belts exploded 
-less wear and tear of unifor.m by friction; and 
all these alterations would considerably reduce the 
weight that the soldier has now unnecessarily to 
stagger and pant under. These changes and 
improvements would manifestly conduce to the 
ease and comfort of the soldier's body, add to his 
cheerfulness and elasticity of spirit, and not a 
little contribute to his power of enduring the 
hardships inseparable from a military life. 

It is hoped that these suggestions may attract 
notice in the rigltt quarter, as it is sincerely be
lieved that they are deserving of adoption. 'At 
least there can be no dispute but what they are 
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entitled to a fair trial before being bigotedly 
condemned. 

If the regimental gymnasiu~ was sanctioned 
by Government, it could be :regulated on a· de
fined system. It 8hould be a fundamental prin
ciple, that no rivalry; no competition of any 80rt 
with o'ther COrp8 be allowed. .Those who are 
well acquainte~ ~th theSepahee character, ·and 
know how feuds are 'engendered and· cherished, 
will easily' recognise the ab80lute necessity of this 
ppsitive prohibition, as a primary and important 
regulation. 'I'hat the school' should invariably. 
be permitted to elect its own head Teacher,. or 
Oostad,' and only this one recognised in the re
giment~ ,It will -only be by this understood 
recognition, that chances of party questions will 
be altogether prevented. It should be the duty 
of the officer of the day to attend, and see that 
good order and amity are preserved. The natives 
of India possess such institutions among them
selves, and by them the Palrestra is designated 
Ukhara, in which wrestling, single stick, sw.or~ 
and dagger exercises, wielding of moogdars, * the 

" Lezum,t and raising of the Naul,t with various 
other gymnastics, are taught upon scientific prin: 

• Wooden clubs. t Iron chain bow. 
:I: Heavy weight of wood or stone. 

7 
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ciples, under the general appellati.o~ of Wurzish, 
or, the art of gymnastics. 

These exercises are ad~irablY"'adapted to form 
soldiers. {or the practice of their profession. They 
are also obviously well calculated to con~ribute 
to the pre~ervation of health, and to the forma
tion of a strong bond of union, as ,among the 
members of a family. Under e~eri fiew, but 
more essentially as respects the moral and: phy'~ 
sical training of the. Sepahee, the introduction Of 
regimental gymnasia jnto the -native army is a 
subject deserving of important consideration. 

The writer cannot coIncide in the views of 
some distin~hed commentator~ on the native 
army, that it would be desirable to open out 
hopes of eventual employment in the police esta
blishment, provided military conduct during 
effective service had been unexceptiopable. T,he 
proposition carries an appearance of absurdity OD 

the very face of it. Is the regular arD;ly to be 
considered as the nursery of policemen P 

The idea is only one degree less preposterous, 
than if, inversely, the police establishment held 'out . -
prospects -of transfer to the line; this at all events 
would cherish a military sentiment, whereas the 
other system unquestionably conduces to the ex
tinction of all professional tone and principles. 
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It would sap the foundation of military virtue, 
by encoura~g and increasing to a fearful extent 
the simulation of· diseases, and other malinger
ing artifices, practices in which the Sepahee.is no 
mean proficient, whereby to obtain this otium cum 
ilitlnitate of police retreat. It is unreasonable to 
anticipate, if this establishment became one of 
de~e, that· soldiers anxious to enter it would 
display any very ambitious spirit for distinction, 
or court any risks that inight endallger the 
chances of· realising such lmworthy expecta
tions. Surely no one, on ·calm refleCtion; can 
seriously advocate the placing of so derogatory a 
motive before a man following the profession of 
a 8oliliet"? The advantages of the military ser;' 
vice are gre~t and manifest, and its invalid pro
vision most generous and liberal. An honest 
and proper 'minded soldier should :fix· an . his 
hopes and· ambition upo:n his profession, and 
with' his breast decorated with the honorary 
insignia of a veteran, decline coveting the situa-
tion of a policeman. . 

Besides, if a well DrIJaniaed military police of 
- horse and foot is ever established in India, as iIi 
. every . way so desirable !Jf accomplishment, it 
should contain none but able bodied and effective 
members. Otherwise no possibl~ benefit can 
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follow its formation., The police force of Grea.t 
Britain cont,ains as fine a body of men as can be 
found in the ranks of the regular army. Good 
conduct, firm, nut temperate discharge of duty, 
with proper wholesome respect for authority, 
have ever been the distinguish,ingcharacteristics 
of this most respectable body. 'fheir excellent 
personal behaviour on all occasions forms of it~elf 
a moral support to authority. 

Such oQ description of police, formed on mili~ 
tary principles, should be ample t.o preserve the 

'good order and tranquility of the Lower Pro
vinces. If raised, and only employed as a local 
militia~ it would soon become Ii vert popular 
service. Natives of respectability would be 
desirous of holding rank i:{l it. They should 
be well armed and well disciplined; but not 
clothed in the uniform of the regular army, nor 
entitled to honorary lnilitary distinctions.. Ex-.. . 
elusively a civil force, with a military education, 
but all offences tried by Civil process .. The com
mandant possessing the powers of a -magistl'ate 
both in the district, and over his battalion, would 
relieve the· civil officer from those duties which 
now occupy and remo,ve his attention from more 
important func~ions, and which should exclu
sivelyemploy 1!is time and consideration. The 
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civil authorities of the district ought -to possess 
no right of interference whatever with the ririli
tary police, nor should it becalled:upon to ~-' 
nish personal guards, or be employed in any way 
out of its proper line of duties. The present 

. Thana police is notoriously corrupt l!-na ineffi
cient. and it can scarcely be otherwise with its. 
almost entire immunity from strIct European 
supervision. It feasts o~ the people, and winks
at delinquencies. The higher pos~s in it are 
usually bought and sold.· Men would gladly 
enter this reformed police on a monthly pay of 
five rupees, with a graduated scale of promotion, 
and a small pecuniary increase attached thereto. 

Mere seniority should constitute nq claims· to 
promotion, which should depend "entirely on 
merit and peculiar' fitness. 

The men must be enlisted to serv~ for twenty
one !lears before- being entitled to invalid pay. 
Otherwise the grave consideration presents itself 
how far politic it would be to train so vast a portion 
of the population in the disciplined use and know
le,dge of arms. If entertained between the ages 
of twenty-one and twenty-five, and on the above 
stipulations of service, all apprehension on this 
score would cease; as when returned to the body 
of the people, the policeman would never be under 
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forty-two years of age, at which period of life, 
the 'native of India in point of physical energy i$ 
about on a par with the European sexagenarian~ 
'rhe principle being, the writer presumes, to keep 
up an effective police force, and not the gradual 
formation of a Laudwehr in India. 

The organization of this military police, pre
sents so many advantages that they must strike 
.every one. The regula! army will by its institu- -
tion be relieved of numberless anomalous duties. 
and thereby kept in anejJective military state of 
efficiency. T~e 'same may be said of the Irre
gular Native Cavalry. In course of time a very 
considerable saving in the military expenditure of 
the country might be effected with entire safety 
and good policy. 

The most important and beneficial result of 
the formation of such an ejJlcient protective force 
would be the acquired n!J1tt of peremptorily dis .. 
arming ~e whole population 0/ l1ritillh Inaia, 
making it a very serious misdemeanour to bear 
arms without legit~mate authority. At this mo
ment throughout India, probably every third 
man is the possessor of warlike weapons of some 
description or other. This armed state of sOciety 
fosters a spirit. which is always unfriendly to the 
wholesome restraints of law and civilization. 
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The· circumstances attending the emeute at 
Allahabad in 1848, furnish sufficient and posi
tive proof of the impolicy' of allowing a popula
tion to :remain .armed--on .this· oc~asion sonie 
8 or 10,000 men assembled in arms-lives were 
lost, constituted authority insulted. and defied, 
various outrages of a most flagrant· description 
perpetrated, and a very dangerous example, of 
lawless violence presented for future imitation. 
The province of Allahabad alone could turil· tiut. 
20,000 men in the course bf a very few ~ays, to 
whom the handling of warlike weapons has been 
familiar from their youth. During the siege of 
'Bhurtpore in 1826, many provinces offered the 
spectacle of an unauthorised warlike array, and 
remained during the siege operatio~s in It very 
unsettled and turbulent state. 

In fact, tAiB aiBloyal u1l8teaaine88 aurin!) time 
of war 1.8 quill! characteri8tic of Inaia. 

The evil and its only antidote are very apparent.· 
The disarming of the population, with the 

healthy and energetic operation of 'the military. 
police, could but tend most effectually to amelio
rate the condition of society. With increased 
secUrity afforded to life and property, by the 
huntin!) aown of crime, the public mind would be 
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tranquilized; and the resources of, the country 
still further improved and developed. 
, The truly grand and'rioble efforts of the British 
Government for the suppression of Thuggee,
which have been so eminently successful, encou
rage the hope that here also there will be 'no 
deficiency of a determined 'and wise philanthropy 
in eradicating a social mischief of enormou8 ma!J
nitude. 

With temperate firmness there would be 'no 
difficulty in achieving this great victory of civili-' 
zation over barbarism. 
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WITH THBII. I'BOI'B88IOlifAL AlIJD KORAL TESTS :rOR STA:r:r 

BIIl'LOY. ORDEB O:r KERIT. EXOLUSIVElIfES8 O:r EURQ

PBAlIf OPPICEBS. . UGIlll!lIfTAL BTU:r. 

THE European officers of the native army are 
the links by. w~ch its unswerving attachment 
and .discipline are preserved-this chain once 
weakened-the whole· series becomes disturbed 
and vibrates towards dest:ruction. It is chiefly 
upo~ the zeal, loyalty, competency and conci
liatory deportment -of the European officers that 
the efficiency and allegiance of the Sepahees must 
dep~d. The British officer of the Native army 
must always look upon himself as a very closely 
connected part of it. Should he in the smallest 
degree alienate himself. from the men, . or in any 
way evince by his demeanour, that their interests 
and professional honour are something distinct 
from bis, or superciliously neglect to become 
acquainted with all the circumstances of those 
nnder his command, he is' deficient in a most 
essential portion of his professional qualifications. 

7,* 
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Unless he is familiar with all their habits and 
peculiarities, and properly mindful of their just 
rights and requirements, it is impossible that 
he can exercise any personal influence amidst 
trials and dangers, or prove capable of animating 
them during the arduous and - trying scenes of -
war. The proud eminence achieved by a length
ened and brilliant military career, consecrated by 
a host of renowned memories, has established the 
reputation of the British Sepa~ee on a glorio~s 
foun~ation, and it only remains with his British 
officer of t4e present day, to prove that he is able 
to lead and command him. The tone of a native 
regiment' is more affected by the personal conduct 
and disposition of its European officers than is 
generally imagined. To a far 9reater extent 
does this influence work for good or evil than in 
an European corps, wherein a strong spirit of 
nationality prevails,-with a corrective Christian . 
sense of right and wrong. 
Whe~ an active transfer from regiments to staff 

employ is of daily occurrence, it is utterly impos
sible that the European officer can acquire any 
knowledge -of the character and qualities of 
Sepahees, or feel a desire to obtain it. 

His hopes and ideas are elsewhere-his feelings 
cannot therefore be interested in the welfare of a 
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body from whom he is so eager to separa.te-nor 
is it reasonable to expect that their attachment 
will be :fixed up.on' an officer who. evinces such 
disinclination to be identified as a ·friend and pro
tector. It has always been'observed' that where 
men and officerS have been long associated, rising 
through the respective grades ill progressive 
advancement, that strong feelings of niutual con
fidence and attachment have invariably been 
created. Every military man of experience is well 
aware, that the good or bad conduct of regiments 
is mainly dependent upon the presence or absenci: 
of such moral incentives. 
:., European officers must be viewed as constitut· 
ing the moral force of regiments. EspeciaiIy so 
when corps are formed of foreign levies,as thosf 
of the native army of India. And if in Europe 
the'moral is to the physical, as 5 is to 3 ; in India 
it may be considered as 50 to 1. . 

The effective regimental strength of officers 0: 

H. M.'s regiments is 45, that of a regiment 0 

native infantry 23 ! Arid yet the latter goes int( 
action, on account of the number of its regimenta 
officers absent on staff employ, with even a stil 
greater disproportion. of' officers, and S1iffeJjn~ 

. consequently under the most serious and vita 
disadvantages. 

- . 
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It frequently happens, from the number of 
officers absent on staff employ, that in action there 
.is not a British commander to every company of 
a regiment of native infantry. Those posts are 
therefore necessarily occupied by native officers, 
averaging from sixty to seventy years of age, 
who find it a physical impossibility to keep up 
with the line' or column. They are scarcely of' 
any use but to stop a bullet. 

. As -operations in the field are generally over 
very rough and intersected ground, sometimes in 
deep sand, these brave but superannuated vete
rans, from sheer exhaustion, are absolutely during 
a rapid advance left behind. More deeply wounded 
than if struck do:wn by the shot of the el1emy. 
The fact, that this state of things cannot continue 
without a manifest tempting of providence, must 
be apparent to the meanestc.apacity. - The regi~ 

. n;tents of native. infantry are notoriously under-
officered. 

It is not unusual to point to a local corps, with 
its three officers (frequently one absent) as dis
proving the opinion that the ~fficiency of 8 native 
corps of the line depends upon a full proportion 
of European officers. In -. the first place, tb,eae 
irregular corps are rarely tried in.the same. man
ner as troops of th~ line; n<?r would they prove 
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either very efficient, or effective, if employed for 
any lengthened period out of their own immediate 
districts, or strict sphere of duties, ' 
~ey could not be brought through the stern 

. ordeal of a well contested general engagement, ~ 
native regiments are, uuder the energetic leading 
of their :British offioers. :Besides, if the comman
dant should happen to be killed, or placed /tora de 
com3at, the confidence of an irregular corps would 
be greatly shaken, if not destroyed. The second 
in command, generally viewing his situation as a 
sinecure, knows little of the men, and they less of 
him. Under these circumatance8, he would not at 
a critic;U moment supply the place of th~ com
mandant, with that moral efficiency which could 
alone give every hope of success. ~he· adjutan~ 
is nsually a young officer of some three or four 
years standing. He who cannot be reasonably 
suppose~ to possess much influence or experience. 

The institution therefore of a comparison be
tween regiments thus disproportionately officered,· 
and to conceive that a local corps c!,uld vie in 
real efficiency With a regiment of the line, would 
appear a mere fal(O'R de parler. . 

The European subalteI:D offieer of the native 
army too gen~rally looks upon the performance 
of regimental duties as a task, irksome, if not 
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humiliating. He has little ambition to acquire 
the character of a good regimental officer. He 
has scarcely joined the corps, when every effort is 
strained to quit it, so as to escape from what he 
is apt to pronounce drudgery and thraldom. 

Did he endeavour by an assiduous cultivation 
of professional knowledge, of the native languages, 
habits, customs, and prejudices, to qualify him- _ 
self for the employ he seeks on the general staff _ 
of the army, then his aspirations would be meri
torious, and highly deserving of -reward. 

But in too many _ instances he grounds his 
hopes solely on the. adventitious possession of 
personal or family interest. Such' expectations, 
founded on private considerations, are however 
frequently rllalised. He who won the sea-fight' 
of Salamis has left a saying: that it was his rille 
to. serve his friends first, and merit afterwards. 
A principle which flourishes very luxuriantly 
throughout the world, and is probably not more 
the rule in India than elsewhere. Superior 
ability and industry have as good, if not better 
chance of reward in India than in Europe, for 
the machinery of Government in this country 
would be soon disturbed if important posts were 
filled without reference to merit ani competency . 

• The official intrusion of ignorant apathy would 
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create a' complete stagnation if not utter con
fusion in public affairs. 

It cannot be disguised,~that an idea prevails 
in the service, that merit rinsupportedby interest 
is unlikely to succeed. Though there are many 
and , distinguished examples. contradictory of this 
supposition, still facts themselves are of no avail 
with minds obstinately opposed to conviction. 

The only remedy would appear to be the Insti .. 
tution of strict professional tests, whereby -thEf 
peculiar eligibility. of indivi,duals for employ in 
any particular branch of the public service could 
be fully elicited. The candidate ,should pre~ 

viously declare what ,line of the service he was 
desirous of entering, and the test of examination 
applied accordingly. The whole talent of the 
services ought to be available. for these important 
duties, and to ensure their execution with be-. 
coming strictness and impartiality, the members 
should be dilly sworn. ,This wauld obviate all 
scruples of delicacy on the part of the examiners~ 
and point out to the aspirant the necessity of 
coming well, prepared.' Each candidate should 
appear, before the committee with an analysis of 
his ideas upon that branch of the s.el'\Tice he 'is 
desirous to ,enter. These brochures, besides 
. proving of essential public benefit, would tend 
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to elevate the mental tone of the service by 
animating the dormant energies of its members. 

Even should the candidate undergo success
fully an examination in these tests of a purely 
professional nature~ he must lilfewise be able to 
stafid the test of temper and of moral conduct or 
character before his perfect eligibility was con
side.red fairly established. This plan would effec
tually subdue all feelings of distrust or legitimate 
professional irritation. 

And it is not by any means improbable that 
those.who are now the most clamorous in com
plaint might on examination be found the least 
deserving of advancement! , 

There is no present necessity for entering into 
a fuller detail of a plan so well adapted as. this 
is to fill the staff situations of the army with 
properly qualified .incumbents. or better calcu
lated. to call forth all the latent zeal and talent 
of the service. . Ii its utility. importance. and 
practicability are acknowledged, there is no diffi
culty in devising a regular system for its realiza
tion. The plan of ataff corps in the native army 
is a simple impossibility. 

A truly-great man holding exalted trust in the 
service of his country should. sincerely rejoice at 
any eligible scheme. which whilst it secured with 
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just impartiality the' best talent and most con- , 
spicuous merit fol."· the 'public service, .relieved 
him from irksome and .indelicate importunities, 
with their unpleasant and perplexing train. of 
circumstances. 

His emancipa.tion from this thraldom of pa~ 
tronage would in truth be Ii. dignified release 
froni exigent importunity. For, even were 'it 
dispensed with the most ·religi~us disregard of 
private feeling-bestowed with the most scrupulous 
justice, still the .balance can never be struck in . 
such a manner as to disarm criticism, or prevent 
discontent. 

By the operation of this plan of professional_ 
and moral tests, so much would' depend upon 
real efficiency, that those desirous of advancing
themselves in the service' could not but perceive 
the absolute necessity of acquiring the requisite 
qualifications. 

The existing craving for staff employ has be
come such an unreflecting passion in the native 
army as to weaken every sense of relJimental 
obligations. 

At present, so general is the apathy and indif
ference with which regimental duties are per
. formed, that the subject 'has become one of grave 
consideration. The advantage of institu.ting an 
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'order 'Of merit for the European officers of the 
army appears to the writer manifest. If con
ferred on real desert, it would be· regarded as an 
honourabledistill(~tion, and as a proof of profes
sional excellence, would stimulate the best ener" 
gies of the whole army for its acquisition. Regi
mental duty is now too much fIot fhroug'" in a 
lifeless mechanical manner. The institution of this 
order would be well calculated to raise the tone 
of the army; for to a soldier pecuniary reward 
should be altogether subordinate to the desire of 
profe~sional military. distinction; l'here is no 
question but what th~ army contains numerouS 
officers who regard honours and distinctions as 
far superior to considerations of pur8e. It is a 
most unquestionable defect in the constitution of 
an army, when the spirit of men of this stamp 
cannot be g~atified. All officers have not oppor
tunities of distinguishing themselves in the field~ 
and thereby acquiring brevet rank. and honorary 
decorations. . 

Circumstances and connexions often afford 
peculiar advantages to individuals of acquiring 
notice, and ingratiating themselves with· the 
superior authorities, which their less fortunate 
but equally deserving brother officers fail to 
obtain .. 
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A military .. order of merit" for the whole 
army would act as a powerful stimulus to profes,. 
sional exertion,' tend vastly to improve regimenta!" 
efficiency, and allay this irritation caused, by 
.observin~ an officer elevated by brevet rank for 
services in the field, which 'his fellow s9ldiers 
would have been equally ready and proud to 
perform, liad similar opportunities been afforded 
them. 

In these days,officers of the native army know 
but little personally of their men" still less of 
what is" going on around them in the lines of 
their respective regiments: That bond of union 
founded on reciprocal regard and esteem, and 
which marked in former times the almost clanlike 
intercourse subsisting between ,the Sepahee and 
his British officer, now scarcely exiSts. A wide 

,chasm separates the EUropean offic~r from his 
native comrade, a gulf in which the dearest 
interests of this army may be' entombed, unless 
a radical change of relations between'the parties 
is introduced. How "often has the truth been" 
reiterated,' that the lives of soldiers are com
manded through the medium of their affections. 
The acquisition of this ' honourable' personal 
ascendanoy is a sacred obligation that the young 
officers of the native army owe to their country, 
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'~he serVjce, and- themselves. They should stu
diously labour to obtain it, for upon its posses
sion will essentially depend their own professional 
character and future prospects in- the service. 

With Sepahees, especially, confidence is yielded 
~nly after a !ong and full appreciation of their 
British· officers, and is invariably' with them 
8 plant of slow growth, requiring unceasing 
kindness' and attention to secure its -healthy-

-maturity. . . 

A mere cold, dry, and mechanical performance 
of the routine of duties does not form the Se
pahee officeF. He must neglect no opportunity 
of making himself petsonally known to, and of 
becoming intimateiy acquainted with the charac
ters and dispositions of those under him. It is 
a lesson not learnt in after life. There can be 
no real good will in the breast of a soldier 
towards an, officer who evinces -a. callous indiffer
ence to his feelings and wants, and only attempts 
to institute friendly relations whey!-, in the field . 
before the enemy. 

A previous systemll-tic neglect of them will 
now render such, attempts altogether fruitless. 
And yet this important in:fl~ence can be obtained 
without surrendering one particle of the great 
,principle of military respect and obedience. 
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Estrangement, procee,ding from whatever cause! 
must inevitably produce injurious cOnsequences 
to both parties. The recent terrible example of 
the danger of exclusiveness on the part of the 
European officer has shown itself in the ruin and 

o disbandment of a whole regiment, under circum
stances that should awaken reflection even in the 
most listless mind. Here were secret meetings 
and evil cOl;nmunings all' confined within a nar
row compass, yet those whose duty it was to 
have been the fustacquainted with such dan-

o gerous machinations, only received their warning 
by the explosion of .the mine itself. It -would be 
an insult to the meanest understan4ing to i~agine 
for an instant that the .existence of this discon
tented spirit ~as hid .from· the humbiest scullion 
of the camp. 
- This truly unfortunateevent,o so . simple of 
prevention, ought never to h~ve occurred. It is 
only thus briefly touched upon, to observe, that 
the whole circumstances of the affair disclose 
how imperatively requisite it is for -the European 
officers to mingle with and know the men as 
also to mak~ themselves known by officer-like 
acts of kindness and constant solicitude. The 
secret facility with which things on this lament
able occasion came to a crisis afforGs 0 another 
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proof of the absence of that happy cordiality 
and confidence which in recent years has so 
strongly marked the demeanour of British offi.· 
cers towards the Sepahees., Attention has been 
called to this subject in a late most excellent 
general order. Every young officer mindful of 
his obligations and alive to his own interests, 
would do well to provide himself with a copy of 
this ord_er, and study 'its principles. It is the 
unquestionable duty of an officer i~ charge of a 
company to know every individual in it-to be 
perfectly acquainted with his chJ1racter, temper, 
peculiarities, qualifications as a soldier, and the 
general reputation he bears in the company. 
,rrhis knowledge must be gained by personal 
observation, and not· blindly accepted from the 
lips of a pay havildar, or 'of any other, perhaps, 
interested or malicious informant. 

The regimental officer should be easy of access 
and patient of hearing-delegate his authority to 
no one; listen to an'd redress all grievances him. 
self, and refuse attention to complaints v.'ithout 
the presence or the accused party. A good and 
deserving soldier, be he of whatever caste he 
may, is equally entitled to the just and impartial 
consideration of his British officer, who should 
scorn the 'weakness of being biassed by native 
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ideas and prejudices, in considering the claims of 
a soldier, though of inferior caste. The· officer 
known to possess. a judgment warped by such. 
insidious couni;lels and ,whisperings will never 
exercise proper moral influence over the minds 
of his men. 
~ Young officers are· disposed to institute false 
and injudicious comparisons between the Euro.· 
pean soldier and his native arixiliary. These 
have· received from nature and education, far 
different phYSIcal and moral organizations-their 
feelings~ habits, and ways of thinking are those 
of different races-and it is fortunate for the 
stability of this eastern empire that it is so. 

The .dari~g and aggressive courage of the Eu
rqpean soldier has. always been most ably se
conded by the brave and devoted gallantry of .his 
native comrade. 

The European soldier kimae(f appreciates " Jack 
8epaltee." The incapacity of that officer for 
command, who attempts to undervalue his w~ll
earned reputation, is sufficiently disclosed. Sin
gular to say, when disparaged, it is usually by 
inexperienced commentators of his own service, 
who in all probability have never had the good 
fortune to- lead him in the field, or to have 
acquired any. insight into his many good qualities. 
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. These idle and wide-sweeping aspersions are 
merely demonstrative of "Young England," and 
juvenile presumption, and which time and better 
opportunities of, forming a correct opinion, will. 
it is sincerely to be hoped, entirely overcome. 
An acquaintance With the political and military 
history. of India, would remove these hallucina: 
tions. This is a knowledge essentially requisite 
to the British officer of the native army. For he 

is most supremely ignorant who remains unin
formed upon those subjects which more el1jJecially 
concern himself. 

It must be admitted as a truth, and it is well 
established by experience, that the officer who in 
quarters has studied the characters of his men, 
and evinced a constant and unaffected interest 
in their welfare, is the commander who will exer
cise the fullest power over them in the field. The 
officer who expects a more than -"'echall~cal obedi
ence from the soldier, after having invariably 
treated him as a dull machine, betrays a very im
perfect acquaintance with the secret springs of the 
human heart. Heroic and permanent vigour of 
action can alone be elicited by the firm attach
ment of soldiers tow~ds their commanders, 
grounded on mutual assurance of each others' 
good qualities. The apathetic officer does Dot 
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inspire thiS sen#ment, nor -hasheariy right- to
anticipate its manifestation towards himself.-

There is a very -marked distinction between 
securing attachment and respect -by a firm and 
considerate exaction of all duties, with the proper 
repression of every' nnsoldier-like -act, and the' 
courting of popularity, by winking at their neg
lect, and permitting the commission of marauding 

-- acts on the unoffending people of the country. 
N pthing is more esteemed or better appreciated 

bySepahees, than a rigid and wise impartiality~ 
a virtue -in which, from their defective moral 
education, they are themselves most deficient. 
It is not difficult to hdmire a qualification in 
others, which we are quite conscious of not 
possessing ourselves, and probably, on that very 
score estimate more highly. . 

.. All officers of experience of the Sepahee cha:
racter, are well aware how sensible he is of 
attention and neglect, how susceptible of praise, 
and by kind arid skilful treatment how easily 
managed. A judicioUs and friendly intercourse 
with those in an inferior class of life can easily be 
established and maintained without the slightest -
diminution of prestige or personal dignity. - In
feriors find no difficulty in distinguishing between 
an unaffected and consistent kindliness of deport •. 

8 
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ment, and a supercilious condescension or un
becoming familiarity. 

That the Sepahee~ are quite capable of a lasting 
and ardent feeling of attachment towards those . . 

officers who, whilst with the regiment, took a kind 
'. and just interest in their welfare, is strongly and 

very pleasingly exemplified by their always com- . 
ing to pay a tribute bf gratitude and respect to 
them; whenever casual circumstances bring the 
. parties into each other's neighbourhood after long 
years of separation. 

These interesti~g meetIDgs, alike so highly' 
honourable to both officer and soldier, must have 
been witnessed by mapy. 

Those to whom this homage of the heart was 
paid, were in every sense of the word 8eptt"hee 
c1Jlcer~men of note and distinction in the 
profession, 
. At the pres.ent moment, the Sepahees naively 

ask if the "Sahib logue who now come to India 
are of different" caste to those of former days? " 
'fhe question is an unpleasing commentary upon 
the altered demeanour they perceive exhibited 
towards them by the new-comers. 

Young officers are often prone to -denominate, 
and contemn Sepahees as "black fellows." Un
less this fatal error is early rectified, such young 
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officers never succ;:eed; they beconu3 'intensely 
unpopular, whereby their value to the service is 
fDO'fae than nothing, inasmuch as their presence is 
irritating to -the feelings pf the 'men, and hurtful 
to the public weaL Asiatics are most implacable 
in their resentments, and rarely forget or forgive 
injuries and slights. 

And yet, with the exerCise of a little 1'eal and 
urbanity, this failing may be avoided. The cha
racter, temper, and peculiarities of British officers' 
are· minutely known, and discuss~d: in the lines 
of their respective regiments. 

It is astonishing the accuracy- with which the 
Sepahees judge of the dispositions of their Euro
pean officers. 

Nothing more offends the amour propre or" the 
native soldier than neglecting to return his salute; 
an omission on -his part w;hic)l subjects' him to 
punishment; and yet how constantly is his 'self~ 
esteem wOlmded by this act on the part of some . 
officers. If an oversight, the sooner correctel;l 
the better; but . if proceeding. from . intentional 
and contemptuous neglect, it is unofficer-like and 
plebeian. . . 

The regimental staff appointments, which in 
former times were becoming objects of ambi
tion to the subaltern officers, are now scarcely 
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considered wortJi 'striving for. Th~ consequence 
i~, that they are not always held by the smartest 
and most· competent, for these are bent on get
ting . away from their regiments as quickly as 
possible, apprehensive that' the tenure of these 
situations might interfere with their obtaining 
employment on the general staff of the army. 
The obvious result must' be, and is, that' regi
me~tal efficieri<?y suffers. Good disp,?sition and 
sfeadiness, though respectable qualities in them
selves, caimot compensate for the loss of superior 
energy and qualifications. When this state of 
affairs obtains, the wh01e tone of a regiment be
comes infected and deteriorated by the lethargy 
and inefficiency of its staff. These honourable 
appoll;1tments have absollltely come tc? be consi
dere.d as the refuge of the destitute. 

The ments and qualifications of t~e officers 
holding these regimental appointments ought to 
be well' known to the proper ~uthorities, and selec
tions frequently made from C.f the most worthY," 
(totally irrespective of any claims of interest) for 
employment on the general staff. Instances of 
such patriotic disinterestedness would' give life 
and animation to professional exertion. The 
reasons of ,such selecti?ns miglit with advantage 
to the sel'\Tice be promulgated in general orders. 
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The moral stimulus given by this just discrimi~ 
nation would ameliorate the present Breotian 
state of things, and excite a generous spirit of 
emulation. 

But this consideration -can only be justly exer
cised, when merit and qualifications declare them
selves. Individuals, in appraising their own 
value, are occasionally forgetful of the rightful 
claims of the Government upon the energy aQd 
conscientious industry of its servants, in whatever _ 
rank they may he placed. _ . ' 

The fact, that whilst· genius and. talent too 
often languish in mournful penury and obscurity 
in Europe! mediomity is'r~ceiving munificent re
compense in India, doelJ not appear to offer itself 
sufficiently fo;r contented and, ahashell,refiection. 
It is an unfortunate, truth every daYlI!-0re, glar. 
ingly manifesting itself, that the younger ofl:!cers 
of the native army, are becOJuing more, and 'more
estranged from salutary professipnalcomradeship 
with their men. An engaging military frank
ness, with perfect ~ccessibility 'of approach, and 
a ~ertain honhomie' of disposition have always 
characterised popular .commanders. - Nomen 
estimate these qualities better than Sepahees. 



.ll'HE DUKE'S APPRENTICESHIP IN W A.B. 1I0lU.L DU'MES oir 
COMMANDIN~ OFFICERS~ llEGIMENTAL- MESSES. EXA.llI

'NATION IN NATIVlI LANGUAGES. POSTSCRIPT. 

IT is a legitimate pride to bear in mind that 
"the foremost man of all this world" acquired 
his first perceptions of the great art of war in the 
East. It is ,very reasonable to believe, that had 
it not been his fo~tune in early military life to 
serve with the Indian army, in all human pro
bability the, world would never p.ave heard of a 
,,' Duke of. Welliri.gton." 

When the great Captam of the age first ap
pearedon the theatre of his European glory, 
Napoleon observed, " What I they now produce 
their ,Sepaltee generai f'* I;Iistory has replied 
to the sarcasm I There can be 'no question but 

• And France, the .. beloved France" of this very Napoleon, h88 
of late formed her own most able oflioers in her Colonial army. 
Behold her African. Generals, Cavaignac, Lamoriciere-and many 
.. gaJlant comrade besides. . . , 
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that the germs. of the Duke's reputation were 
fostered by his apprenticeship to the art .of war 
in the East, where extraordinary· exactions are 
ever made on the Leaders of armies; The very 
peculiar combination of circumstances attendant 
upon an extensive scale of operations in the East, 
generally embracing ari uirion of civil, military, 
aud political powers· in the office of the com
mapder, demand master spirits, who alone are 
capable. of conducting to a glorious_ and triUm
phant issue great und,ertakings~ 

It had previously been very much the fashion 
of BritiSh cOmmanders to trust the fate of battles 
to the mere fire of musketry, but the Duke's 
superior experience determined the value of skil
ful tactical arrangement, arid that after the gene
ral had done Ida duty, the hardih<,>od and courage 
of British soldiers were always best displayed at 
close quarters with their enemy. . 

This experience was gained in India. There 
commanders are forced to act upon the Spartan 
maxim. of contenting themselves with ascertain
ing the whereabouts of the foe. without much 
'regarding his numerical superiority. 
. Confidence. in himself and in his troops, en
abled the Duke to apply these tacti~s with bril
liant success, in Europe. 
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The battle of ABsye ~as fought O:Q, these·prin
ciples, and proved that genius. in a commander, 
aided by the valour· of the troops, is always 
crowned' with victory. 

The extreme gallantry and devotion of the 
Sepahees were ~minently conspicuous' on this 
eventful day,. from which History dates the 
patent of nobility of the. cc Hero of a hundred 
fights;" This f/lct stands forward in a prominent 
point of view. 'fhe achievements and -devotion 
of the Indian army have not yet fonnd an His..; 
torian' worthy of the subject .. ' 

The honours. and distinctions so tardily and 
grudgingly bestowed on its' illustrious services, ., 
have been soMy eonf!'!rred ,by the justice of the 
people of England. 'Little gratitude does it owe 
to thos,e whom it has assisted to place.on Fame's 
highest pinnacle. -
, In the dispatch of the, battle of ABsyethe fol,. 

lowing paragraphs occur: ~c I cannot write iIi, too 
strong t.erms of the troops;· they advance"- in the 
be~t order, and with ,the greatest .steadiness, 
under a most destructive fire, against a body of 
infantry far superior in ; number, wh? appeared 
determined to contend with them to tM last, and 
were driven from their guns ouly by the bayonet:; 
and notwithstanding the numbers of the' enemy's 
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cavalry, and the repeated demonstrations they 
made of an intention to charge, theywere'kept 
at 8 distance by our infantry." 

r,r The officers commanding brigades, nearly all 
those of the staff, and the mounted ,0fAcers of the 
inCantry had their horses shot under them." 

The following was the loss of the native troops 
on this memorable occasion: 

Bubdra. Jemdra. Havdn., Trnmprs. R.&F. 
KiUed • • • • • 5 13 i3 - 0 228' 
Wounded ••• - 12 ' 6 39 6 1,138 

Those eminent military commanders whose 
exploits have ennobled the historical annals ot 
their country have been always distinguished by 
an' intimate acquaintance. with the details and 
requirements of their proCession. An indifferent 
regimental offi()er is unlikely ever to prove a good 
general of division. 

The reputation of this army, and' the future 
efficiency and honour of' the younger officers; 
must be provided for by a firm and judicious 
exaction of, the ,regulations of the, service, as 
clearly d~fimid, and laid down for their profes
sional conduct and training. A, commanding 
officer who takes no interest in this subject is 
unfit for his post. .He should feel a sincere 

8* 
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desire to give a right bent. to the minds of his 
young officers, who in. after life will· bless their 
fortune in having been subjected to such early 
and w40Ieso~esupervision. 

The happiness and prosperity of their after 
career in the' service will amply reward this 

, honourable and' conscientious discharge of duty, 
--on the part . of a commanding officer, who 
whilst contemplating their advancemel)t toemi. 
nence and distinction. may justly feel how much 
his own efforts and ",dvice had contributed to 
this' professional success. A most gratifying re
flection to a ,retired veteran. Unless a com- ' 
man ding officer acts on these prin~iples, he is 
the greatest enemy that young officers could have 
had the misfortune to meet. Some command. 
ing officers imagine that their whole duty con
sists ip. drilling a regiment by frequent and ' 
length!! pa~ades. This· is a grievous error. If 
every object ,of a mornipg'sparade for exercise 
,cannot . be a~complished,in an hour, at the 
furthest. the commanding officer may depend 
upon it that no good will follow by prolonging 
it till the .-attention and temper of those u,nder 
him, are withdrawn and' soured. However mor-

o tifying it may be to arrive at such a conclusion, 
he may fairly attribute. th~ fault to himself. 
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A few movements performed with precision 
and celerity are of more service·to the tone. 
and discipline of a regiment~'than half the boo~ 
of evolutions drawled through with tedi~us 

imbecility. Every officer in' rotation should 
be called 'upon to exercise the battalion wider 
the co~ding officer's 'supe~tendence ; who 

-will find . that his officers are as. ready to 
learn as lie can be to instruct, provided instrUc- . 
tion is afforded in a proper professional spirit, and 
with urbanity. The subaltern officers should be 
required to make out all the public papers oftheir 
companies in their. own hand writing for at least" 
two years after receiving charge of a company. 
This would necessarily bring them into daily in
tercourse with the men'; improve their knowledge 
of the language; enable them to acquire the res
pect and attachment of the native soldiers; and 
perfect them in many other very. essential points 
of duty. Most extensive benefits would follow the 
strict enforcement of this im~rtant and equitable 
regulation. . 

It is equitable both to the- men, and to the 
officeI:S; whose bounden duty it is to watch and 
preside over the just rights and interests of the 
~ldiers entrusted to their charge. It is almost 
unnecessary to observe that they are paid for the 
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performance of these obligations, as it is conceived, 
that a higher sentiment will al~ays dictate their 
zealous and honourable execution. 

In every corps in which a mess exists, it should 
certainly -be obligatory on officers to join it. It 
is one of the social' elements of· good order and 
-discipline, supported by the pecu~iary aid of 
Government, and if conducted .on correct princi. 
pIes, -an instit.ution· admirably calculated to pro,;. 
mote and confirm good habits, improve friendly 
relations between officers,. and. cherish an honour
able feeling of esprit-de ,corps. Commanding 
officers sh<?uld uphold it by. their presence, nor is 
there .any reasonable apprehension of their lOSIng 
in military authority or respect by cultivating -a 
frank and kiQdly intercourse with their officers. 
It ought t9 be a positive rule, that all mess -bills 
are duly adjusted monthly, and a ceJ,"tificate to 
this effect attached to muster rolls, without which 
the Government mess allowance should be with
helq. A regi!Ji.enial mess regulated. on these 

. . principles :would greatly inculqate habits of just 
economy, and. foster a manly desire. of indepen
dtmce; without which there can be ,I!O true ease 
of mind or re~p'ectability. -Idleness and debt are 

. the two great stumbling-blocks of the younger 
European officeri! of the native army. When the 
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writer first entered the seryice. the ~l1balterns of 
the army were contented to mount themselves on 
the strong serviceable .. ponies of. the country; 
now-a-days only ~xpensive Arab horses, averag:
ing from 800 to 1,200 rupe.es, will ~erve their 
turn. 
_ To purchase these, recourse· must generally be 

. had to the banks. One loan follows another, and 
the unfortunate borrower becomes irretrievably 
involved. The whole of his aftercareer,-cr Is . 
bound in shallows and in miseries !" 

It is not an exaggerated calc~ation which 
makes the greater portion of the European offi
cers of the native army labouring under peeu-· 
Diary embarrassments. 1\1oral prostration inevi
tably cnaracterises .such unfortunate enslavement. 
These difficulties can only be attributed with 
some. rare exceptions to morbid vanity imd cul
pable extravagance. It is not an unusual spectacle 
to observe subaltern officers ofthis'army; without. 
any means beyond their pay. the possessors of 
racing studs ! 

As the· Government possesses the power of 
making selections for .staff employ, it might with 
great justice and public advantage. interpose its 
privilege of ascertaining the pecuniary liabilities 
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of officers before confirming appointments. Con
ferring or withholding these posts, according 
to the nature and magnitude of those entangle
lnents, and their apparent disqualifying circum
stances. . 

There can be little doubt that this strong dis~ 
cO)lntenance of debt and its trainaf evils in such 
a quarter, would effectually work a decided and 
a permanent cure. ' 

It appears to the writer that th(l members 
of committees of examination in the native Ian-

. guages should be sworn, as is customary with 
the memb€.lrs of courts znartial. At preseut it is 
notorious that while occasionally the examina
tion is unnecessarily severe and arbitrary, too 
gener,ally it is defectively lenient. The members 
being henceforth sworn, and the tests furnished 
by ,the exalIliners of the College of Fort Wi!
'liam, would place all candidates on an equal 
,and impartial footing. This system would en-
sure the' satisfactory attainment of the legiti
mate objects of Government, and render the 
exammation literally what it ought to .be, but 

. at present. is not. ' . 
There is every reason why adjutants and medi

cal officers should undergo. a precisely similar 
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examination as that required of Interpreters, . 
~efore being considered eligible for important 
situations with native regiments. 

The absolute justice of this ~~e is so apparent 
as to require nQ further advocacy for its adoption. 
·On anew organization ofthearniy, consequent 
to. the establishment of an effective military police 
force, (which ,,!ill secure the permanent effective 
efficiency of. regiments of the line,) it would be 
lti!Jltl§ aesirable· that. battalions were r.educed to 
ei//Itt ltundred men. An lIDwieldy corps of one, 
thousand men cannot be e~etcised with advantage, 
from the physical impossibility of giving the word 
of comm~nd in suchan effective intonation of 
voice, as to ensure its being distinctly heard 
by every soldier of the regiment. This is ~ - . 
recognised principle acted upon in aU the armies 
of Europe, and obviously only departed from in 
battalions of native infantry. on -account of their 
effective strength being always so much reduced 
by the llUmerOU8 anomaloua duties, escorts, ana 
commanrla reqreired of tltem. 

This reduction, besides. proving a positive 
advantage to the efficient manreuvring of troops,' 
will effect a very consideratl~ dnd practical 
8avin!!. 

This is anin;tportant and truly desirable.object 
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of attainment. l!'or it. is a. well kllown fa<:t, that 
. the present _enormous military expenditure of 
India is every year seriously increasing the 
financial embarrassments of the local Govern
.ment. 

, National honour. and the true interests of the 
Indian army ~e inseparably invorved in the wise 
policy of introducing every measure of a· firm 
economy. whereby all reasonable' anxiety as to 
the future may be allayed. and the integrity of 
present engagements and stipulations of service. 
preserved' ort an unj!lictuatin!} basis .. 

These. remarks are now concluded ~ . perhaps tQ 
some . they may seem too lengthy-to others 
several of the extracts quoted alld of the points 
discussed. may be already familiar. The writer 
would fain think that such must be the case; 
and. he wishes he could persua~e himself. that an 
acquaintance with. the .history and with the cha
racter ofthe native army were' more common. It 
.is in the b~lief that the' European officers of the 
army are not generally so. well versed in this 
'essenti_~ knowledge of their service and of their 
men that he has put forth these Musings. His 
quotations from other writers he believes highly 
necessary'to be known by every officer of what. 
ever standing: and 'where the author has set 
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forth his own views, he has done so in the consci __ 
ousness that they are the h'onest unbiassed con
victions of many years experience: and in the hope 
that they may induce others. to think as deeply 
on the interests and minutire of. their honourable 
profession as he has endeavoured to. dO' himself. 



STERN RETRIBUTION WITH WIllE DISCRIJolINATION. UNRE

FLECTING BLOODTHIRSTINESS REPRESSED. FINAL BXIT OF" 

THE LAST OF THE MOGHULS ON THE KIGHEST PINNACLE 

OF THE KOOTUB "MINA.R~ .DELKI. ITS SUBSEQUENT TREAT"

MENT. COMMANDED BY FORTIFIED WORKS. RE-PEOPLED. 

INDIA CAN ONLY BE HELD BY THE SYMPATHY OF T1lB 

POPULATION WITH BRITISH RULE. 

AFTER an irit~rval of seven years, events have 
fully justified and confirmed the preceding re
marks on the state" and discipline ·of the Bengal 
army .. Without laying claim to any extraordi
nary amount of, foresight, the autho~ may surely 
be pardoned if he" presumes to draw public 
attention to the fulfilment of his predictions. 
Would, indeed, t~at he had proved a false" pro
phet I But, writing as pe did with ali intimate 
knowledge of the subject, it is not surprising. 
that he was able to lay his finger on the first 
indications of disease, an4 foretel the certain 
consequences "of neglect: 

Balancing the good -and bad points of the 
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native soldiery, he was' induced to advocate the 
necessity for a gradual and judicious reform. 
The pa~sive lmt impulsive temperament of the 
Sepahee suggested the expediency· of keeping 
him fully employed, and thus withdrawing him . 
from the evil promptings of idl~Dess. The author 
further commented on the thoughtless encourage:' 
ment afforded by many European officers to the 
unmilitary prejudices. of their soldiers; and he 

, also condemned the reserved and exclusive habits 
which were perceptibly gaining ground. The 
generality of officers took. but little ·interest iIi 
their men, who, on their part, ceased to feel 
either love or reverenc~ for superiors who were 
virtually: strangers to them, and powerless, be
sides, either to reward or punish. 

The heroism formerly displayed bi Sepahees 
in the deadly breach and on many a well-fought. 
field cOuld hardly now be looked' for, in the 
author's opinion, from men whd had come to 
regard their profession as only a means of hoard. 
ing pelf. 'l'he time had been, indeed, when 
neither threats nor promises could shake their· 
fidelity; but what reliance can ·be placed on 
those who are ever ready to mutiny whenever a 
modification of their allowances is proposed I 
The copious infiltration of the Brahtnin element 
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he denounced as an evil of alarming dimensions j 
and, by. way of counterpoise, recommended the 
introduction of 10,000 to .15,OOO:Mricans, and 
a like number of Sikhs and Punjabees, together 
with a proportionate reduction of the regular 
troops; a suggestion which others hav€? revived 
I1l1d repeated during the last few months; The 
mistaken philanthropy of the age was duly cen .. 
sured, and the necessity and advantages of, cor· . 
pora] punishment clearly pointed out. The ·in· 
efficiency, or rather the utter uselessness, of- the 
native com~issioned officers w~ demonstrated 
beyond a doubt, and the folly of regarding senility 
as meritorious placed ina proper light. 

The want of sympathy between the· European 
officers and the4- men appeared to the author as 
fraught with impending peril, and there could be 
no doubt of its impai.riDg the efficiency of any 
regiment. He deeply regretted theunprofes
sional eagerness manifested by officers of all 
ranks to get away from their regimental duties ~ 
nor did he regard with less apprehension the 
paucity" of officers doing duty .with each 'native 
-corps. 

It is with no feelings of elation, or self-com. 
placency that . the author looks back upon the 
recent corroboration of all his ,statements, and 
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the fulfilment of his warnings. But, from a 
sincere belief that the subject· c~nnot be too fully 
investigated, he has been induced to places . 
second time, and in s more promin~nt manner, . 
before's British public the result of his own . 

. experience during a long period of military ser
vice.Whatever may' be the imperfections of 
his style, he ventures to entertain. s hope that the 
opinions of an old soldier will not be 'altogethe~ 
devoid of interest in the present position of our 
Indian EItlpire. 

It cannot be denied that the recent revolt of 
the Bengal army has displayed, iI\ s remarkable 
degree, the sterling qualities. of the Anglo-Saxon 
character. The invincible fortitude of our coun
trymen, their heroic self-devotion, their unshaken 
confidence. in the ultima:te triumph of the cause 
for which they fought, and bled\ and yielded up. 
life itself, have added fresh lustre to the British 
name. The verdict of the present age,and one 
which history will assuredly ratify, unhesitatipgly 
recognises the ,constancy with which this true 
and manly spirit has shone forth in ill). the. horrid 
scenes of this fearful IndiaIi tragedy. 

The numerous graphic and touching letters, 
and, narratives, which have become familiar to 
the entire civilized world, an'ord an irrefragabJe 
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, testimony to the bravery and worth of our sorely 
tried countrymen. 1'here have been no mani
festations of a' quailing heart,.~o we.ak expressions 
of' despondency, no despairing ~d selfish lamen~ 
tations, in the midst of unspeakabl~ horrors, 
such as few before have ever encountered and 
survived. Far from it. While life remained, 
one and all, they have stood unflinchingly at their 
posts. . There is _ not a single instance of the 
postponement.of public to private duty~not one, 
of the natural desire of self-preservation' super
seding the obligations due to their profession and 
their country .. 
. 'No family interest has once been exerted to 
enable the holiday warrior to escape, on the' plea 
of "leave of absence," or ,of "urgent private 
affairs:' frorq the dangers and privations insepa
,rably connected. with the noble and chiyalrous 
. profession of arms. , 

Justice and truth demand this'poor and inade
quate tribute to the heroism of t~ose undaunted 
Englishmen-aye, and English women, too-who 
have never faltered in the hour of unutterable 
woe, in doing their duty to their God and their 
country. Their calm fortitude under the most 
appalling sufferings, their valour in fight, their 
Christian patience under excr~ciating· t~rtures. 
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their re.solute and steadfast spirit, ca.nnot fail to 
awaken sentiments of the highest respect, admi~ 
ration, and sympathy in the most cold and callous 
nrind. . 

And their trials have come upon them sud~ 
dewy and unexpectedly, under a tropicaI sky, and 
in the hottest and most fatal season of the year. 
while destitute of the commonest comforts and 
appliances of civilized. life. 

In all these dismal scenes of. anguish, the 
national character has been nobly upheld. by all 
her children, without distinction of 'lex. - 'And 
this is a glorious consolation. which time itself 
can ne,:er lessen nor obscure. Without insti
tuting the invidious comparison with the people . 
of any other country. it may be safely averred. 
that. such daring enterprise. such marvellous en
durance. such true greatness of mind. are unp~
ralleled in the world's his~ory. 

It is not requisi~ to enter into any elaborate 
refutation of the erroneous 'opinions of some 
writers. that the European officers of the Bengal 
army were entirely unacquainted with the changed 
spirit of the Sepahees. Proof to the contrary is 
on official record. Joum8.Is and publications of 
deserved reputation and weight have likewise in
culcated the idea. that ~e officers had fallen 
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asleep 'on,R mine, unconscious of its existence. 
It is not so: many officers of experience and 
mature ability have, doubtless; considered it their 
duty to submit their views on the obvious neces
sity pf change and reform in the constitution of 
the native army of India. ThiS would be but ~n 
character with the zeal and devotion of officers 
whose good services are p.ot unknown or forgot
ten. But it is not tne wish of the writer at 
present to dwell upon the able, heroic bearing of 
our Indian officers. In their efforts to maintain 
their lofty position in the dismal and deadly strife 
now convulsing our- eastern empire, they have the 
sympathy-of all true Englishmen. 
, The writer· would,-however, difect attention to 
the unpatriotic few; now. busy in filching from the 
hard-earned reputation of those whose blood has 
. flowed likewater,in maintaining the honour and in
terests of their country: Those who industriously 
institute such miserable comparisons? will perhaps 
favour the public' with some .account of them
selves, and disclose how they have met the tempta
tions, and bUffeted the stern realities of life-r 
The writer, in 1849, now more than eight years, 
deferentially'submitted his opimons on the mani
fest adv~tages of incorporating Sikhs and Pun
jabees with the Bengal Regular Army. And 
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having· raised the first Sikh regiment ever em
ployed in the British service, and led· it· with 
success against its own countrymen and co
religionists, he was surely entitled to hope that 
his ~pinio~s on such a subject were not altogether 
undeserving of some respect and consideration. 

This brochure was presented by the writer to 
the Governor General, who approved of its con
tents, and placed it in the hands of the late 
General Sir Charles Napier, then Commander of 
the Forces in India: He read it, and informed 
the writer that after making many marginal notes 
he had returned· the brochure to the Governor 
General; he fur~her expressed his entire concur
rence with the views therein advanced. It is a 
great satisfaction to have possessed the friend
ship and good opiliion of that truly British and 
illustrious· Commander, by whom the writer was 
selected to organise the Punjab Irregular Force 
for service on the Derajat front.ier. 

In 1850, the writer published opinions bea,r
ing on the Constitution of the Native Army, and 
suggested various, and, in his humble judgment, 
most requisite changes. These views in the form 
of a pamphlet were by permission dedicated to 
the Governor General. In the same year, he sub
mitted the memorandum marked A in Appendix. 

9 
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Again, in J 85·2, he solicited attention to the ,same 
snbje~t, vide :QeIni-Official Letter, marked B. 

On assuming command.of the troops that 
were to compose the Pnnjab Irregular Force, 
he, with the sanction ,of Government, introduced 
200 Sikhs and 'Punjabees into, each infantry 
regiment, and 15U into each corps of cavalry. 
This force has remained faithful in spite of the 
defection of the regular 'army. Several regi
ments have been employed in the late operations 
before Delhi, and distinguished themselves in its 
final assault and capture. The plan is unfolded 

'in the opiniOlJ,s herein set forth. 
TO.disenchant a powerful.body of mercenaries 

of the ide,a that they were irresistible, and could 
at a~y mom~nt overthrow the Government, and 
rival the Janissaries of old iu unbridled license 
and domination. 

To establish a System of Military Labour. The 
introduction of a vast accession of new levies of 
entirely antagonistic elements into the ranks of 
the regular native army. . 

To reduce the Hindoostanees to the extent of 
200 men per regiment. 

The operation of these 'arrangements in the 
Bengal line alone ,wpuld, in their' moral and 
physical effect, have been equivalent to a change 
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of 50,000 men. The advantages of these mea
sures of reform must strike the most superficial 
reader. -
. The author further pointed out, that .. of late. 
years. with increased emoluments, the discipline 
of the native army has been relaxed, and the 
authority 'of the European officer curtailed. He 
has little power to reward. an~ still less to 
punish- delinquency." He also observed that 
"the worst character makes the worst soldier," 
and earnestly solicited attention to the serious 
importance of improving the motives_ of action 
of a vast standing mercenary army. These sug.' 
gestions are also applicable to the armies of 
Madras and Bombay. We must make our mer
cenaries feel and understand that they are more 
in need of us than we of them. Above all 
things, the discipline of troops should be left 
with their proper officers: 

The improper, highly dangerous, and irrespon
sible interference of political officers and civili'ims 
in the professional legislation of the army cannot 
be too severely rebuked and repressed. It is; 
and ever has been, the prolific cause of woeful 
calamities. It would, however, appear that the
same mischievous spirit is at this critical juncture 
of our Indian history again at work to paralyse 
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, the freedom of aCtion, of the military commande; 
in the field. When rebellioll and military revolt 
,are' subdued, and the laws -of the land can be 
safely administered, it will then be time enough 
for the civilian _to appear on the scene and 
resume his own proper-and legitimate functions. -
In such times as _ the present, what some WJjters 
term "simple mutiny" is simply itothing more 
or less than high treason, and, as such, punish
ab,Ie by death. ,The Gordian knot can only be 
cut by the sure and sharp agency of. the sword, 
and, until it is cut, martial law must, for want of 
better, be the law of the'land. Hut -it behove~ 
our military commanders -to exercise this, fearful 

-_ power with a wise, and though stern,' j"ust dis
crimination. For-

0, it is excellent 
To have a giant's strength, but it is tyranhOUS 

To use it like a giAnt." 

The innocent should not be confounded with 
the" guilty, 'and our brave European soldiers 
must be kept within bounds, and firmly pre
vented perpetrating wholesale, butchery. 

They cannot be allowed to soil their laurels in 
innocent blood. 

Every subject who has raised an arm against 
the British Government in this desperately wicked 
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revolt must, and even then inadequately, -expiate 
-his enormous guilt by rleat~. All who have 
even passively revelled in thes_e cruel devilries 
must suffer proportionately. , 

None of these can, with safety to the sacred 
cause of humanity, be ever again allowed to herd 
ashiIman beings with -those no longer their 
fellow men. 

Society can know them no more. Vouch
safing the,crowne_d miscreant o~ Delhi a fair 
trial before a Oouncil of War, let him, on con
viction of complicity, ·be summarily hung on the 
pinnacle of the Kootub Minar., 

This would meet the wishes of those clamorous 
of' appealing to the imagination of' the natives, 
and prove a very suitable historical full stop to 
the cruel and blood-stained dynasty of Timour. 
, With this closing scene, might" not the name of 
the accl,lrSedcity be- changed by proclamation, to 

VICTORIAPORE P 

And which, having thus fallen by ~sault, should 
be held to have become escheated.We might 
now purify, embellish, and ventilate it,oli 'an 
improved European plan, re-people it with sub~ 
jects untainted by the crimes of murder, and 

9* 
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treason, and place the whole under the protection, 
and surveillance of fortified works. 

To conceive it possible that the greater portion 
of the population of this city were not willingiy 
identified with the revolted soldiery, is to betray 
the veriest ignorance of the native character of 
Hindustan. The inhabitants wildly conceived 
that our knell had sounded, and each rose, stone 
in hand, to aid and abet treason . 

. Had they been but loyally disposed, the unor
ganised and tumultuous Sepahees might have 
been expelled the city on their first display of 

. open mutiny . But the citizens were not loyally 
disposed. 

For this was not the revolt of slaves goaded 
into fiendish excesses by a hard, crushing system 
of tyranny, but the outbreak. of ungrateful sub
jects, governed by the same laws which genera
tions of Englishmen had bled and fou9!tt to 
obtain. 

" Have 'our immense body of military pensioners 
~me .forward at this crisis, to array themselves 
on the side of order and justice? At such a 
juncture, those who are not with ns are ~o-ainst 
us, and must fare accordingly. 

In all, and throughout this terrible mission of 
"a stem, unfaltering retribution, let us wisely 
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. beware of viewing things through the. bloody 
mist of passion.and revenge. 

And wherever it is. possible, with safety to 
imperial interests, and the canse of civilization, 
we ought to exercise a magnanimous clemency. 
We cannot hold India, save with the .Indians. 



JoIRllORAlTDUH ON THE fHAtGAlLI.TION 01' SIKHS AND PUN

IADERS 'WITH THB, RBGULAR ARHY, DRAWN UP, AND -S,UB

HITTBD POR THB CONSIDBRATION 01' THB HOST NOBLE THB 

GOVBRNOR-GBNBRAL ,01' INDIA. 

LAROEE, December 12th, 1850. 

1. The number of Sikhs' and Punjabees to be 
entertained in the regular army should be strictly 
limited: probably, ha.ving all considerations in vi€1w, 
for the present, 200 per regime~t would be a just 
proportion. Equivalent, with native commissioned, 
non-commissionecJ. officers and drummerS", to 17,1~8 
Sikhs~ -

2. The Paol, or religious pledge of Sikh fraternity 
should on no acco~t be interfered with-the Sikh. 
should be permitted to wear his beard, and the hair 
of his head gathered up as enjoined -by his religiQn. 
Any invasion, however slight, o( these obligations 
,would be construed into a desire to subvert his faith, 
would lead to evil consequences, and naturally inspire 
general- distrust and alarm. Even those who have 
assumed the outward conventional characteristics of 
Sikhs, should not be permitted after entering the 
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British service to drop them. Their removing these 
distinctive peculiarities would be mischievously in
terpreted. If the recruit enters with the Kes, he 
must continue' to wear the hair of the head in that 
fashion-as the odium of its re~oval, though even a 
voluntary act, on his part would still attach to our 
system, and be viewed as an act of secession agre"e-" 
able to us." ' , 

8. No men enlisted above 20 years of age; old 
Khalea soldiers not admissible. 

4. Muzbee Sikhs not eligible on any account, as 
their admission would destroy the whole tone and 
self-esteem of the ~egiment. 

The low and· inferior castes of Sikhs were not 
employed in the regular Sikh army, and had better 
be excluded. in ours, "iz.,-suchas. 1. Barb~rs. 2. 
Ferrymen." 8. F~shermen. 4. Sweet meat sellers. 
5. Bunneeahs. 6. Goldsmiths. 7. Gardeners. ·S. 
Weavers. 9. Potters. 10. Washermen. 11. Bearers. 
12. ·Tailors. 18. Dyers, 14. and Goojur Mahom
medans.* 

5. A Grunthee (priest) allowed to each regiment; 
ten rupees per mimsem would be ample remuneration 
for the services of this individual, who should bea 
village or Deathee pastor, and not an Umritsir 
Doctor of Divinity. The latter description of per
son, might, and would probably prove dangerous in 

• 1. Naic. 2. Mullah, 3. Cheerwar. 4. Hulwaie. 5. Khuttree. 
It Soonar: 7. Bhagwan. 8. Jullaha. 9. Koomar. 10. Dhohie. 
11." Kuhar. 12. Dirzee. 13. Jull~ 14. Goojure. 
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'his ministry. The Grunth (Sikh Bible) shonldnever 
be carried in niilitary procession, nor on any occa
sion ostentatiously -displayed, for we require Sikhs 
and not Singhs in the ranks of the British native 
army. 

V. Drunkenness alid opium eating; are not so 
much Si.k4 vices, as vicions habits adapted by the 
old Khalsa soldiers, and contracted through the 
force of ba:d example, as is dram-drinking in the 
British army. ' 

7. Lev,ies should be drilled in distinct Sikh squads 
for the first three months, and by instn;r.ctors selected 
for their equanimity and superior intelligence; 
abusive, taunting language, the cane, or violence 
of any description strictly prevented on the part of,. 
instructors. • 

8. When perfected in their -drill" interspersed: 
throughout the regiment in equal proportion t(} each 
company. Distinct Sikh c9mpanies undesirable. 

9. A proper allowance of cooks and., water-carriers 
to each regiment should be conceded. Three of 
each description would enable the Sikh portion of a 
corps -to cook and mess together when at regimental 
head quarters. Every means should be adopted to; 
preserve their peculiar traits and social customs. 
For if they re-entered the pale of strict Hindooism, 
their value as a foreign military class, and as such, 
useful counterpoise, would be 'altogether lost,. Whilst 
firmly discountenancing all political nationality, we 

, might with great, and obvious -advantage, uphold 
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th~ Sikhs in their comparative fre~dom from bigotted 
prejudices -of caste,. by affording them any reasonable 
aid and· protection in defending their own distinc
tive characteristics o( race, and by such a policy 
alone will this fusion of Sikhs into our regular 
native army prove to its fullest extent wise and 
advantageous. 

10. Every ar~ ruse will be put into play by our 
Poorubeah Sepahees to disgust the Sikh recruit 
with our service; nor will sinister persuasion, or 
even intimidation, be wanting to browbeat him into 
abandoning the social peculiarities of his sect. 

£hould this succeed, the Sikh will sink. into a 
mere low caste Hindoo. Shorn of his best attributes, 

. ,-,and as a military exotic, lost to an army, particu
larly requiring- new blood, his political· worth as a· 
new element would be destroyed. 
. 11. The question o,ffe,'s itself, ~ow far desirable it 
would· be to form separate depots for the enlistment 
and instruction of Sikhs and Punjabees, and after 
their drill was perfected, to send them in drafts, as 
required, ·to corps of the line? This arrangement 
would effectually protect their moral independence, 
and greatly assist the ·liberal views of Government as 

. respecting their employment in the ranks of the 
British army. 

12. It would be t:ery necessary, indeed, that the 
commanding officers of native regiments of the lille 
should be supplied with clear and specific instr]Jc
tions regarding their proper treatment, and furnished 
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with a list of the eligible castes from which to recruit, 
as also particularly desired to see that they' meet with 
fair play. The Punjabee Mahommedan, from moral 
causes, rarely makes a good soldier. He is the Helot 
of the Punj ab, and some years of our rule must elapse 
before, raised in his own self-esteem, he becomes a 
desirable class to recruit from. 

1. S. HODGSON, BRIGADIER, 
COlllLUrDING PUNJAB IBBlIGULAB FOBOB. 

(DEMI-OFFICIAL BOOK.) 

My DEAR COUR'fENAY, 

DERA. ISHMAEL KHAN, 
28th March, 1852. 

I have now concluded :my annual 
inspection of the frontier, and have had every reason 
to be highly satisfied with what I saw. 

I enclose for your perusal a letter received from 
Captain Jacob, commanding the 4th Punjab Cavalry 
The conduct of this detachment in thus charging, in 
cold blood, and in broad day, such a numerous body 
of well-armed: Hill-men, (who had taken up a strong 
.J!Psition), was truly heroic. The 'prudence of the 

lQ 
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attack under such circumstances I do not defend. 
But the men felt that they had tlle stigma of the 
Vidore outpost to wash out, and right boldly have 
they redeemed the character of their regiment. They 
charged right over a steep bank into the midst of the 
enemy, sword in hand, and under a :fire of match
locks. Unfortunately the carbines of this regiment 
have not yet arrived. I sincerely hope that his 
Lordship, the Governor-General, may be induced to 
favour my recommendation, that those who particu
larly distinguished themselves on this occasion may 
be rewarded with the Order of Merit. It is usual 
for native officers to offer their swords to be touched 
by the~ military superiors: this I declined doing 
when passing along Jacobs' posts, on account of the 
shameful misbehaviour of the Vidore outpost in sur· 
rendering without the slightest resistance. 

All this, no doubt, determined the men on the :first 
occasion, offering to make a full atonement for their 
recreant comrades' misconduct. Common justice, 
therefore, demands that I should use my best exer
tions to bring their gallant exploit forward for espe
cial consideration, and I feel confident that it will 
not pass unrewarded. 

There is but one opinion, that it was a most noble 
charge. And even the people of the country speak 
of it as an act that could only be performed by sol
diers eating the salt of the Sirkar Company Bahadoor. 

This inroad from the hills would never have taken 
place but for the co-operation given by the people of 
the plains--our own subjects. ,it 
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I hear that some thirty have been apprehended 
who were engaged in this affair; all the particulars, 
I presume, will Boon be laid before Government. 

Do you ever read the "Lahore Chronicle?" as if 
so you must have been amused by one of Koap's 
editorials, wherein he sapiently observes that the 
Commander-in-Chief intends to summer at Umballa 
that he may be near the seat of war. The conduct 
of the 88th N. I. at the last hour sufficiently 
proves the correctness of my opinions, expressed in 
the little brochure I put forth, viz., that no man 
should be enlisted but on the clear understanding 
that he has enlisted for General Service to serve 
wherever he might be required. That most excel
lent order directing the embodiment of Sikhs and 
Punjabees into the regular army has, I fear, been 
very little acted up to by commanding officers of 
corps. A return showing the number of this class 
as yet enlisted into the several regiments of the line 
serving in the Punjab, would, I am inclined to 
believe, substantially prove the _ correctness of niy 
doubts. Such a, counterpoise is more than ever 
required. In a few years, if the present warlike 
spirit of the Sikh race is not fostered by admission 
into the ranks of the Native army, it will die out, 
and the Brahmin and Chuttree clique of Hindustan 
continue as heretofore to have it all their own 
way. The only way, in my_opinion, to give real 
effect to the order of Government as regards 
~ entertainment of these new subjects, will- be 
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by forming DeptJu in the Punjaub,. and sending dril
led dr8.fts to the several corps with their propor
tion of commissioned and non· commissioned native 
Officers, that thereby their proper professional status 
may be ensured them. Otherwise from not being 
fairly represented and protected in their grades by 
Officers of their own caste, both their efficiency, and 
zeal. for the British service must be greatly diminished, 
and consequently the real object of Government i,n 
amalgamating them with our military subjects of 
Hindustan, palpably unattained. They will be 
merely an unhealthy excrescence, and not a wise and 
stringent counterpoise to the daily increasing clique
ism of our Sepahee army. The opportunity now 
lost will not be' regained-for the Punjabees as a 
people are not a warlike race. The Sikhs lighted 
the fire of military enthusiasm, which, like all other 
fires, without being fed. !D-ust gradually die out. 
I am really sorry to see such an opportunity lost. I 
sat down to write you a few.lines, and I have m
flicted upon you a lengthy epistle . 

.Always yours, 

To F. F. COURTENAY, Esq. 

PRrvATB SBCBBTABY TO THE 

GoVERNOR GBNBlIAL. 

LewII and Son, Prlnte.., II, Flncll Lane, Comlill 
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by the courtesy of precedent, been. awarded to 
the effective valour of the victor, yet it should 
recognise no right to the expectation of a bribe in 
the shape of " extra allowances," for the perform
ance of military duty in a conquered territory, 
become an integral portio~ of the empire. 

This error, if persisted in, will either prove 
destructive of all right military feeling in the 
native army, or at no distant day be effaced by 
some terrible scenes. 

There is. a limit to forbearance, after which it 
becomes fatal imbecility. It has been an easy 
matter to grant that, which it will be found not 
so easy to reclaim. A bestowal of extra allow
ances on all occasions of field service is, it must 
be admitted, a most dangerous and ruinous pre
cedent, and cannot be too soon or too firmly 
abolished. 

ThE1.re Is a vast distinction between a wise 
foresight, which prevents demand, and that me
lancholy feebleness which meets it with con
ceSSIOn. 
. it must ever be a difficult and hazardous 

atte~pt,after a precedent has been established, 
to require Sepahees, or indeed any soldiers, to ac
quiesce in the propriety of its repeal, more espe
cially when it is one that sanctions and concedes 
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of fortresses in the field, bristling with cannon 
and aided by the galling fire of a numerous 
veteran infantry protected by raised parapets of 
earth, and who plied their fire with extraordinary 
rapidity as the British troops came within musket 
range. The higher moral incentive to action was 
likewise on - ~he side of the Sikhs fighting pro 
aria et focia, and lor salvation against utter poli-. -, 
tical extinction. 

Their' fall is a moral. Flushed with conquest 
they scorned the arts of peace, the honest and 
laborious pursuits of agriculture, and were sub
d~ed less h-y the sword of the Saxon than by 
their own infatuation, cupidity, and 'Iltil#ar!J 
truculency. 

During these wars, desertion in the ranks of 
the native army was almost unknown; this is a 
gratifying and well established fact that cannot 
be too often repeated. The gold and tempta
tions of the enemy (though Hindoos themselves) 
had no disturbing effect on the allegiance of the 
British Sepahees. . 

The ranks of the Sikh army contained nume
'rous men from the same districts' and provinces 
which chiefly furnish recruits for the Bengal native 
'army. In the regular Sikh army were likewise 
diatinct regiments, composed almost entirely of 
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fusion of every eligible class, with the whole 
length and breaoth of our eastern possessions as 
recruiting gronnd, besides increasing the moral 
and physical efficiency of the Indian army, would 
powerfully assist in subduing that intolerant and 
banefuljanaticism of caste which now retards all 
real militl:j.ry excellence. It would likewise ex
tend the sphere of British influence by the wider 
and more impartial diffusion of hopes and expec
tations. The greater and more general the 
amalgamation of all respectable classes into the 
ranks of the native army, the more efficient and 
morall!} consolidated will it become. Its tone 
would gradually improve; and when an army 
experiences an honourable pride in being iden
tified with all the undertakings of the Govern
ment it serves, whether in peace or war, it has 
become in its character and feelings a patriotic 
one. A mere mercenary army must at all times 
hold a far inferior rank in moral estimation, as 
consisting of men solely influenced by sordid 
considerations, and therefore only acting from the 
meanest promptings. 

The writer would much like to see a recruiting 
depot established at the Cape of Good Hope, and 
by degrees some 10,000 or 1.5,000 of the up
country Africans distributed throughout the 
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